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Sustaining Coastal Landscapes and Community Benefits: Developing an
Interdisciplinary Model for Enhancing the Impact of NERRS Science
Abstract
Riparian buffers and wetlands are a nexus for complex land use challenges where
tradeoffs for ecosystem services must be evaluated. Coveted by developers and home
owners, people and property in these areas are vulnerable to flooding, shoreline erosion
and sea level rise. Natural buffers have water quality value for their ability to effectively
filter nonpoint source pollution and are the last line of defense for stormwater runoff to
estuaries. Ecologists recognize and value riparian habitats and fringing marshes for their
complex roles in nutrient cycling and biodiversity. Thus far, however, this recognition and
associated ecological data in the NERR system have been inadequately linked to social
science approaches required to characterize and quantify tradeoffs in ecosystem service
benefits, and methods to translate these results for effective policy guidance. This project
developed an innovative model for interdisciplinary research to build capacity within the
NERR system. The aim being to enhance the impact of NERRS science by applying an
ecosystem based management approach to address complex land use challenges and
facilitate dialogue and policy deliberation about ecosystem service tradeoffs.
Integrating ecosystem service tradeoffs into policy design can overcome barriers to effective
management. Evaluation of ecosystem service tradeoffs requires rigorous coordination of
social and ecological science to quantify changes in ecosystem services and assess how these
changes affect society’s well-being (Weinstein et al. 2007; Weinstein 2005, 2007; US EPA
2009). Ecosystem structure and function can be modeled using ecological methods, while
economic methods are required to define and value associated ecosystem services. Although
the sensitivity of ecosystem services to changes in riparian land use is unquestioned, the
quantification of associated spatially-explicit human benefits and tradeoffs, as well as the use
of resulting information to guide policy, is often hindered by methodological gaps between
economic approaches though which ecosystem services are defined and valued and
ecological paradigms through which ecosystem processes are modeled (Boyd and Banzhaf
2006; Johnston et al. 2010b; Wainger et al. 2010). Within this context, the National Estuarine
Research Reserve System (NERRS) is uniquely positioned to test, implement and evaluate
the application of EBM frameworks that integrate quantitative information on ecosystem
service values and tradeoffs at a scale appropriate to improve decision-making. Over three
decades of ecological research and monitoring, strong linkages to community education, a
diverse and evolving suite of land stewardship practices and stakeholder engagement and
training have generated rich collaborative networks anchored by the NERRS. Within these
networks, coordinated social and natural science research methodologies can be rapidly and
effectively deployed and linked to existing robust ecological frameworks and data. Rich
ecological data like the System Wide Monitoring Program (SWMP) and related reservespecific ecological data have yet to be broadly applied by the scientific, management and
education communities to promote effective protection and conservation of estuarine habitats
and ecosystem services. This project addressed gaps in the application and integration of
socio-economic approaches to improve the impact of NERRS science on decision-making
for riparian and wetland area management, including policy processes and decisions
influencing land use, habitat and nonpoint source pollution.
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Coastal Management Context and Decision-Making Arena
Ongoing land use changes in watersheds in and around the Wells NERR1 exemplify common
stressors to sustainable coastal ecosystems (Wells NERR 2006; Weinstein et al. 2007,
Weinstein 2008, 2009; Coles et al. 2004).2 Processes provided by these threatened
systems support myriad ecosystem services, defined as the outputs of natural systems that
provide benefits to society (Millennium Assessment 2005; US EPA 2009; Wainger et al.
2010). Many of these depend critically on the integrity and properties of riparian areas
(Johnston et al. 2002a,b, 2005; Opaluch et al. 1999),3 including aesthetic and cultural
services related to scenery, wildlife, or other valued characteristics (Johnston et al. 2002a,
2005; Lupi et al. 2002; Zedler and Kercher 2005).
As the variety and intensity of development-related impacts on coastal New England’s
riparian areas grow, there have been numerous recommendations to move toward a more
comprehensive, spatial, ecosystem-based approach to management that (1) accounts for
multiple stressors, (2) considers the health of functioning ecosystems, and (3) accounts for
spatially-explicit tradeoffs related to different ecosystem uses, users, and values (Holland et
al. 2010). Ecosystem-based management (EBM) offers an interdisciplinary organizing
framework for riparian area management that can better account for tradeoffs in ecosystem
services and human benefits. Despite its promise, however, EBM presents numerous
challenges (Feurt 2007; DeLauer 2009; Holland et al. 2010). Among the most critical are
those related to the quantification and communication of tradeoffs between the services
provided by natural ecosystems and otherwise beneficial human activities that degrade
ecosystem structure and function, and integration of this information within stakeholder
processes to guide policy (Feurt 2007; DeLauer 2009; Wainger et al. 2010).
In the absence of informed management able to promote sustainable tradeoffs, human actions
typically trend towards a degradation of ecosystems that ultimately diminishes human
welfare (Ehrlich and Ehrlich 2008; Turner and Daily 2008). Entities engaged in activities that
degrade riparian ecosystem functions are often distinct from those who bear associated costs
of degraded ecosystems, and may be unaware of their impacts. This manifestation of the
“externality” problem in economics may be due to a lack of information on the presence or
value of affected services, heterogeneous preferences among groups, differences between the
locations at which impacts occur, and the fact that many ecosystem service values are not
realized through markets (Bockstael et al. 2000; Freeman 2003; Johnston et al. 2005b;
Robbins 2007; Troy and Grove 2008).
As a result of these and other impediments, residents, managers and stakeholder groups often
engage in riparian and other land use decisions that are not in the long-term best interest of
1

These include the Webhannet and Merriland River, Ranch Brook and Little River (MBLR).
In the Wells NERR, housing growth over the past 25 years has been more than double the growth in
population, with a 10-year growth rate of nearly 50% (Smith 2006), mirroring similar changes in other Estuarine
Reserves nationwide.
3
These include services related to (1) groundwater filtering and biogeochemical processing; (2) habitat
provision; (3) prevention of flooding and erosion; (4) retention of toxics and pathogens; (5) production and
primary export in aquatic food chains; (6) carbon sequestration (Howe 1987; Engelhardt and Ritchie 2001;
Mitsch and Gosselink 1993; Wharton et al. 1982; Novitzki et al. 2001; Weller 1994; Sather and Smith
1994; Zedler and Kercher 2005).
2
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the public, because they do not have the information required to accurately consider tradeoffs
between the benefits/costs of development and associated losses of ecosystem services
(Holland et al. 2010; Wainger et al. 2010). This lack of information persists despite the rich
ecological data available within NERRS and elsewhere, because these data have been thus
far poorly linked to (1) social science models required to characterize and quantify tradeoffs
in ecosystem service benefits (Wainger et al. 2010; Johnston et al. 2010), and (2) methods to
translate results for effective policy guidance (DeLauer 2009; McGuigan et al 2009; DeLauer
et al 2010). The outcomes of this project provide information on ecosystem service tradeoffs
and values in a concrete, useful format, available for use by Wells NERR in coordination
with the Wells NERR stakeholder network to promote sustainable management of riparian
land use and habitat (Adamowicz et al. 1998; Bateman et al. 2002; Bennett and Blamey
2001; Louviere et al. 2000; Johnston et al. 1999; 2001; 2002a,b,c,d; 2003a,c,d; 2005a,b;
2010a). Coordinated ecological/economic models and associated communication activities
are built on data that include:
(1) spatially-explicit land use data for the Merriland River, Branch Brook, and Little River
Watershed (MBLR),
(2) data on biogeophysical processes, water quality and habitat from Wells NERR
monitoring and research,
(3) survey data on area households’ characteristics, attitudes, knowledge and resource
uses/activities,
(4) results from survey-based choice experiments characterizing households’ preferences and
values for specific ecosystem services and related tradeoffs, revealed through choices over
multiattribute policy alternatives and
(5) descriptions of the mental models used by stakeholders to understand and evaluate the
values of riparian buffers and their choices to manage them.
Results can be used to Integrate Ecosystem Service Tradeoffs into Policy Design to
Overcome Management Barriers
Evaluation of ecosystem service tradeoffs requires rigorous coordination of social and
ecological science to quantify changes in ecosystem services and assess how these changes
affect society’s well-being (Weinstein et al. 2007; Weinstein 2005, 2007; US EPA 2009).
Ecosystem structure and function can be modeled using ecological methods, while economic
methods are required to define and value associated ecosystem services. Although the
sensitivity of ecosystem services to changes in riparian land use is unquestioned, the
quantification of associated spatially-explicit human benefits and tradeoffs, as well as the use
of resulting information to guide policy, is often hindered by methodological gaps between
economic approaches though which ecosystem services are defined and valued and
ecological paradigms through which ecosystem processes are modeled (Boyd and Banzhaf
2006; Johnston et al. 2010b; Wainger et al. 2010). Despite widespread recognition of
ecosystem services, only rarely does management integrate quantitative, systematic
information on these services and their economic value. Strategies and frameworks for
improving linkages among disciplines and among researchers, managers and policy makers
exist but are infrequently applied at the local scale where land use policy is crafted and
decisions made (ORRAP Task Force 2007; Roux et al. 2006; Daniels & Walker 2001; Karl
et al. 2007; NRC 2009; Brody 2003; Cash et al. 2002). This project provides a model for
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overcoming these interdisciplinary barriers using an integrated approach applied at a local
scale where land use decision making is most relevant.
Within this context, the National Estuarine Research Reserve System (NERRS) is uniquely
positioned to test, implement and evaluate the application of EBM frameworks that integrate
quantitative information on ecosystem service values and tradeoffs at a scale appropriate to
improve decision-making. Over three decades of ecological research and monitoring, strong
linkages to community education, a diverse and evolving suite of land stewardship practices
and stakeholder engagement and training have generated rich collaborative networks
anchored by the NERRS. Within these networks, coordinated social and natural science
research methodologies can be rapidly and effectively deployed and linked to existing robust
ecological frameworks and data. This includes rich ecological data from the System Wide
Monitoring Program (SWMP) and related reserve-specific ecological data collection efforts
that have yet to be broadly applied by the scientific, management and education communities
to promote effective protection and conservation of estuarine habitats and ecosystem
services. This project drew from these strengths to begin to address gaps in the application
and integration of socio-economic approaches to improve the impact of NERRS science on
decision-making for riparian and wetland area management, including policy processes,
communication strategies and decisions influencing land use, habitat and nonpoint source
pollution.
Results provide concrete, practical information on ecosystem service values and tradeoffs
associated with management of riparian land use and habitat. This can give policymakers and
stakeholders understanding that can be applied to develop policies that are supported and
accepted. Quantification of ecosystem service values associated with specific policy changes
can be used by NERRS and its stakeholders with information crucial for appropriate policy
design and for identifying often overlooked social and economic benefits of policies to
enhance ecosystem services. Project results, for example, can be used to forecast the types of
management that well-informed local residents are most likely to support, based on tradeoffs
involving regulations, human uses, monetary costs, and effects on riparian ecosystem
services. Results may also be used to estimate public support for different management
alternatives based on outcomes, households’ willingness to pay for particular ecosystem
services, and the information needed by residents to consider tradeoffs. Results also
characterize heterogeneity in benefits and costs of riparian area management, both spatially
and across groups (Campbell et al. 2009; Johnston et al. 2002d, 2005b). This will allow those
engaged in policy deliberations to consider not only total ecosystem service benefits and
tradeoffs, but also who is affected and where.
The project results emphasize ecosystem service benefits to residents that (1) are likely to be
most significant, based on qualitative research and information from prior research, and; (2)
show a high degree of sensitivity to policy decisions, based on available ecological
information. Preliminary interactions with Wells NERR stakeholders and area residents
suggested these services as most important: (1) aesthetics and recreational use; (2) habitat
and wildlife; (3) groundwater filtering, biogeochemical processing and water quality; (4)
land preservation and development; and (5) flooding prevention. Research results
provided validation and quantification of these preliminary ideas.
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Results Connect to Priorities of the Wells NERR Stakeholder Network
The Wells NERR has a unique role and responsibility in ensuring that research, data, and
science translation and synthesis to non-scientists is communicated in such a way that
stakeholders and decision-makers are motivated and able to make informed decisions
regarding riparian management. The NERR is strongly linked to a rich Gulf of Maine-wide
stakeholder network of municipal, state and federal agencies, NGOs, academic institutions,
policy makers and community groups (hereafter referred to as Wells NERR stakeholders).4
The need for economic information on the consequences of riparian land use decisions,
restoration priorities and conservation planning has been identified as a top priority among
Wells NERR stakeholders.5 Municipal decisions about land use, land trust decisions about
conservation priorities, and state/federal prioritization of restoration funding require
economic information to inform tradeoffs and clarify consequences, particularly related to
ecosystem service tradeoffs and implications for sustainable human benefits. Moreover, the
state of Maine, Gulf of Maine Region, and NERRS have all identified the need for increased
use of social science to achieve EBM objectives, particularly when coordinated with natural
science data and methods (Brookings 2006; GOMC 2006; NERRS 2009).
This project tested interdisciplinary methods (described in the following sections) of using
NERRS ecological data and science expertise to evaluate social and economic tradeoffs
associated with coastal resource management, specifically emphasizing ecosystem service
tradeoffs and values associated with the management of riparian land use and habitat. These
methods, specifically the design of the choice experiment, the communication audit and
mental models research integrated and tested social science-based tools within stakeholder
and policymaker networks. The decision-making context focused on coastal management
problems related to land use change, habitat change and restoration and nonpoint source
pollution. The challenges associated with integration of biophysical and social science
research methods were of interest to the NERRS. Project outcomes dealing with these
challenges were shared through meetings, workshops and trainings targeted to
NERRS/NOAA audiences.
Results were a direct result of the composition and structure of the research team and
the stakeholder network engaged in the project
Three interconnected spheres of stakeholders were engaged and contributed to the
outcomes produced by this project. The sphere of the Wells NERR Science Collaborative
4

These include land trusts and conservation organizations from southern Maine; regional and municipal
stakeholders from surrounding communities; state, federal and regional land use outreach and planning
organizations; and other organizations including the Maine Geological Survey, Maine Association of
Conservation Commissions, Maine Coastal Program, Maine NEMO, Maine Sea Grant, Maine Drinking
Water Program, Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, Southern Maine Regional Planning
Commission, Mt A to the Sea Conservation Initiative Partners, Rachel Carson National Wildlife Refuge,
University of New England Center for Sustainable Communities, Laudholm Trust, Maine DEP. Piscataqua
Region Estuaries Partnership.
5
Looking Back, Moving Forward Workshop, 2008: 60 land trusts and conservation organizations from
southern Maine; The Sanford Conservation Plan Process, 2008-2009: 20 regional and municipal
stakeholders; The Summit at the Summit Working Group, 2009: 16 state, federal and regional land use
outreach and planning organizations. Source Water Collaborative, 2009-2010: 20 ME & NH municipal,
state and federal water managers. NERRS/NERRA Annual Conferences, 2008 7 2009: social science
working group.
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Team included all sectors of the Reserve – research, SWMP, GIS, education,
stewardship, Coastal Training and the Wells NERR nonprofit partner, Laudholm Trust.
The second sphere was the Interdisciplinary Research Team representing researchers
from the Wells NERR, Clark University and NOAA’s Office for Coastal Management.
This team included quantitative and qualitative researchers drawing from their expertise
within the disciplines of ecology, geology, economics, communication and policy.
The third sphere of the Wells NERR Stakeholder Network included federal, state and
municipal government officials, land trusts, NGOs, citizen groups and academic
researchers from outside the project team. This group also included the participants in
focus groups, stakeholder interviews and the over 1,000 residents of the watershed who
completed the choice experiment and subsequently became members of Laudholm Trust
for one year.6
Participants in each sphere of the project are identified below:
Wells NERR Science Collaborative Team
Dr. Christine Feurt (Science Integrator/Collaborative Lead), Dr. Kristin Wilson, Dr.
Michele Dionne, Tin Smith, Suzanne Kahn, Jeremy Miller, Jake Aman, Sue Bickford,
Annie Cox, Mike Mahoney, Chris Peter
Titles: Coastal Training Program (CTP) Coordinator, Research Director (2013-2015),
Research Director (2009 –2012) Stewardship Coordinator, Education Director, Research
Associate, Research Associate, GIS Specialist, CTP Associate, CTP Associate, Research
Consultant (UNH)
Interdisciplinary Research Team
This interdisciplinary team designed and conducted economics, ecological, policy and
communication research in collaboration with stakeholders.
Co-Principal Investigator Dr. Christine Feurt, CTP Coordinator, Wells NERR & Director
Center for Sustainable Communities University of New England
Co-Principal Investigator: Dr. Robert Johnston, Director, George Perkins Marsh Institute
and Professor, Department of Economics Clark University
Dr. Verna DeLauer, Research Scientist, George Perkins Marsh Institute, Clark University
& Franklin Pierce University
Dr. Michelle Dionne, Research Director, Wells NERR
Mr. Ben Holland, PhD student, George Perkins Marsh Institute, Clark University
Mr. Peter Wiley, Economist, NOAA Office for Coastal Management
Dr. Kristin Wilson, Research Director, Wells NERR

6

As an incentive to complete the 20 page Choices for Our Land and Water Survey participants were
offered a one year free membership ($20 value) in Laudholm Trust, the non-profit partner of the Wells
NERR. This group received all member benefits and invitations to special events at the Reserve during the
year following the survey.
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Wells NERR Stakeholder Network
Many of these organizations participated in the development of the initial proposal and
stayed engaged throughout the project. The original group of 18 organizations expanded
to 24 organizations during the course of the project. Representative members of the
network interacted with the Wells NERR or Interdisciplinary Research Team to provide
feedback on research design, progress, interpretation of results and incorporation of
results in conservation, management and planning.
1. Maine Association of Conservation Commissions
2. Maine Geological Survey
3. Maine Coastal Program
4. Maine Nonpoint Education for Municipal Officials (NEMO)
5. Maine Sea Grant
6. Maine Drinking Water Program
7. Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, Beginning with Habitat
8. Maine Department of Environmental Protection
9. Maine Department of Marine Resources
10. Southern Maine Regional Planning Commission
11. Mt A to the Sea Conservation Initiative
12. Rachel Carson National Wildlife Refuge
13. University of New England
14. Laudholm Trust
15. Piscataqua Region Estuaries Partnership
16. Town of Wells, Planning Department
17. Town of Sanford, Planning Department
18. Town of Kennebunk, Conservation and Open Space Planning Committee &
Planning Department
19. Kennebunk, Kennebunkport and Wells Water District
20. U Maine Sustainability Solutions Initiative
21. New England Sustainability Consortium (NEST) UNE, U Maine and UNH,
EPSCoR
22. Maine Aquatic Resources Management Strategy (ARMS) Group
23. Mousam Kennebunk Rivers Alliance
24. U Maine & UNE EPSCoR, Sustainable Ecological Aquaculture Network
(SEANET)
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Sustaining Coastal Landscapes and Community Benefits
Interdisciplinary Research Summary
Interdisciplinary research and stakeholder engagement during the development of the
research proposal and throughout the five years of the project were guided by the four
objectives below. The summary of research findings in this section includes an overview
of methods, results and outcomes for each aspect of the research. Ecological, economic,
communication and policy aspects are summarized in this section.
Overall Project Objectives (excerpt from project proposal May 2009)
I.

II.

III.

IV.

Develop a user-inspired, transdisciplinary model to guide sustainable riparian
management in the Wells NERR and surrounding watersheds, grounded in geospatially explicit quantification of ecological/economic tradeoffs in ecosystem
services and values.
Coordinate social science and cognitive theory, principles of effective
communication, local motivations for stewardship/conservation, and approaches
for social learning to:
a. Identify specific stakeholders most influential in affecting decisions,
management and policy change affecting Wells NERR riparian areas
addressed in Objective I.
b. Evaluate Wells NERR communication approaches to these identified
stakeholders/stakeholder groups to assess the degree to which messages
are in alignment with values and priorities identified in Objective I;
c. Develop high impact, science-based communication strategies and
decision support tools—based on the ecological/economic results of
Objective I—to inform integrated management of riparian area land use,
habitat and nonpoint source pollution in watersheds draining into the
Wells NERR region.
Engage Wells NERR stakeholders, the Science Collaborative Team and the
Project Research Team within a collaborative learning process to build long-term
institutional and regional capacity for improved riparian management through a
community of practice. Collaborative learning will be grounded in coordinated
science, communication and decision support outputs of Objectives I and II.
Based on results of prior objectives, develop transferable templates for application
of developed methods to guide policy development and stakeholder interactions in
other Estuarine Reserves. Integrate with NERRS/NOAA to assist in broader
adoption.

Ecological Assessment of Riparian Buffers in the Little River Watershed
Prepared by Kristin Wilson, Ph.D.
Research Director, Wells National Estuarine Research Reserve
August 2014
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Introduction
The goal of the ecological component of this study was to assess the health, or biotic
integrity, of riparian areas of the Merriland River, Branch Brook, and Little River
(MBLR) watershed. Biotic integrity can be defined as “the ability to support and
maintain a balanced, integrated, and adaptive community of organisms having a species
composition, diversity, and functional organization comparable to those of natural
habitats within a region” (Karr and Dudley, 1981). Biological integrity is critical because
it in turn determines the kinds and quality of ecosystem services that riparian waters and
upland buffers provide for people living in the surrounding watershed (Brauman et al.,
2007). Some of those ecosystem services include: clean drinking water, fish to catch for
food or sport, safe and clean spots to swim, recreate or forage for wild edibles, erosion
control, flood protection, and groundwater recharge, among others. Human activities, like
changing land use, can alter the biological integrity of a system, shifting it along a
gradient toward a threshold, over which the system slips from healthy to unhealthy (Fig
1; Karr, 1999). Vegetated, riparian buffers enhance stream biodiversity and water quality
by regulating inputs of light, organic matter, sediment and nutrients (Sweeney et al.,
2004). The delivery of these ecosystem services is spatially explicit, however (Sweeney
et al., 2004) and may affect their associated societal value (Brauman et al., 2007). To
assess biological integrity, the Wells Reserve measured a suite of biophysical and
ecological attributes of riparian habitats of the MBLR watershed over the 3-year period
from 2011-2013. This approach recognizes that multi-metric approaches are needed to
fully understand the biological integrity of a system and contributions to ecosystem
services provisioning (Karr, 1999; Luck et al., 2009).

Methods
MBLR Watershed
The MBLR watershed drains
30.4 mi2 across the southern Maine
towns of Sanford, Kennebunk, and
Wells (Dionne et al., 2006). The
headwaters of Branch Brook and the
Merriland River begin in sandy
glacial outwash near the Sanford
Municipal Airport, and flow
southeast, eventually coming
together to form the Little River,
which passes through the United
States Fish & Wildlife Services
Rachel Carson National Wildlife
Refuge, the Wells National
Estuarine Research Reserve, and a
large back-barrier salt marsh before
emptying into the Gulf of Maine at
Figure 1. From Karr (1999).
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two popular swimming beaches,
Laudholm Beach and Crescent Surf
Beach (Fig 2). Branch Brook is
underlain by 15-30 m thick sand and
gravel deposits which overtop the
Presumpscot Formation, a glacial
marine clay deposited during the last
deglaciation, around 15,000 BP
(Kelley et al., 2010). Baseflow is
primarily groundwater driven
(D’Amore, 1983). The Merriland
River is underlain by glacial till,
stratified sand and gravel, and the
Presumpscot Formation (Kuo, 1999).
The MBLR watershed is more than
84% forested with less than 6%
characterized as developed land
(remaining 10% is 2% water, and
8% hay, pasture, and mowed land;
Fig 2; Holden, 1997). Large
portions of the watershed are
protected as undeveloped forestland,
either through the State or
conservation easements on private
lands. Significant portions of the
Branch Brook watershed are
protected because it serves as an
important drinking water source for the Kennebunk, Kennebunkport, and Wells Water
District which serves those three towns as well as Arundel, Biddeford, and York (Dionne
et al., 2006).
Site Selection and Access
Fig 2. Land cover map of watersheds entering the
We used Google Earth then
Wells National Estuarine Research Reserve, with the
ground-truthed sites to select 10
Merriland River-Branch-Brook-Little River
stream reaches, 5 each, along the
watershed outlined in red. Map is based on Landsat
Merriland River and Branch Brook
imagery from 1999-2001 (data from the Maine
(Fig 3). Reaches met the following
Office of GIS and the Maine Land Cover Database).
criteria: (1) both main stem and
Figure 5-1 in Dionne et al. 2006.
tributaries were represented, (2)
paired sites could be identified
within the same reach that had both forested and open riparian buffers and were separated
by at least 76 m, and (3) land-owner permission was granted for site access. In total, 17
different private landowners in the towns of Sanford, Kennebunk and Wells granted
access to their lands over the three-year study. Forested buffers were defined as those
that were nearly 100% vegetated by forest or other natural vegetation within a 100 m
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circular buffer of the study site, while open sites were those that had some development
within the 100 m buffer and were cleared, at least in part, up to the stream edge (Fig 4a).

Figure 3. Map of the study area showing the Merriland River, Branch Brook, and Little
River watersheds and study locations. A =forested sites and B = open sites.

Figure 4. (a) Comparison of forested and open buffers with the 100 m buffer shown in
red. (b) Example of how the land-use index was calculated using screen-digitized
polygons and averaged scores of land-use classes within the 35 m and 100 m buffers.
Biophysical and Ecological Methods
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To assess physical stream conditions at each site, in 2011, 2012, and 2013 we recorded
water quality parameters (water temperature, pH, specific conductance, dissolved
oxygen, and turbidity) at 15-minute intervals using YSI 6600 data sondes adapted for
horizontal deployment for shallow water depths. We also quantified percent aquatic
vegetative cover, stream bed percent cover, substrates, stream width and depth, stream
gradient, velocity, discharge, in-stream large woody debris, bank condition, spawning
gravel areas and the locations of pools/riffles/runs and pool quality using United States
Department of Agriculture, Forest Service stream sampling protocols. To quantify buffer
quality, we recorded stream bank percent vegetated cover, air temperature, canopy cover,
and soil nutrients (NO3- and NH4+ using buried, streamside resin bags). To supplement
field observations, we calculated a land use index (LUI) for each site using aerial
photographs to screen digitize polygons which were assigned land cover classes that were
averaged for 35 m and 100 m buffers to further characterize riparian habitat (after
Carlisle, 2002; Fig 4b, Appendix A). To characterize biotic communities in stream
reaches, we measured epibenthic algae using unglazed ceramic tiles (after Barbour et al.,
1999), identified macroinvertebrates to family using rock collection bags (after Davies
and Tsomides, 2002; Fig 5a, b), and electroshocked fish to determine composition,
abundance, and biomass (Fig 5c). We used the RBP II Index of Biotic Integrity (IBI) to
analyze macroinvertebrate data (an analysis commonly used for New England streams;
Shelton, 2004) and two different indices to assess fish community structure: the modified
index of well-being (Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, 1987) and the cold water
index of biotic integrity (Langdon, 2001). Biotic indices, univariate and multivariate
tests including PRIMER, were used to compare biophysical conditions and ecological
communities between buffer types and streams across years.

Figure 5. (a) Field deployment of a rock bag used to sample macroinvertebrates. (b)
Macroinvertebrates found included dragonflies, water beetles, and dobsonflies. (c) Interns
and staff of the Wells National Estuarine Research Reserve, electroshocking for fish.
Preliminary results from the ecological data in year one were used to inform focus group
meetings and survey development to link measureable (and realistic) ecological outcomes
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to ecosystem services that were valued by area residents. Specifically, the ecological
parameters included in the economic model included: (1) condition of the riparian
landscape measured using the land use index, (2) impacts of nutrient loading (using
nutrient data) on the ecological condition of proximate water bodies, and (3) fish
assemblage and abundance effects.
Results & Discussion
Comparison of River Systems
Both Branch Brook and the Merriland River provide high quality stream habitat. Waters
provide cool, average summertime temperatures (17-19˚C), are high in dissolved oxygen
(84-97% saturation; 8-9 mg/L) and have no indication of chronic pollution indicators
(normal ranges for pH, turbidity, and specific conductance). Analyses of the
macroinvertebrate IBI scores further suggest that water quality in both systems is good.
On average and compared to the
Merriland River, Branch Brook has
faster flowing water (0.14 ± 0.03 m/s
vs. 0.05 ± 0.01 m/s; F-ratio 5.30, p =
0.028), more large woody debris
(9.47 ± 1.38 pieces/reach vs. 2.71 ±
0.55 pieces/reach; F-ratio 19.18, p =
<0.001), more sandy substrates (60 ±
4% vs. 26 ± 6%; F-ratio 16.85, p = <
0.001) and lower macroinvertebrate
IBI scores (25.17 ± 1.97 vs 28.67 ±
1.19; F-ratio 4.58, p = 0.041;
Appendix B).
Both systems support diverse fish
communities. Overall, 13 different
species were observed in both
systems, including one invasive
species (chain pickerel), two state
listed species of concern (Eastern
brook trout and the American eel),
and three diadromous species
(Eastern brook trout, American eel,
and sea lamprey). Averaged across
years, the Merriland River had: (1)
significantly fewer fish, (2)
significantly fewer Eastern brook
trout, (3) significantly lower modified
index of well-being scores, and (4)
significantly lower cold water index
of biological integrity (CWIBI) scores, than Branch Brook (Fig 6; Appendix C). CWIBI
scores indicate that Branch Brook provides “very good” stream habitat for cold water
species, while score ranges for the Merriland River are in the “poor” to “fair” range
(Langdon, 2001).
Figure 6. Scores for the Modified Index of Well Being and the Cold
Water Index of Biotic Integrity that compares fish communities of
Branch Brook (black) and the Merriland River (white). Branch
Brook scores consistently higher than the Merriland (asterisk
denotes significance at the p =0.05 level).
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The driver for the difference in scores between systems is the number of brook trout (Fig
7). Branch Brook supports many more brook trout of all sizes than the Merriland River,
including both young of year (YOY) and adult fish (Fig 7). Further analyses of average
dissimilarity measures between systems indicate that in addition to Eastern brook trout,
the American eel contributes the second most to differences in fish communities between
rivers (a larger component of the Merriland River; Appendix D).

Figure 7. In all years, Branch Brook supports many more Eastern brook trout of all size
ranges than the Merriland River, where each dot represents a fish and the horizontal line
indicates the division between young of year (YOY) fish and adults based on size.
Comparison of Buffer Types: Forested versus Open
Analyses by buffer types indicate there were no measureable differences in any
water quality, stream habitat, or biotic metric measured (Appendix E). These data
suggest that differences in buffer quality are not as important as between stream
differences in this southern Maine watershed. This result was surprising, but it is
important to remember that riparian buffer condition exists along a continuum, that >84%
of the MBLR watershed is forested (Holden, 1997), and that average LUI scores were
greater than 59 at all sites (most were greater than 85; Table 1). In a 2007 review,
Brauman et al. found that in general, land cover effects on hydrologic process are not
observed until at least 20% of the watershed is converted from natural vegetation to other
land cover types. This likely explains why no differences were found between forested
and open sites in this study and suggests this watershed is at a critical point in space and
time. In fact, additional analyses reveal that system wide, fish biomass is significantly
and positively correlated with the amount of canopy cover (Fig 8a) and significantly and
negatively correlated with the amount of fine sediments present in these rivers (Fig 8b).
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These results suggest that if fish are valued by residents of the MBLR watershed, then
there are conservation actions like planting trees in riparian areas to increase canopy
cover or sediment erosion reduction measures like silt fencing that can be put in place to
increase fish biomass.
Table 1. Average land-use index scores by site reveal high values at most sites, where
100 indicates complete natural vegetation.

Site
1A
1B
2A
2B
3A
3B
4A
4B
5A
5B
7A
7B
8A
8B
9A
9B
10A
10B
11A
11B

Average
LUI
Score
93.86
87.59
94.78
90.19
92.42
93.09
92.81
86.16
94.83
79.57
93.65
89.33
91.96
94.17
91.54
78.71
95.00
59.19
89.00
87.18

Figure 8. In both the Merriland River (M) and Branch Brook (B) for both open (black
font) and forested (green font) sites, fish biomass is significantly positively correlated
with percent canopy cover (a) and significantly and negatively correlated with the
percentage of fine sediments in the system (b).
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Lessons Learned
From an ecological perspective, this study provides new ecological information
and important context for watersheds feeding into the Wells NERR. It is an exciting
example of how authentic, site-specific ecological data can contribute to economic
analyses that inform interpretations of residents’ valuation of riparian habitats and their
mental models of this ecotone.
This project would have benefitted from more in-person, whole-team data synthesis
sessions, particularly toward the “end” of the project. It feels as though we just started
seeing how these pieces fit together as the project came to a close. It seems like there are
many logical extensions of this work. I am particularly excited to think about how both
the mental modelling piece and the economic analyses may help re-frame the science
stories I tell from this project. I hope to keep working with and learning from these new
colleagues moving forward.
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Appendix A. Land use bins and weights used to calculate the land-use index scores for
each site.
CATEGORY

DEFINITION

BIN

BIN_weight

Cropland

Intensive agriculture

Agriculture

4

Pasture

Extensive agriculture

Agriculture

3

Forest

Natural

1

Nonforested freshwater wetland

Natural

1

Disturbed Open

3

Maintained Open

2

Maintained Open

2

Urban

4

Maintained Open

2

Forest
Wetland
Mining

Sand, gravel & rock
Abandoned agriculture, power lines,

Open Land
areas of no vegetation
Golf, tennis,
Participation
Recreation Playgrounds, skiing
Stadiums, racetracks,
Spectator
Recreation Fairgrounds, drive-ins
Beaches, marinas
Water Based
Recreation

Swimming pools

Residential

Multi-family

Residential High

5

Residential

Smaller than ¼ acre lots

Residential High

4

Residential

¼ – ½ acre lots

Residential High

4

Residential

Larger than ½+ acre lots

Residential Low

3

Salt Wetland

Salt marsh

Natural

1

Commercial

General urban, shopping center

Urban

5

Light & heavy industry

Urban

5

Maintained Open

2

Urban

5

Landfills, sewage lagoons

Urban

5

Fresh water, coastal embayment

Natural

1

Agriculture

3

Industrial

Parks, cemeteries, public &
Urban Open

institutional greenspace,
also vacant undeveloped land
Airports, docks, divided highway

Transportation
Freight storage, railroads
Waste Disposal
Water

Woody Perennial Orchard, nursery, cranberry bog
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Appendix B. Statistics for habitat characterization comparing Branch Brook and the
Merriland River by year and averaged across years. LWD = large woody debris.

Appendix C. Fish statistics comparing Branch Brook and the Merriland River by year
and averaged across years. Miwb = modified index of well being, CWIBI = cold water
index of well-being, and BT = brook trout.
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Appendix D. Analysis of dissimilarity between Branch Brook and the Merriland River
show that Eastern brook trout and the American eel contribute the most to what makes
these system different in terms of their fish communities.
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Appendix E. Statistical results for all study parameters comparing forested versus open
buffers.
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Economics: Quantifying Preferences and Values for Aquatic Ecosystem Services
Prepared by Robert Johnston Ph.D., Director George Perkins Marsh Institute and
Department of Economics Clark University
August 2014
The economics component of the project coordinated with the ecological and engagement
components to (1) identify and disentangle the unique contributions of different
ecosystem services to human well-being, (2) quantify changes in these services resulting
from alternative policy interventions, (3) estimate valid and consistent economic values,
and (4) evaluate implications for policy development. Results demonstrate the different
ways that riparian land contributes to aquatic ecosystem services valued by the public and
the coordinated use of economic and ecological models to estimate these values. These
include results quantifying households’ preferences and willingness to pay (WTP) for
ecosystem service outcomes of riparian land restoration in the Merriland, Branch Brook,
and Little River (MBLR) watershed.
The transdisciplinary approach is grounded in an ecological-economic model linking
ecosystem services influenced by riparian land restoration to benefits realized by area
residents. The value of these services is reflected in WTP, or the maximum amount that
households would be willing to pay (e.g., in a bond payment) to obtain increases in
particular ecosystem services, rather than go without. The resulting data enabled
estimation of the WTP of area residents for options that would restore between 0 and 500
acres of riparian land in the watershed, along with associated changes in recreational fish
abundance, swimming safety, river ecology, and riparian development restrictions.
Results also enable prediction of public voting patterns for riparian land conservation
proposals in the MBLR watershed, and allow the identification of policy options with the
greatest predicted public benefit.
Economic preferences, values and tradeoffs are estimated using an application of discrete
choice experiments coupled with the targeted ecological data and modeling detailed
above. Discrete choice experiments present survey respondents with voting-type choices
between multi-attribute policy options, in this case for riparian area conservation in the
MBLR watershed. Each option is described by indicators of ecosystem services
developed and refined in prior research phases. That is, surveyed households are
presented with policy choices, similar to public referenda, that allow them to choose
among riparian land restoration policies with different effects on quantities, qualities and
uses of ecosystem services (as quantified and forecast by ecological models and data,
summarized above), along with attributes of the policy process required to provide those
outcomes. Households’ observed choices (or votes) over many sets of options enables
the estimation of economic preferences, tradeoffs and values.
The model and choice experiments were developed and tested over more than 3 years in a
collaborative process involving scientists and other experts from the Wells National
Estuarine Research Reserve. This included in-depth coordination between ecologists and
economists to develop the coupled economic and ecological models and data underlying
the choice experiment, along with meetings with managers and stakeholders. Nine focus
groups were used to inform survey development and test questionnaire designs. Survey
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language, graphics and maps were pretested carefully to ensure respondent
comprehension. Particular attention was given to the presentation and interpretation of
ecological information, including the amount and type of information required by
individuals in able to provide meaningful survey responses. Based on input from this
extensive pretesting, the survey provided information (1) describing the status of riparian
land in the study area, (2) characterizing affected ecological systems and linkages, (3)
describing restoration outcomes, and (4) providing definitions, derivations and
interpretations of attributes used in survey scenarios. Information was conveyed via a
combination of text, graphics including Geographic Information System (GIS) maps, and
photographs, all of which were subject to careful pretesting. This information was
followed by a sequence of voting questions through which respondents expressed their
preferences and values for ecosystem services. Three independent survey treatments
were developed and tested, each enabling different sets of hypotheses to be tested
regarding the value of aquatic ecosystem services in the MBLR watershed. This included
a survey treatment explicitly quantifying the effect of explicit spatial information (i.e., the
location of each respondent’s household relative to affected riparian land) on
respondents’ support for riparian land conservation.
The model underlying the choice experiment begins with a standard random utility
specification in which household h chooses among three policy options, (k = A, B, N) for
ecosystem service restoration. These include two multi-attribute riparian land restoration
options (A, B) and a status quo (N) option with no restoration and zero household cost.
Each policy option is characterized by a vector of attributes, X = [X1 . . . XJ], representing
policy outcomes. These include quantified changes in ecosystem services. Here, we
define X1 . . . XJ–1 as variables representing ecological or regulatory outcomes of
restoration (i.e., effects on ecosystem services or development regulations) and XJ as a
variable representing unavoidable household cost.
Within all choice experiment variants, choice options were characterized by four
ecological attributes that described changes in ecosystem services, two attributes
characterizing development restrictions/enforcement, and one attribute characterizing
unavoidable annual cost to the household. Ecological attributes in the choice model were
selected based on a conceptual model that coordinated ecological science with findings
from focus groups (Johnston et al. 2012). The initial direct effect of riparian land
restoration (or conservation) is to increase the number of riparian acres with natural
vegetation. This is communicated by the attribute Riparian Land Condition. The status
quo and attribute values for this variable were projected using GIS raster maps showing
conditions and changes in riparian land development and clearing within the study area.
The predicted consequences of this restoration include (1) changes in the ecological
condition of area rivers (River Condition), calculated using an aquatic biotic index
following Johnston et al. (2011); (2) changes in the relative abundance of recreational
fish (Recreational Fish), quantified using MBLR sampling data on brown trout; and (3)
changes in the safety of water quality for swimming at area beaches (Safe Swimming),
characterized using data on water quality testing available from the Maine Healthy
Beaches Program. In addition to these ecological outcomes, policy attributes
characterized the minimum width of the riparian area in the MBLR Watershed within
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which development would be restricted (Development Setbacks), and whether
enforcement and inspections would be increased to prevent illegal development and
clearing on riparian land (Enforcement). Household cost (Cost) was characterized as an
increase in taxes and fees required to implement each restoration plan.
Choice options (the policy scenarios over which respondents voted) represented each
ecological attribute in relative terms with regard to upper and lower reference conditions
(i.e., best and worst possible in the watershed) as defined in survey materials. Relative
scores represented percent progress toward the upper reference condition (100%), starting
from the lower reference condition (0%). Scenarios also presented the cardinal basis for
these relative scores where applicable. The final composite policy options considered by
each household were developed using an experimental design that mixed and matched
different outcomes for each of the attributes listed above (e.g., Riparian Land Condition,
River Condition, etc.). The experimental design minimized D-error for a choice model
covariance matrix with both main effects and selected two-way interactions. The final
design included 72 unique choice questions divided into 24 booklets (three choice
questions per booklet). A sample choice question is illustrated by Figure 1.
The experimental design allows respondents to consider a wide range of possible
outcomes, in which ecological outcomes are uncorrelated. Ecological systems are
typically characterized by correlation among many processes and outcomes. In the
context of riparian land restoration, for example, increases in natural vegetation (Riparian
Land Condition) are expected to be correlated with other ecological outcomes including
the ecological condition of area rivers (River Condition) and the relative abundance of
recreational fish (Recreational Fish). Were the choice experiment survey scenarios to
incorporate the same expected correlations, it would be difficult to determine which
attribute(s) caused respondents to vote for one scenario over another. For example, if
large improvements in riparian land vegetation always accompany large positive effects
on recreational fish abundance and large positive effects on ecosystem condition within
survey scenarios, it would be difficult to estimate the relative influence of each effect on
respondents’ choices and values.
The experimental design used in the stated preference survey breaks this correlation,
allowing different attributes to vary independently. This enables different respondents to
view many different hypothetical but feasible policy proposals (or choice options), each
with different combinations of Riparian Land Condition, River Condition, Recreational
Fish, Safe Swimming, Development Setbacks, Enforcement and Cost. While some of the
resulting scenarios might be unlikely in actual aquatic systems, they are not ecologically
impossible. By breaking the correlation between these attributes that is normally present
in ecosystems, the choice experiment design allows the independent effect of each
attribute on choices to be estimated. This allows the value of each ecosystem service to
be estimated, independent of all other effects.
The resulting mail surveys were implemented from December 2013 through January
2014. Surveys were mailed to 3,816 randomly-selected households of Kennebunk,
Sanford and Wells—the three towns that overlap the MBLR watershed. Survey
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implementation followed Dillman et al. (2009), with multiple follow-up mailings to
increase response rates. Of the 3,472 deliverable surveys (344 surveys were returned as
undeliverable), 1,126 were returned, for a net response rate of 32.4%. Response rates
were 35.1% in Wells, 27.2% in Sanford, and 34.9% in Kennebunk. Figure 2 shows the
location of mailed (black dots) and returned (colored dots) surveys, across all survey
variants, within the sampled area.
Results and Findings
The data are analyzed using a discrete choice model that predicts respondents’ votes as a
function of policy outcomes (ecological and regulatory) and household cost. Based on
each respondent’s observed choices, the model predicts the relative importance given to
each attribute. By comparing the relative importance given to changes in an ecosystem
service to the relative importance given to program cost, it is possible to calculate each
household’s willingness to trade off money (the cost of a program to the household) for
increases in specific ecosystem services. This is the definition of economic value, or
WTP.
Results indicate that residents of the three towns have positive economic values (WTP)
associated with improvements in all ecological outcomes. These WTP values may be
interpreted as the maximum amount that the average area household would be willing to
pay, per year (e.g., as part of a local bond referendum) to obtain ecosystem service
improvements. Residents also have positive values for increases in development setbacks
and for increased enforcement. That is, the average area resident would prefer to see
larger setbacks and more enforcement of riparian land development restrictions, holding
all else constant.
Table 1 illustrates estimated per household values associated with ecosystem services
flowing from riparian land conservation in the MBLR watershed. All values are
measured per household, per unit change, per year.7 For ecological outcomes, the highest
economic values (per percentage point increase) are associated with acres of riparian land
with natural vegetation. This is followed, in order, by improvements to: swimming
safety (the % of tests that show area beaches safe to swim), river ecology, and
recreational fish abundance.
Table 1.
Economic Value of Riparian Restoration Outcomes and Regulations
(Willingness to Pay per Household, per Unit Change, per Year).
Attribute
(ecosystem
services or
regulatory
methods)

7

Description and Units

Marginal Value
(willingness to
pay per unit
change, per
household, per
year)

For example, holding other effects constant, the average household in the MBLR watershed is willing to
pay $2.05 per year for each additional 1% of riparian land in MBLR watershed (each additional 47 acres)
covered by natural vegetation, compared to current levels.
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Land Condition

The percentage of riparian land in the MBLR
watershed covered by natural vegetation, quantified
using GIS land cover data layers for the watershed.
Presented as a percentage of the reference condition.
Range 0-100%. Each percentage point change is
equivalent to an additional 47 acres of naturally
vegetated land.

River Condition

A 100-point index of aquatic ecological condition,
reflecting the similarity of the restored area to the
most undisturbed watershed area possible in south
coastal Maine. Index components include the mass
and variety of different macroinvertebrates
distinguished by pollution tolerance. Presented as a
percentage of the reference condition for the
watershed. Range 0-100%.

Recreational Fish

Average abundance of recreational fish within the
MBLR watershed. Measured as the number of brook
trout per 1000 square feet of river. Presented as a
percentage of the reference value for the region (30
fish per 1000 square feet), defined as the highest
average level sampled in any area of the Watershed.
Range 0-100%. Each percentage point change is
equivalent to an additional 0.3 fish per 1000 square
feet.

Swim Safety

The percentage of days during which water quality
tests show safe levels of bacteria colony forming
formations in samples at area beaches (Laudholm,
Drakes Island, Crescent Surf, and Parson Beach).
Calculated using data provided by Maine Healthy
Beach Initiative. Range 0-100%. Each percentage
point change is equivalent to an additional 0.3 days
per month of safe swimming.

Setbacks

The minimum width of the riparian area where
development is restricted around rivers, in feet. Range
100-200 feet.

Enforcement

Binary (0 or 1) variable indicating whether
enforcement is increased to prevent illegal
development or clearing on riparian land. This could

$2.05

$1.28

$1.15

$2.02

$0.14

$17.31
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include inspections on private land if violations are
suspected. A value of 1 indicates increased
enforcement activity.

Implications and Policy Relevance
Project results provide numerous insights into public preferences and values that are
directly relevant to policy and management in south coastal Maine. For example, results
reveal heretofore unexpected degrees of support for development restrictions and
enforcement designed to protect natural riparian land. Contrary to common expectations
voiced to project investigators at the outset of the project, the average resident of the
MBLR watershed supports greater development restrictions and enforcement, holding all
else constant. These results suggest that there are widespread misperceptions concerning
the degree to which residents support regulatory changes designed to protect riparian
lands. Results of the project help dispel these misconceptions, and can hence promote
better-informed policy and management choices.
Results in Table 1 can also be used to calculate the total change in ecosystem service
values resulting from proposed riparian restoration or conservation programs. Consider,
for example, a program that would restore natural vegetation to an additional 5% (235
acres) of riparian land in the MBLR watershed. Based on ecological data reported above,
each 1% increase in riparian land tree canopy cover is associated with a 2.47% increase
in brook trout (recreational fish) abundance. According to these patterns, the additional
235 acres of naturally vegetated riparian land is expected to enhance recreational fish
populations by 5%×2.47 = 12.35%. From Table 1, the total value of these ecosystem
service improvements is equivalent to (5×$2.05) + (12.35×$1.15) = $24.45 per
household, per year. This value may be interpreted as the maximum amount that area
households would be willing to pay, per year, to support a bond issue that would achieve
these benefits.
The model can also be used to predict the results of public votes (Johnston 2006). For
example, assume that the program described above were offered to Kennebunk, Sanford
and Wells voters at an average household cost of $20 per year (e.g., in additional property
tax payments to support a local bond). Model results predict that 71.5% of residents
would support this proposal, if given the opportunity to vote. Results may also be used to
distinguish voting patterns and values across different population groups—for example
residents who live in or out of the MBLR watershed, or those who live in different towns
(e.g., values of Sanford versus Wells residents). Such results provide a concrete and
transparent perspective on the degree to which different types of residents, in different
areas, support and value programs that would provide different types of ecosystem
services related to riparian land conservation. These results are directly tied to ecosystem
properties and services quantified by the ecological research described above, providing a
direct link from riparian land to ecosystem services to human values.
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These results are based on a random sample of Kennebunk, Sanford and Wells voters.
Hence, they provide a more representative perspective on public values than is revealed
by the small, self-selected and more vocal set of area residents who attend public
meetings, are active in advocacy groups, or engage in other activities that influence
public policy decisions. As a result, results that reveal actual public values can be
surprising to policymakers and other stakeholders, who may infer public values from a
small but very vocal set of residents. By providing a more representative perspective, the
ecosystem service value results summarized here can help policymakers develop policies
that more accurately reflect the true values of all residents.
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Figure 1. Example Choice Experiment Question
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Figure 2. Location of Returned and Unreturned Surveys
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This summary of the results of the Choices for Our Land and Water survey is targeted to managers and
policy makers whose decisions and work focus on riparian buffer management, conservation and policy.
This document was distributed to key stakeholders in the project and is available on the Wells Reserve
website.
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Executive Summary
Management of the riparian land (or shore land) that borders New England’s rivers and
streams can require difficult choices. These often involve tradeoffs between the demand
for development on this land and the protection of the valued services that naturally
vegetated riparian land provides to the public—often called ecosystem services. People
value these and other ecosystem services in the same way that they value goods and
services purchased in markets. However, traditional economic assessments often
overlook the economic benefits provided by ecosystem services. This leads to decisions
that harm the public, because they overlook the economic value provided by the
protection and restoration of natural systems. Quantifying the economic value of
ecosystem services can help ensure that development and conservation decisions balance
all benefits and costs.
This report summarizes an analysis of ecosystem service values provided by protection
and restoration of riparian land in the Merriland, Branch Brook and Little River (MBLR)
watershed in south coastal Maine. These results are drawn from Choices for Our Land
and Water: A Survey of Kennebunk, Sanford and Wells Residents, conducted through a
collaboration of Clark University and the Wells National Estuarine Research Reserve,
and funded by the National Estuarine Research Reserve Science Collaborative. The
survey evaluated the attitudes and preferences of community residents towards actions
that would conserve and restore riparian land. It also included systematic voting (or
choice experiment) questions that enable the economic value of local ecosystem services
to be quantified. Results show the type of economic value that riparian land provides to
the public, and the tradeoffs that the public would be willing to accept.
Survey development engaged a diverse set of residents, stakeholders, policy experts and
public officials from Kennebunk, Sanford and Wells over three years of careful design
and pretesting. The process included meetings with state and federal natural resource
managers, town planners, scientists, and stakeholder groups; nine focus groups with
community residents; and extensive pretesting. The survey was implemented by mail
from December 2013 through January 2014. It was mailed to a sample of 3,816
randomly selected MBLR residents split evenly across the three sampled towns
(Kennebunk, Sanford and Wells), with systematic follow-up mailings to increase
response rates. Out of 3,472 deliverable surveys, 1,126 were returned for an average
response rate of 32.4%. Response rates were 27.0% in Sanford, 34.9% in Kennebunk and
35.1% in Wells.
Survey results demonstrate the types of economic value provided by natural riparian
lands in the MBLR Watershed, and the extent to which local residents are willing to pay
for programs that would enhance these valued natural resources and the ecosystem
services they provide. These results are based on a random sample of Kennebunk,
Sanford and Wells voters. Hence, they provide a more representative perspective on
public values than is revealed by the small, self-selected and more vocal set of area
residents who attend public meetings, are active in advocacy groups, or engage in other
activities that influence public policy decisions. By providing a more representative
perspective, the ecosystem service value results summarized here can help policymakers
develop policies that more accurately reflect the values of all residents.
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Some key findings of the study include:
 Residents of Kennebunk, Sanford and Wells place very high importance on
environmental protection. The importance placed on environmental and
ecosystem service protection is greater than that placed on the protection
of landowner rights and prevention of tax increases.
 Residents hold considerable value for ecosystem services provided by
riparian land. The value that people hold for riparian land restoration
depends on how much land is restored, the effects on ecosystem services,
and how restoration is accomplished. For example, residents are willing to
pay for improvements in riparian land condition itself, as well as for
improvements in the condition of local rivers, recreational fisheries, and
swimming safety of local beaches that can result from the restoration of
this land.
 All else equal, residents prefer management alternatives that increase
restrictions on the development of riparian land (by increasing setback
requirements) and that increase enforcement and inspections of these and
other development restrictions. Residents prefer stronger regulation of
development on riparian lands.
 Residents will support programs that restore and protect riparian land in the
MBLR Watershed and associated ecosystem services, even if
implementing these programs requires increases in the taxes and fees paid
by their households.
The results of this study do not indicate what types of riparian land protection or
restoration alternatives are right or wrong. Rather, the results predict which riparian land
protection or restoration alternatives would be strongly supported by area residents
because they are perceived as providing the greatest value. When combined with
information on the projected ecological outcomes of riparian land management and the
associated costs, results such as these can help identify management alternatives that best
support the long term goals and values of residents, and generate the greatest sustainable
economic value.
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1.0 Introduction—What Ecosystem Services Are Provided By Riparian Land?
Management of the riparian land (or shore land) that borders New England’s rivers and
streams can require difficult choices. These often involve tradeoffs between the demand
for development on this land and the protection of the valued services that naturally
vegetated riparian land provides to the public—often called ecosystem services. Riparian
lands provide many valued ecosystem services. For example, naturally forested riparian
land on river banks can filter out pollutants and sediments before they reach the water
(leading to cleaner and clearer water); prevent the erosion and collapse of river banks;
improve habitat for fish and wildlife; enhance local aesthetics; improve the
environmental health of river systems; and prevent flooding of homes and property.
Figure 1 illustrates some of the main ecosystem services provided by riparian land.

Figure 1. Natural Services of Riparian Land
People value ecosystem services like these in the same way that they value goods and
services purchased in markets. In some cases ecosystem services are similar or identical
to market goods and services (e.g., a fish caught in a local river may be nearly identical to
a fish purchased in a market). In most cases, however, ecosystem services are not bought
and sold. Because of this, traditional economic assessments (looking only at market
transactions, jobs, income, etc.) overlook the economic benefits provided by these
services. This can lead to decisions that harm the public, because they overlook the
economic value provided by the protection and restoration of natural systems.
Development of riparian land often benefits a very small group of people, for example
homeowners who clear trees to obtain an improved view of the water. However, cutting
down trees on riparian land can increase the flow of pollution and sediment into local
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rivers, diminishing the water quality valued by thousands of residents and visitors.
Quantifying the economic value of ecosystem services can help ensure that development
and conservation decisions balance all benefits and costs to all affected people.
1.1 Context for the Study
This study evaluates the public’s willingness to pay for ecosystem services that could be
provided by riparian land management the Merriland, Branch Brook and Little River
(MBLR) watershed. This small coastal watershed in south coastal Maine has importance
beyond the three municipalities where it originates, flows and connects to the ocean. For
example, the Branch Brook provides drinking water during peak times for up to 75,000
people in portions of seven communities. The watershed also flows to one of the two
focus estuaries of the Wells National Estuarine Research Reserve and through significant
habitats of the Rachel Carson National Wildlife Refuge.
1.2 Riparian Land in the MBLR Watershed
Many scientists consider riparian land within about 300 feet of the water to be most
important for ecosystem services. Today, there are roughly 4,700 acres of this land
bordering freshwater rivers and streams in the MBLR Watershed in Kennebunk, Sanford
and Wells, Maine (Figure 2). About 4,300 of these acres are covered by trees and other
natural vegetation. The remaining acres have been developed or cleared. Currently,
natural riparian land is being lost to development at a rate of about 5% (approximately
235 acres) every ten years. Without new action, this loss is likely to continue. Yet the
conservation of riparian land requires tradeoffs. Many different actions are possible, yet
available funds are rarely sufficient to protect all sites and resources. Protection of
riparian land may also require restrictions on the development or clearing of private land.
Thus, difficult choices must be made. Quantifying economic benefits and costs can help
illustrate the consequences of these choices for the public.
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Figure 2. The Merriland, Branch Brook and Little River (MBLR) Watershed
1.3 The Goal of This Report
This report summarizes an analysis of ecosystem service values provided by protection
and restoration of riparian land in the MBLR Watershed in south coastal Maine. These
results are drawn from Choices for Our Land and Water: A Survey of Kennebunk,
Sanford and Wells Residents, conducted through a collaboration of Clark University and
the Wells National Estuarine Research Reserve, and funded by the National Estuarine
Research Reserve Science Collaborative. This survey evaluated the attitudes and
preferences of community residents towards actions that would conserve and restore
riparian land. It also included systematic voting (or choice experiment) questions that
enable the economic value of local ecosystem services to be quantified.9 Results show
the type of economic value that riparian land provides to the public, and the tradeoffs that
the public would be willing to accept.
2.0 Survey Design
9

For a discussion of the choice experiment approach, see Bateman, I. ., R. T. Carson, B. Day, M.
Hanemann, N. Hanley, T. Hett, M. ones-Lee, G. Loomes, S. Mourato, E. zdemiro lu, D. W. Pearce, R.
Sugden, and J. Swanson. 2002. Economic Valuation with Stated Preference Techniques: A Manual.
Cheltenham, UK: Edward Elgar.
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Survey development engaged a diverse set of residents, stakeholders, policy experts and
public officials from Kennebunk, Sanford and Wells over three years of careful design
and pretesting. The process included meetings with state and federal natural resource
managers, town planners, scientists, and stakeholder groups; nine focus groups with
community residents10; and extensive pretesting. This survey development ensured that
information in the survey was accurate and that the survey could be easily understood and
answered by the public.
The goal of the survey was to understand residents’ (a) attitudes concerning development,
the rights of property owners, and conservation of riparian land, (b) values for the
ecosystem services provided by riparian land, and (c) tradeoffs they would be willing to
make to protect riparian land and the ecosystem services it provides. The survey
included a wide range of attitudinal questions, along with referendum-style voting
questions that enabled residents to vote for or against different types of hypothetical but
realistic development and conservation alternatives for the MBLR Watershed. Results
provide insight into the way that residents value riparian land in the MBLR watershed
compared to other priorities such as the protection of landowner rights, and the specific
types of tradeoffs they would be willing to accept in order to retain the services provided
by riparian land in the watershed.
3.0 Survey Implementation and Response
The survey was implemented by mail from December 2013 through January 2014. It was
mailed to a sample of 3,816 randomly selected MBLR residents split evenly across the
three sampled towns (Kennebunk, Sanford and Wells), with systematic follow-up
mailings to increase response rates. Out of 3,472 deliverable surveys, 1,126 were returned
for an average response rate of 32.4%. Response rates were 27.0% in Sanford, 34.9% in
Kennebunk and 35.1% in Wells. This is a high rate of return for a mail survey, and
suggests the relevance of the topic to the public. Figure 3 shows the approximate home
locations of those residents who did and did not return a completed survey.11 The
demographic characteristics of those who responded to the survey are shown in Appendix
I.

10

Within these focus groups, groups of randomly selected residents of Kennebunk, Sanford and Wells met
with a moderator to freely discuss their perceptions, opinions, beliefs and attitudes related to the
development and riparian land in the MBLR Watershed, and the types of policies they would support.
Focus groups were also used to obtain feedback on preliminary drafts of the survey instrument.
11
These locations are perturbed, or moved slightly to prevent identification of specific home addresses.
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Figure 3. Approximate Location of Survey Respondents
4.0 Residents’ Attitudes Concerning Development and Riparian Land
The first section of the survey asked respondents to indicate the importance of statements
related to development, property rights and the protection of riparian land in the
watershed. These statements were rated on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 = Not at all
important and 5 = Very important. Because these statements were rated independently,
the responses cannot be used to quantify tradeoffs (e.g., how much of one outcome
respondents would be willing to give up in exchange for increases in others). However,
they provide insight into the extent to which residents care about different types of
priorities.
4.1 Protecting the Environment
Survey responses show the high importance placed on environmental protection. This
was greater than the importance placed on all other priorities, including the protection of
landowner rights and prevention of tax increases. Over 85% of respondents indicated
that it was “very important” that water quality is protected in lakes rivers and streams—
the highest possible importance category (Figure 4). Only 1% of respondents indicated
that this was less than moderately important. Similarly, over 72% of respondents
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indicated that it was “very important” to protect the local environment (Figure 5). Only
1% indicated that it was less than moderately important.

Figure 4. Importance of Water Quality Protection
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Figure 5. Importance of Environmental Protection
4.2 Respecting the Rights of Private Landowners
Some approaches to protect the natural environment require limiting the actions of
private landowners, such as restricting development within a certain distance of rivers
and streams. Survey respondents had mixed feelings regarding the importance of
respecting landowners’ rights, and most did not consider it to be a high priority. Less
than 35% of respondents stated that it was “very important” that government respects the
right of private landowners to develop their land, whereas 43% indicated that this was of
moderate importance or less (Figure 6). Similarly, only 33% of respondents indicated it
was “very important” that existing uses of private land are grandfathered, so that they are
not subject to new restrictions. Approximately 47% stated that grandfathering existing
land uses was of moderate importance or less (Figure 7).
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Figure 6. Importance of Landowner Rights
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Figure 7. Importance of Grandfathering Land Uses

4.3 Fairness and Effectiveness of Land Use Regulations
In contrast to protecting the rights of landowners (which had only moderate importance
on average), the fairness and effectiveness of land use regulations was considered to be
very important. Approximately 65% of respondents considered it “very important” that
existing regulations are enforced fairly and effectively (Figure 8). Only 2% of
respondents considered this to be less than moderately important.
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Figure 8. Importance of Fair and Effective Enforcement

4.4 Preventing Tax Increases
Actions to restore and protect riparian land can be costly, and one way to fund programs
is through public taxes and fees. It is often believed that preventing tax increases is a top
priority of many people. Results of the survey reject that common wisdom. Although
preventing tax increases is very important to some people, it is less important on average
than many other priorities. Only 44% of respondents considered it “very important” that
taxes and fees paid by their households do not increase (in order to protect natural
riparian land). Approximately 37% of respondents stated that preventing tax increases
was moderately important or less (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Importance of Preventing Tax Increases

4.5 Do Residents Support Greater Development Restrictions in General?
Survey results show that residents support the increased use of development setbacks
(when development is required to be a certain minimum distance from the water) and
land inspections to protect riparian land in the MBLR Watershed. As shown by Figure
10, over 73% of respondents indicated that they “support greater use of development
setbacks and land inspections to limit future development on riparian land.” Only 13%
of respondents did not support greater use of these tools (the remaining 14% were
unsure).
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Figure 10. General Support for Development Setbacks and Inspections

5.0 Quantifying Ecosystem Service Values
One of the primary goals of the survey was to evaluate the types of tradeoffs that would
be supported by Kennebunk, Sanford and Wells residents, when considering different
ways to protect and restore riparian land in the MBLR Watershed. One of these tradeoffs
is respondents’ willingness to give up money (e.g., accept increased taxes or fees) to
obtain different types of riparian land protection programs, with different effects. This is
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interpreted as residents’ willingness to pay (WTP), and may be used to quantify their
values for the ecosystem services delivered under each plan.12
For example, assume that a person would vote “yes” for a program that would increase
her tax bill by $100, in return for a specific set of ecosystem service improvements. That
positive vote indicates that the person values the environmental improvements by at least
$100—otherwise they would not support the program. This is the same way that market
purchases reveal economic values, by showing the monetary tradeoffs that people are
willing to make. By modeling how residents would vote for or against different possible
programs to protect riparian land—with different costs and effects on ecosystem
services—it is possible to calculate the value of ecosystem services to those residents.
To evaluate the tradeoffs supported by Kennebunk, Sanford and Wells residents,
surveyed households were asked to choose among different types of programs to protect
and restore riparian land in the MBLR Watershed, within referendum-style voting
questions called choice experiments. Each voting choice was described in terms of
projected effects on natural riparian land, the condition of local rivers, abundance of
recreational fish in those rivers, the safety of water at local beaches for swimming,
development restrictions and inspections, and annual household costs. Each of these
voting questions asked the respondent to choose between two hypothetical but feasible
protection programs with different effects and costs, and a “business as usual” alternative
with no additional cost (i.e., Option A versus Option B versus Neither [N], or A-B-N).
Seventy-two hypothetical A-B-N choices were developed, and divided randomly among
surveys sent to different households. Each of these questions illustrated a different set of
riparian land protection programs. Each household was asked to answer three of the
seventy-two A-B-N choices. The combined votes of all households over all of these
hypothetical A-B-N choices were used to calculate the tradeoffs households were willing
to make, based on their observed votes. This rigorous, systematic design helps to ensure
the validity of results.
Possible effects of each hypothetical riparian land management program over the next 10
years (“Comparing Protection Options”—Figure 11) used as a basis for the A-B-N
choices were derived from scenarios for the MBLR Watershed. These were developed in
coordination with scientists at the Wells National Estuarine Research Reserve, based on
available ecological data collected from local watersheds specifically for this study.
Within each question, each alternative (A, B or N) shows a possible outcome of riparian
land protection and/or restoration in the watershed. The initial effect of riparian land
programs is to increase the number of naturally vegetated riparian acres, described by the
attribute Riparian Land Condition. The predicted consequences include (1) changes in
the ecological condition of area rivers (River Condition), calculated using an aquatic
biotic index; (2) changes in the relative abundance of recreational fish (Recreational
Fish), quantified using MBLR sampling data on brook trout; and (3) changes in the safety
of water quality for swimming at area beaches (Safe Swimming), characterized using data
12

More generally, willingness to pay is defined as the maximum amount of money that a person (or group)
would be willing to give up in exchange for a specified quantity of a good or service, rather than go
without. It is the measure most commonly used by economists to quantify value.
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on water quality testing from the Maine Healthy Beaches Program. In addition to these
ecological outcomes, some of the presented programs would change the minimum width
of the riparian area in the MBLR Watershed within which development would be
restricted (Development Setbacks), and whether enforcement and inspections would be
increased to prevent illegal development and clearing on riparian land (Enforcement).
Annual household cost (Cost) was characterized as an unavoidable increase in taxes and
fees required to implement each restoration plan.
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Figure 11. Effects and Costs of Riparian Land Management Included in Choice
Questions

Figure 12 shows an example of the type of A-B-N choices included in the survey. The
annual household costs presented in each A-B-N choice are hypothetical. Some programs
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include higher costs and others include lower costs, to evaluate how changes in these
costs affect residents’ votes for or against different types of programs.

Figure 12. Example Choice Question
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Prior to each choice, the survey presented information on the situation in the MBLR
Watershed, as well as the different types of riparian land protection actions that could be
used. Maps and graphics were included to illustrate the effects of these actions. All
materials were subjected to extensive pretesting and revision over the three year survey
development process. This process ensured that survey information and questions were
clear and easily understood, and that questions addressed outcomes that were important
to community residents.
5.1 Ecosystem Service Values and Riparian Land Protection
The choices of Kennebunk, Sanford and Wells residents show strong support for riparian
land protection and/or restoration, even if it requires new taxes and fees. The choices also
demonstrate the value of different types of protection outcomes (e.g., changes in
ecosystem services).
Table 1 shows the value of each protection outcome and method (described in Figure 10)
to an average household in the survey sample, based on observed votes. These may be
interpreted as the amount that an average household would be willing to pay per year, in
additional and reoccurring town taxes and fees, to obtain each of these outcomes. These
are average values for each respondent household and reflect a WTP per year, in
perpetuity. These results show that the value placed on riparian land protection depends
on what is protected and how.
Table 1. Economic Value of Riparian Land Protection Outcomes
Outcome
Description of Outcome
Value per Household, per
(All effects are within the
Year
MBLR Watershed)
(Additional taxes/fees that
each household would be
willing to pay, per year)
Riparian Land Condition
The number of riparian
$0.044 per additional acre
acres with natural
with natural vegetation.
vegetation.
River Condition
The average ecological
$1.280 per point increase in
condition of area rivers,
the biotic index
measured using a 100-point
aquatic biotic index.
Recreational Fish
The average number of
$3.833 per additional fish,
brook trout per 1000 square per 1000 square feet of river
feet of river.
Swim Safety
The percentage of days
$2.020 per percentage point
during which government
increase in safe swimming
tests show that area beaches days
(Laudholm, Drakes Island,
Crescent Surf and Parson)
are safe for swimming.
Setbacks
The minimum width of the
$0.140 per foot of
riparian area where
increased development
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Enforcement

development is restricted, in
feet.
Whether enforcement is
increased to prevent illegal
development or clearing on
riparian land.

setbacks.
$17.310 for increased
enforcement and
inspections, compared to
the status quo

These results can be used to calculate residents’ total value for different types of
ecosystem service changes, and also to illustrate the tradeoffs that residents are willing to
make. For example, increasing the number of brook trout in MBLR rivers by 1 fish per
1000 square feet (which as a value of $3.83 per household, per year) would have the
same value to residents as restoring natural vegetation on 87.88 acres of riparian land
(value = 87.89 × $0.04 ≈ $3.83 per household, per year). The same value would be
provided by a program that increased the percentage of safe swimming days by 1.90
(value = 1.90 × $2.02 ≈ $3.83 per household, per year). Results such as these can be used
to calculate the type of programs that would be most valued by residents of the area, and
how to best design programs to meet residents’ priorities.
Results also show that increases in minimum development restrictions (setbacks) and
enforcement are positively valued by local residents—residents are more likely to support
riparian land protection programs if those programs involve stronger restrictions on
development, holding all else constant. This finding contradicts “common wisdom” that
Maine residents would not support development restrictions to obtain improved
environmental outcomes.
These results can also be used to quantify the combined value of riparian land protection
or restoration to Kennebunk, Sanford and Wells residents. For example, consider a
hypothetical riparian land protection and restoration plan that would lead to the following
projected outcomes within the MBLR Watershed: (1) restore natural vegetation on 200
acres of currently cleared riparian land, (2) increase the ecological condition of rivers by
5 points on the 100 point aquatic biotic scale, (3) increase the average number of brook
trout by 3 fish per 1000 square feet of river, (4) have no effect on the safety of local
beaches for swimming, (5) make no change in required development setbacks, (6)
increase enforcement and inspections of development restrictions on private land. Table
2 shows the total value of this plan, both to each household (on average) and to the three
communities as a whole.
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Table 2. Illustrative Economic Value of a Hypothetical Riparian Restoration Plan in
the MBLR Watershed
(B)
(C)
Additional Taxes/Fees that
(A)
Total Value per Household,
Each Household would be
Projected Outcome
Per Year
Willing to Pay – See Table
(= A×B)
1
Restore natural vegetation on $0.044 per acre
$8.72
200 acres of riparian land
Increase ecological condition $1.28 per point
$6.40
of rivers by 5 points on
aquatic biotic index
Increase the average number $3.833 per fish
$11.50
of brook trout by 3 fish per
1000 square feet of river
No effect on the safety of
$2.02 per percentage point
$0.00
local beaches for swimming
increase in safe swimming
days
No change in required
$0.140 per foot
$0.00
development setbacks
Increase enforcement and
$17.31 for increased
$17.31
inspections
enforcement and inspections
$43.93 per household, per year
Total Plan Value per Household Per Year
The amount that an average household would be willing to
(Equivalent to a total value of
pay in additional taxes and fees, per year and in perpetuity,
$760,443 per year, in
to obtain these combined outcomes
perpetuity, when multiplied by
all 17,309 households of
Kennebunk, Sanford and
Wells.)13,14
The illustrative scenario in Table 2 is just one of many examples that can be developed
using the choice experiment results. As shown by Tables 1 and 2, residents of
Kennebunk, Sanford and Wells receive considerable value from the potential outcomes of
riparian land restoration, as reflected in their WTP. If given a choice, residents would
vote to support programs (such as local bond issues) that would generate increased
ecosystem services from riparian land in the MBLR watershed, even if those programs
required additional taxes and fees. For example, assume that the program described
above were offered to Kennebunk, Sanford and Wells voters at an average household cost
of $20 per year (e.g., in additional property tax payments to support a local bond). Model
results predict that 73.7% of residents would vote ‘yes’ for this proposal. This support
reflects the personal value that the ecosystem services of riparian land provide to
residents. Of course, residents’ willingness to support any public program depends on a
13

As of the 2010 Census there were 4,120 households in Wells, 4,689 in Kennebunk and 8,500 in Sanford.
For example, over 20 years, this would imply that Kennebunk, Sanford and Wells residents would be
willing to pay a total of $15.2 million in additional taxes and fees (20 × $760,443), in order to obtain these
outcomes. This reflects the value they receive.
14
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variety of other factors as well, including whether a program is viewed as feasible and
whether funds are guaranteed to be spent for the intended purposes. Residents are also
willing to accept greater restrictions on the use of private lands, and indeed are more
likely to vote for programs that include more strict regulation of development in the
riparian zone, and additional enforcement.
The survey also included questions to evaluate the validity of these results, and how
respondents felt about the survey. The vast majority of respondents viewed the survey
instrument favorably. Most indicated that the information and questions were easy to
understand, that survey content was fair and balanced and that they were confident about
their answers. For example, 76% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that they felt
confident in their survey answers, and 83% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that
they would vote the same way in a binding referendum.
5.2 Are these Real Economic Values?
These values are derived from a survey instrument and not a real binding vote. If given
an actual choice (say, in a real binding vote), would people really pay these amounts?
Although there is concern among some economists that surveys such as this can generate
inflated value estimates, comparisons to actual binding referenda show that well-designed
surveys such as this accurately predict people’s votes and values.15 Hence, while there is
some degree of uncertainty in all scientific measurements (including measurements of
economic value), the results provided here provide strong evidence that Kennebunk,
Sanford and Wells residents receive considerable value from the ecosystem services of
riparian land, and would vote for programs that enhance these services.
6.0 Conclusion
Quantifying the ecosystem service values and tradeoffs associated with environmental
management alternatives can provide information crucial for policy design and to identify
the often overlooked benefits of policies that enhance ecosystem sustainability. Results
of the survey Choices for Our Land and Water: A Survey of Kennebunk, Sanford and
Wells Residents demonstrate the types of economic value provided by natural riparian
lands in the Merriland, Branch Brook and Little River Watershed, and the extent to which
local residents are willing to pay for programs that would enhance these valued natural
resources and the ecosystem services that they provide. These results are based on a
random sample of Kennebunk, Sanford and Wells residents. Hence, they provide a more
representative perspective on public values than is revealed by the small, self-selected
and more vocal set of area residents who attend public meetings, are active in advocacy
groups, or engage in other activities that influence public policy decisions. By providing
a more representative perspective, the ecosystem service value results summarized here
can help policymakers develop policies that more accurately reflect the values of all
residents, not just a select few.
Some key findings of the study include:

15

Johnston, R.J. 2006. Is Hypothetical Bias Universal? Validating Contingent Valuation Responses Using
a Binding Public Referendum. Journal of Environmental Economics and Management 52(1): 469-481.
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 Residents of Kennebunk, Sanford and Wells place high importance on
environmental protection. The importance placed on environmental and
ecosystem service protection is greater than that placed on the protection
of landowner rights and prevention of tax increases.
 Residents hold considerable value for ecosystem services provided by
riparian land. The value that people hold for riparian land restoration
depends on how much land is restored, the effects on ecosystem services,
and how restoration is accomplished. Residents are willing to pay for
improvements in riparian land condition itself, as well as for
improvements in the condition of local rivers, recreational fisheries, and
swimming safety of local beaches that can result from the restoration of
this land.
 All else equal, residents prefer management alternatives that increase
restrictions on the development of riparian land (by increasing setback
requirements) and that increase enforcement and inspections of these and
other development restrictions. Residents prefer stronger regulation of
development on riparian lands.
 Residents will support programs that restore and protect riparian land in the
MBLR Watershed and associated ecosystem services, even if
implementing these programs requires increases in the taxes and fees paid
by their households.
The results of this study do not indicate what types of riparian land protection or
restoration alternatives are right or wrong. Rather, the results predict which riparian land
protection or restoration alternatives would be strongly supported by area residents
because they are perceived as providing the greatest value. When combined with
information on the projected ecological outcomes of riparian land management and the
associated costs, results such as these can help identify management alternatives that best
support the long term goals and values of residents, and generate the greatest sustainable
economic value.
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Appendix I. Demographic Profile of Respondents
The survey was mailed to a random sample of residents in Kennebunk, Sanford and
Wells, including all residents of the MBLR watershed. The following summarizes the
characteristics of those who responded. These results suggest that responses were
received from a wide range of demographic groups, but the sample was of somewhat
greater age, income and education than the general population. Females were more likely
to respond than males.
Selected Socio-demographic Characteristics of the Survey Sample (Survey
Responses)
What is your gender?
Male
Female
40%
60%
What is your age?
20~29
2%

30~39
8%

40~49
14%

50~59
28%

60~69
26%

More than
80
6%

70~80
17%

Do you live in the Merriland, Branch Brook and Little River Watershed?
Yes
No
Not Sure
55%
32%
13%
What is the highest level of education you have completed?
Less
High
than
Some
2~Year
4~Year
school/GE
high
college
College
college
D
school
1%
17%
19%
14%
31%
How long have you been a Maine resident?
Less
5-19
20-34
35-49
than 5
6%
23%
26%
19%

50-65
18%

Graduate
Degree (MS,
PHD, etc.)
19%

More than
65
9%

What category best describes your total household annual income?
Less
$10,000 $20,000 $40,000 $60,000 $80,000
than
~
~
~
~
~
$10,00
$19,999 $39,999 $59,999 $79,999 $99,999
0
2%
7%
18%
19%
17%
13%

$100,000
~
$249,999

$250,00
0
or more

20%

3%

Of the final survey sample, 33.7% of returned surveys were from Kennebunk residents,
33.1% were from Sanford residents, and 33.2% were from Wells residents.
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Appendix II. Technical Details of the Choice Model and Results
Table A.1 shows the statistical results underlying the value estimates provided in Table 1.
The random utility model for the choice experiment was estimated using mixed logit with
Halton draws, allowing for correlations across multiple responses from each respondent.
The model predicts the choices (or votes) that were made by each survey respondent, as a
function of the attributes of the riparian land protection plans they considered. The final
specification was chosen after the estimation of preliminary models with varying
specifications of fixed and random coefficients. Coefficients on an alternative specific
constant for the status quo (ASC), Recreational Fish, Safe Swimming, Development
Setbacks, and Enforcement are specified as random with a normal distribution. The
coefficient on Cost (sign-reversed) is random with a bounded triangular distribution,
ensuring positive marginal utility of income. The coefficients on Riparian Land
Condition and River Condition are specified as non-random. The model is statistically
significant at p<0.0001, with all coefficient estimates on fixed and random parameters
statistically significant at p<0.01. Willingness to pay estimates reported in Tables 1 and
2 are calculated from these results. Very similar results are derived from other
specifications of the model (i.e., the results are statistically robust).
Table A.1. Mixed Logit Model Results
Chi squared [ 13 d.f.] 1174.99325
Significance level
.00000
McFadden Pseudo R-squared
.2411012
Number of obs.= 2218
--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------|
Standard
Prob. 95% Confidence
| Coefficient
Error
z |z|>Z*
Interval
--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------|Random parameters in utility functions
NEITHER | -3.26424***
0.51291 -6.36 0.0000 -4.26952 -2.25896
FISH_PCT| 0.04075***
0.00596 6.84 0.0000
.02907 0.05243
SWIM_PCT| 0.07220***
0.01322 5.46 0.0000
.04629 0.09811
SETBACK_| 0.00541***
0.00182 2.98 0.0029
.00185 0.00897
ENFORCE | 0.64542***
0.11486 5.62 0.0000
.42031 0.87054
NEG_COST| 0.04932***
0.00504 9.80 0.0000
.03945 0.05919
|Nonrandom parameters in utility functions
LAND_PCT| 0.07392***
0.01680 4.40 0.0000
.04099 0.10685
WATER_PC| 0.04546***
0.00566 8.03 0.0000
.03436 0.05656
|Distns. of RPs. Std.Devs or limits of triangular
NsNE| 6.70172***
0.67433 9.94 0.0000 5.38006 8.02337
NsFISH_P| 0.03404*
0.01758 1.94 0.0529 -.00042 0.06849
NsSWIM_P| 0.05711
0.03967 1.44 0.1499 -.02063 0.13486
NsSETBAC| 0.02565***
0.00370 6.94 0.0000
.01840 0.03289
NsENFORC| 1.07711***
0.25742 4.18 0.0000
.57258 1.58165
TsNEG_CO| 0.04932***
0.00504 9.80 0.0000
.03945 0.05919
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Communication Audit and Mental Mapping Research Summary
Prepared By Verna DeLauer Ph.D., Franklin Pierce University & Clark University
April 2015

Introduction: If natural resource managers are to influence positive beliefs and behaviors
toward riparian ecosystem services and shoreland protection then a clearer picture of how
adults make meaning of these systems and themselves within them is critical (DeLauer
2013). Understanding adult beliefs, perceptions and values increases the opportunity for
the Wells National Estuarine Research Reserve science to make the greatest impact with
stakeholders and residents. The goals of the communications/mental modeling research
stream were to evaluate current communication messages among the Wells Reserve and
its partner stakeholders, capture Reserve staff and stakeholder beliefs about shoreland
protection, test to see if those same beliefs were prevalent among residents within the
Merriland, Branch Brook, and Little River (MBLR) watershed, and reevaluate
communication messages and strategies to improve mutual understanding. The
overarching research question was: How should the Wells Reserve and its partner
stakeholders communicate messages about shoreland protection and riparian buffers
more effectively to build trusting relationships with residents, improve attitudes and
change beliefs?
Methods: A mental model methodology was adapted from Morgan et al’s (2002) work on
risk communication and included three data collection techniques: communication audit,
mental modeling interviews and a confirmatory questionnaire. First, a communication
audit of the Wells Reserve and four other environmental organizations in the MBLR
watershed was conducted. A communications audit is an inventory of communication
efforts of an organization (Brooks et al 2010). This includes capturing key audiences,
messages, techniques, available resources, and program evaluation (Downs and Adrian
2004). The goal of an audit is to identify effective communications and engagement
practices, areas of improvement and resource needs. This audit provided baseline
information about the ways the Reserve and stakeholders were communicating about
shoreland protection and how might the research results improve how they communicate
or what they communicate. Workshops and presentations by experts to landowners were
the most common engagement methods. Messaging focused on land conservation,
viewsheds and how land use affects water quality. Time, financial and staff resources
were lacking to increase outreach efforts, evaluate them, and conduct social science
research.
Mental modeling interviews were conducted after the communications audit. Mental
models, also called cognitive models or mapping, are used in a variety of contexts to
assess ways in which people comprehend complex and uncertain environmental issues
(CRED 2009; Welp et al. 2006; Morgan et al. 2002). They depict a person’s beliefs about
a concept, idea or system, including a representation of how a person interprets and
relates disparate pieces of information and experiences.
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Purposive and snowball sampling techniques were used to acquire a representative
sample of 22 individuals of stakeholders, including municipal officials, developers and
realtors, engineers, state officials and NGO staff. The first step in the mental modeling
process was to conduct in-depth, open-ended interviews with this representative sample.
The goal of these interviews was to capture patterns of beliefs one has about shoreland
protection and riparian buffers. These interviews began with very open-ended questions
such as, “Tell me what you know about buffers.” Then questions such as, “You
mentioned XX. Can you give me an example?” were asked to provoke participants to
elaborate on their beliefs. As widely held or different beliefs became apparent, these
patterns and divergences were further explored.
In qualitative research, data coding and analysis happen simultaneously. This involved
identifying themes within the data and iteratively testing and retesting them to prove or
disprove their salience. NVivo, a qualitative data analysis program, was used to organize
the data and perform queries to explore latent connections in the data. Kohen’s Kappa
statistic was used to ensure greater than 80% inter-rater reliability between two coders.
This process resulted in three themes that described common patterns of inference and
belief held by stakeholders: 1. Change perception about regulation; 2. Specifically target
new and seasonal residents; and, 3. Communicate with more empathy when working with
landowners.
Using these data, individual mental models were created first to explore individual
cognitive processes.
Next aggregate mental models were created using a program called Vensim to visually
depict the beliefs stakeholders’ collectively held about these three themes. The cognitive
linkages illustrated in the final models showed shared frames of meaning among 50% or
more stakeholders. An example is given at the end of this section.
Using the mental model findings, a set of confirmatory questions were added to the
project’s choice experiment survey to confirm whether the patterns of inference and
belief found among stakeholders’ mental models were also present among a large
population of residents, i.e. n = 1,126.
Mental Model Findings
How should the Wells Reserve and its partner stakeholders communicate messages about
shoreland protection and riparian buffers more effectively to build trusting relationships
with residents, improve attitudes and change beliefs?
There were three collective beliefs that stood out among Wells staff and its stakeholder
partners.
1. Perception about regulation must change so that landowners believe regulators are
interested in the natural resources on their properties and are evaluating them on a
case-by-case basis.
2. One’s identity as a “Mainer” only assumes an interest in environmental
custodianship if you are a long-time resident; new and seasonal residents are
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mainly interested in ownership. An effort must be made to target new and
seasonal residents with messages that encourage environmental custodianship.
3. To more fully engage landowners, they must be communicated to with empathy
so that they believe that their property rights are being considered equally to
environmental protection.
Likert scale questions were created related to these three beliefs to test agreement among
residents.
1. To maintain a high quality of life in Maine, it is important to balance
development with preservation and conservation.
2. I have heard of the Shoreland Protection Act.
3. I understand the goals of the Shoreland Protection Act.
4. There is sound scientific research that supports current zoning regulations on
riparian land.
5. I consider myself a custodian of the land.
6. Regulations are needed to protect shoreland and clean water in York County.
7. It is equally important to protect private property rights and clean water. The
long-term protection of the environment is more important than the right of an
individual property owner to develop his/her property.

Mental Model
Themes

Shoreland Regulation

Identity & Custodianship
among new/seasonal
residents

Environmental & Personal
Balance

Survey Result

Over 50% of residents
were not secure in their
understanding of
shoreland protection
regulations

Over 50% of residents
considered themselves
custodians of the land
regardless of years of
residency

Nearly 90% of respondents
agreed that private property
rights were just as important
as environmental protection

Communication
Recommendation

Target younger audience;
messaging about type of
regulation

Strengthen messages
about owners of one’s
land to custodians of one’s
land.

Messaging about the
relationship between
protecting one’s home and
the natural resources on
one’s property.

Survey Result

As one’s income
increased, support of
regulation decreased.

Interest in private property
rights decreased as one’s
affluence and education
increased.

Communication

Further research on

Further research on
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Recommendation

perception of regulation
& of one’s rights

perception of one’s rights &
of govt. to protect one’s
rights

Survey Results and Implications by Theme: A correlation matrix was used to identify
potential relationships between individual questions and between individual questions
and demographic attributes such as age, income, education, and years of residency in
Maine. Chi Square analyses were conducted to further test significance.
Theme 1: Shoreland Regulation: Over 50% of respondents were not secure in their
understanding of the Shoreland Protection Act though as age increased, understanding of
the act increased. Communication Tip: The Reserve could target communications about
shoreland regulations to a younger audience who may not currently own land but may do
so in the future.
Despite an average knowledge and understanding of the Act, nearly 90% of respondents
believed that shoreland regulations were important. Communication Tip: The Reserve
could conduct further research to learn how residents were making sense of the idea of
regulation or they could more strategically define regulation, using the Shoreland
Protection Act as one example.
Those who were interested in environmental protection also favored regulation. However,
as one’s income increased, support of regulation decreased. Communication Tip: Further
research would be needed to understand why regulation is not as important to more
affluent residents. Becoming a steward and taking personal responsibility might be more
powerful messages to this audience than a message about following regulations.
Results also indicated that there might not be a clear understanding of the science
underlying the Shoreland Protection Act. Communication Tip: If the Reserve wanted to
increase the impact of their science, more education about their research projects and how
they would be useful to residents would be needed.
Theme 2: Targeting new/seasonal residents: Over half of respondents considered
themselves custodians of the land. There were not any significant relationships between
this and length of residency, age, education, or income. Communication Tip: The Reserve
could recruit residents involved in stewardship activities to help educate and inform other
residents. The Reserve could work with municipal officials to strengthen their messages
about community stewardship and changing mindsets from owners of one’s land to
custodianship of one’s land.
Theme 3: Recognizing the balance between private property rights and environmental
protection: Nearly 90% of respondents agreed that private property rights were just as
important as environmental protection yet these were negatively correlated, as interest in
private property rights increased, interest in environmental protection decreased.
Communication Tip: The Reserve could use messaging that showed a significant
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relationship between protecting one’s home and the natural resources on one’s property
or in one’s community.
Similarly to regulation, interest in private property rights decreased as one’s affluence
increased. Communication Tip: More research could be conducted to understand how
residents of different socio-economic means perceive private property rights, e.g. do less
affluent residents feel their rights are more vulnerable therefore they are more protective
of them and possibly see regulation as one way of protecting their rights.
In addition to income, as one’s education increased one’s interest in private property
rights decreased. Communication Tip: More research could be conducted to understand
whether there are particular educational experiences that contribute to this decreased
sense of importance on rights, e.g. do more educated residents feel their rights are less
vulnerable to political decisions because they better understand the political process?
Overall, results indicate that the Reserve and its partners could be more strategic in their
communication strategies. The mental model results are applicable to the Reserve and its
stakeholder partners because they identify common patterns of inference and belief and
can be useful toward more strategic collaboration with one another, particularly those
who are trying to communicate with similar audiences. The results also suggest the need
for much more targeted and nuanced types of communication. The confirmatory
questionnaire results could be applicable to the Reserve, its stakeholder partners and
other Reserves around the country trying to gain more support of regulation, more
interest in stewardship programs, and more balanced discussions about the many tradeoffs involved in natural resource decision-making. Some of the recommendations call for
further research and the communication audit showed that education and outreach
resources were already tight. Inter-organizational collaboration could be useful. This
research stream was able to use the existing choice experiment survey to administer a
confirmatory questionnaire to a broader population while not expending additional
resources. Interdisciplinary collaboration has the potential to be cost effective and
mutually supportive.
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Mental Model Example from Shoreland Regulation Theme.

Science is there
but is not used

therefore

this leads to

Decisions are based on
+ the worst case scenario

+

Expense to landowner
or impact on resource
means that
+

One size shoe fits
all solution

Varying opinions
of value

so

+

+

or

because

that results in a
therefore
because

Contextual is
preferred over
prescriptive

- Not enough science to
offer more options

+

Over-regulation
means resources are
stretched and
+

+

and

because
Level of protection
commensurate with value
of resource

+
Creates
conflict

Want flexibility to look at
individual natural resources
on a case-by-case basis

Shape the backbone of
preservation in a town

which leads to
+

Natural resources need
to be looked at
case-by-case

Prescription makes
you lose flexbility

+
Should be
made/agreed to at
public level

No time for dialogue
which leads to

Key
+

Balanced decision-making
comes from this
responsiveness to the value
of the resource

Blue = Influential Variable
Red = Relay Variable
Orange = Dependent Variable
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Appendix to Communications Audit and Mental Modeling
Handout Prepared for Ecosystem Valuation in the NERRS Summit April 2015
Sustaining Coastal Landscapes – Communication Audit and Mental Mapping
By Dr. Verna DeLauer, Franklin Pierce University & Clark University
Member of Research Team for Wells NERR Science Collaborative Project
“Sustaining Coastal Landscapes and Community Benefits:
Developing an Interdisciplinary Model for Enhancing the Impact of NERRS Science”
Introduction: If natural resource managers are to influence positive beliefs and behaviors
toward riparian ecosystem services and shoreland protection then a clearer picture of how
adults make meaning of these systems and themselves within them is critical (DeLauer
2013). Understanding adult beliefs, perceptions and values increases the opportunity for
the Wells National Estuarine Research Reserve science to make the greatest impact with
residents. The goal of the communications/mental mapping research was two-fold: to
understand the collective beliefs about riparian buffers among Reserve staff and their
stakeholder partners (e.g. municipal and state government, not-for-profit organizations)
and based on those beliefs, to identify which communication and engagement strategies
should be collectively prioritized.
Communication Audit: First, a communication audit of the Wells Reserve was
conducted. A communications audit is an inventory of communication efforts of an
organization (Brooks et al 2010). This includes capturing key audiences, messages,
techniques, available resources, and program evaluation (Downs and Adrian 2004). For
example, the Wells National Estuarine Research Reserve does not currently have an
overarching communication vision. Rather, limited resources are spent promoting
Reserve programs and events to attract visitors. The Reserve has specific targeted
audiences such as town planners, the planning board, selectmen and landowners. They
are interested in connecting with these particular audiences about land use as it relates to
riparian ecosystem services.
Geographically, the Reserve staff is focused on messaging relevant to southern Maine.
They want to communicate that clean water is a product of a natural landscape and
requires greater attention to land conservation, proper riparian buffers and non-point
source pollution. The tourism industry in particular causes tension for the Reserve and
other environmentally-oriented organizations in Maine because of the economic benefits
tourism brings to the State and the environmental impacts tourism has on pristine
beaches, lakes and ponds.
The Reserve uses a variety of mechanisms to communicate these messages about clean
water and land protection. Workshops, Coastal Training Program events and Rotary
events are a few examples. Reserve staff also participates in watershed planning efforts in
the region. They try to capitalize on existing opportunities to reach landowners and town
planners. The Coastal Training Program, which is situated at the Reserve, is an important
resource and support for communications staff. Other community organizations are also
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important in building and maintaining a network of partners. Reserve staff uses other
organizations’ newsletters, for example, to communicate with their targeted audiences.
At present, there are limited resources for thorough, ongoing evaluation of their
communication efforts. They do evaluate some of their workshops but do not have an
evaluation plan in place for their other work. Overall, due to very little, if any, financial
resources, communications staff takes advantages of opportunities to reach targeted
audiences. Because of the lack of resources, communication planning is opportunistic
rather than an integral process to further the NERRS mission.
Mental Mapping: Mental mapping interviews were conducted after the communications
audit. Mental maps are used in a variety of contexts to assess ways in which people
comprehend complex and uncertain environmental issues (CRED 2009; Welp et al. 2006;
Morgan et al. 2002). Mental mapping was a useful methodology to understand how
Reserve staff and stakeholder partners comprehend the complexity of riparian buffers.
Purposive and snowball sampling techniques were used to acquire a representative
sample of 22 individuals, including Reserve staff, municipal officials, developers and
realtors, engineers, state officials and NGO staff. The first step in the mental mapping
process was to conduct in-depth, open-ended interviews with this representative sample.
The goal of these interviews was to capture patterns of beliefs one has about shoreland
protection and riparian buffers. These interviews began with very open-ended questions
such as, “Tell me what you know about buffers.” Then questions such as, “You
mentioned XX. Can you give me an example?” were asked to provoke participants to
elaborate on their beliefs. As widely held or different beliefs became apparent, these
patterns and divergences were further explored.
In qualitative research, data coding and analysis happen simultaneously. This involved
identifying themes within the data and iteratively testing and retesting them to prove or
disprove their salience. NVivo, a qualitative data analysis program, was used to organize
the data and perform queries to explore latent connections in the data. Kohen’s Kappa
statistic was used to ensure greater than 80% inter-rater reliability between two coders.
We mapped what the research participants believed to be true about York County
residents and riparian buffers. Using these data, individual mental models were created
first to explore individual cognitive processes. Next aggregate mental models were
created using a program called Vensim to visually depict the collective beliefs held about
these three themes.
Mental Mapping Results: There were three collective beliefs that stood out among Wells
staff and its stakeholder partners.
1. Perception about regulation must change so that landowners believe regulators
are interested in the natural resources on their properties and are evaluating
them on a case-by-case basis.
2. One’s identity as a “Mainer” only assumes an interest in environmental
custodianship if you are a long-time resident; new and seasonal residents are
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mainly interested in ownership. An effort must be made to target new and
seasonal residents with messages that encourage environmental custodianship.
3. To more fully engage landowners, they must be communicated to with
empathy so that they believe that their property rights are being considered
equally to environmental protection.
Survey: To explore the relevance of the mental mapping results to residents, seven
questions were added to an existing survey that was administered to nearly 1200 residents
within the watershed. A correlation matrix was used to identify potential relationships
between individual questions and between individual questions and demographic
attributes such as age, income, education, and years of residency in Maine. Chi Square
analyses were conducted to further test significance.

What Reserve staff and
stakeholder partners
believed

How residents responded

Residents see regulation
as negative.

Over 50% of (particularly younger) residents did not understand shoreland
protection regulations.
Residents with higher incomes felt more mistrust for regulation than those with
lower incomes.

Long-time residents care
about environmental
protection more than
new/seasonal residents

There was no correlation between length or type of residency and caring about
environmental protection

Residents believe
individual rights and
environmental protection
must be balanced.

90% of residents, particularly those with lower income and less formal education
believe private property rights are as important as environmental protection

Strategies for Achieving Communication Goals: First and foremost, it is important for
the Reserve and the stakeholders who participated in this research to discuss results and
generate a collective plan for better educating and communicating with residents about
riparian buffers. The communication audit for the Reserve identified the challenges they
face in fully addressing their communication needs. The collective mental mapping
results identified the communication priorities among the Reserve and its partners. The
survey results tested the relevance of the mental maps with a larger population. Based on
these results, the following strategies are recommended:
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1. Target communications about shoreland regulations to a younger audience who may
not currently own land but may do so in the future.
2. Further research is needed to understand why regulation is not as important to more
affluent residents. Becoming a steward and taking personal responsibility might be more
powerful messages for this audience rather than messaging about rules and regulations.
3. Specifically communicate the usefulness of the Reserve’s research to residents, e.g.
how is a particular research project or outcome beneficial to a specific segment of the
population.
4. Recruit residents involved in stewardship activities (particularly long-term residents) to
help educate and inform other residents. The Reserve could work with municipal officials
to strengthen their messages about community stewardship.
5. Use messaging that shows an integral relationship between protecting one’s home and
the natural resources on one’s property or in one’s community.
6. Further research is needed to understand why less affluent and less educated residents
are particularly interested in protecting the balance between their property rights and
environmental protection.
7. Communicate with landowners in ways that promote protection of riparian ecosystem
services while simultaneously honoring their property rights.
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Connecting Place-based Ecosystem Services Research with National Priorities
Prepared by Peter Wiley
NOAA Office for Coastal Management
August 2014
One of the most important outcomes of this project is the contributions it makes to
NERRS and NOAA level needs for specific information about ecosystem service values,
how they are applied, and examples of comprehensive and appropriate methodology and
approach.
NOAA and Ecosystem Services
For some time, NOAA has been interested in expanding the agency’s ability to estimate
and apply ecosystem services in a variety of management contexts. Although there are
many examples of ecosystem services research in NOAA, they are largely inconsistent,
disjointed, and not well supported. One of the reasons for this has been the historic lack
of a consistent platform with which to conduct this kind of research (fisheries research
notwithstanding). The NERRS has great potential to provide a consistent platform with a
diversity of geographic, habitat and stakeholder contexts.
Use of information on the economic value of coastal and ocean resources at NOAA is not
a new idea. This work has been ongoing for some time in support of fisheries
management, natural resource damage assessment, and sanctuaries management. What
has been missing is an explicit connection between economic value and ecosystem
condition and function. The trend toward integrating ecological and economic parameters
in the estimation of values has been going up in recent years but there is still considerable
confusion as to what constitutes ecosystem services research. Specifically, ecosystem
services valuation work that does not include, or has weaknesses in either the ecological
or economic side remains common.
This project provides a clear example, which includes significant ecological and
economic research, as well as an iterative process by which the economists and ecologists
had regular communication regarding relative needs, and how the work could best be
integrated. Additionally, the stakeholder engagement, and communication aspects of this
project provided further clear examples of what is required for an ecosystem services
project to be effectively carried out and applied.
The project team has regularly interacted with NOAA staff in order to assure that the
lessons learned in the conduct of the project would benefit existing and future NOAA
efforts. The interaction included the Office of the Chief Economist, the Ecosystem
Services Working Group, the Ecosystem Research Agenda Committee, as well as
numerous other staff who conduct or manage ecosystem services work.
In order to manage coastal and ocean resources from an informed perspective, NOAA
must have consistent and comprehensive information about the relative benefits and costs
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of its management actions. This information will depend heavily on the agency’s capacity
to conduct ecosystem services research as is illustrated in the results of this project.
NERRS as a “Living Laboratory” for research on ecosystem service valuation
The NERRS, with its established monitoring program and its role in individual
communities, have a unique potential to take advantage of this context to explore the
significant potential for utilizing ecosystem services research in a variety of management
and decision frameworks.
Through work with local coastal managers, planners and decision-makers, NERRS staff
has the connections with their local networks and an understanding of the information
needs to make informed decisions. NERRS staff also has access to the System Wide
Monitoring Program, a rich repository of water quality monitoring data that can serve as
the foundation for the ecological data needed to conduct ecosystem services work.
The results of this project can be used to explicitly identify what is needed in terms of
these data and to identify the remaining gaps. The economic components of this work are
one area that will need to be enhanced to expand this work. In partnership with NERRA,
NOAA is currently exploring the best way to approach this work, including the
establishment of a socioeconomic observing system that could be a regular source of
socioeconomic data to complement the SWMP data.
The approach, data needs, and interdisciplinary interactions in this project have, and will
continue to serve as a model for how this program might be developed.
It also applies a collaborative approach to increase the likelihood that results will be
directly applied to address coastal area management challenges in the Wells NERR and
surrounding coastal areas. The work is directly responsive to goals of the NERRS
Strategic Plan, including “demonstrate and facilitate the development of sound science
and best practices for improved local and regional coastal resource management”
(NERRS 2006). It explicitly addresses Goal 4 of the NERRS Research and Monitoring
Plan (2006-2011), to ensure that scientific, coastal management and education
communities, as well as the general public, use data, products, tools, and techniques
generated at the NERRS.
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Developing an Interdisciplinary Model for Enhancing the Impact of NERRS Science
Prepared by Christine Feurt Ph.D.
Coastal Training Program Director, Wells National Estuarine Research Reserve
Director Center for Sustainable Communities, University of New England
July 2015

Estuaries, where rivers meet the sea, are among the nation’s most biologically
rich and economically important ecosystems. They are also one of the most
vulnerable – situated on the front lines of natural and human-induced change. The
interconnection between the health of estuaries and society’s economic and
recreational well-being is increasingly evident, and coastal conservation is being
driven by both ecological and societal needs. The National Estuarine Research
Reserve System, a network of 28 protected areas along America’s coasts, responds to
these needs by providing platforms for learning and teaching, applying research to
management, and practicing coastal stewardship. Each reserve in the national
system serves as a place-based living laboratory and classroom where program
development, research techniques, and management approaches can be piloted and
applied to issues of local, regional, and national importance
Introduction to NERRS Strategic Plan, 2011

This Reserve Initiated Project Enhanced Capacity within the NERRS
The National Estuarine Research Reserve System (NERRS) protects over 1.3 million
acres of salt and fresh water estuaries. These estuaries have been selected for inclusion in
the system as representative examples from distinct bio-geographical regions of the US
including Puerto Rico. The concept for the system was established by the Coastal Zone
Management Act of 1972. Reserves are managed as a state-federal partnership where
NOAA is the federal partner. State partners can be agencies, universities or designated
partnerships. Each Reserve implements a site specific management plan consisting of
research, education, training and stewardship programs.
This project engaged all aspects of the NERR system in collaborative interdisciplinary
research aligned with national goals articulated in the NERRS Strategic Plan and in
response to coastal management issues identified as important to local Wells NERR
stakeholders. As part of one of the stakeholder workshops developed for this project, a
mental model narrative of “Collaborative Research” was developed. This mental model
narrative was used during the Bridging the Gulfs workshop at the Wells NERR,
Collaborative Research is an approach to addressing a research question
or testing a research hypothesis that includes people who have a stake in
or connection to the research. Collaborative research is an adaptable
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approach that can engage stakeholders in a single phase of a research
project or in multiple aspects of the research. Stakeholders and
researchers can work together to identify the research question,
determine methods of data collection, make sense of research findings
and evaluate applications of research findings. There is evidence to
support the concept that engaging stakeholders in the research project
increases the application of research findings to solve societal problems.
Collaborative research methods have been used in social sciences for
decades, especially in anthropology. Collaborative research methods are
becoming increasingly important in interdisciplinary research practices
associated with adaptive ecosystem management, coupled human and
natural systems research, research on social ecological systems and
resilience, and sustainability science.
Collaborative research was a relatively new concept for the NERRS in 2010 when the
NERRS Science Collaborative released their first RFP. This project was developed in
response to that RFP addressing the requirements and criteria specifically articulated
therein. Because the proposal was initiated by a Reserve, the proposal design was
strongly aligned with the goals and objectives of the NERRS. Proposals emanated from a
University owe allegiance and compliance first to their University’s Office of Sponsored
Research. NERRS strategic goals and priorities are of secondary importance and are
highlighted in a proposal primarily in the limiting context of an individual RFP.
The Reserve system is guided by a Strategic Plan developed collaboratively by members
of the system and NOAA (NERRS/NOAA, 2011). This project was designed to
specifically address key elements of the NERRS Strategic Plan, which was developed as
the project began. Alignment of this project with multiple goals of the NERRS Strategic
Plan is highlighted below.
NERRS Priorities addressed by Sustaining Coastal Landscapes and Community
Benefits
Protected Places Goal: Estuaries and coastal watersheds are better protected
and managed by implementing place-based approaches at Reserves.
Objective: Develop, demonstrate, and evaluate tools and practices at reserves
that advance progress on habitat protection, water quality, and climate change
impacts.
Priority Strategy Used: Implement engagement programs to promote estuarine
resource stewardship.
Science Goal: NERRS scientific investigations improve understanding and
inform decisions affecting estuaries and coastal watersheds.
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Objectives: Characterize coastal watersheds and estuary ecosystems and
quantify ecosystem services to support ecosystem-based management of natural
and built communities.
Increase social science research and use of social information to foster coastal
stewards that value and protect estuaries.
Priority Strategies Used:
Lead Reserve-based collaborative projects that connect scientists with intended
users from problem definition through implementation.
Develop and implement strategies that build reserve capacity to conduct and use
social science to address coastal management issues
People Goal: NERRS education and training increases participants’
environmental literacy and ability to make science-based decisions related to
estuaries and coastal watersheds.
Objective: Improve the capacity and skills of coastal decision makers to use and
apply science-based information in decisions that affect estuaries and coastal
watersheds.
Priority Strategies Used:
Include relevant estuarine research and data in reserve professional training and
education programs.
Expand training for coastal decision makers focused on climate change, habitat
protection, and water quality issues.

A Suite of Six Training and Outreach Approaches Engaged the NERRS with the
Project
I.

Working Together to Get Things Done Training 2012
Collaborative Learning Training developed in partnership with Wells NERR CTP
and the NERRS Science Collaborative. During the period from January – August
2012 eight trainings were delivered at: Elkhorn Slough NERR, Waquoit Bay
NERR, Rookery Bay NERR, Grand Bay/Weeks Bay NERR, Tijuana River
NERR, Padilla Bay NERR, Old Woman Creek NERR, and North Carolina
NERR. 250 participants attended the two day training at all sites. While these
trainings were not funded as part of this grant they did contribute to goals of
increased used of collaborative research methods in the NERRS and provided
valuable insights into national challenges faced by Reserve stakeholders
attempting to implement collaborative approaches. This focused interaction with
the NERRS staff provided useful information that was used to adapt the findings
of this project for dissemination to the system as part of subsequent meetings and
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trainings. This training was offered in 2013 at the Narragansett Bay NERR and
was adapted to a one day and half day training workshop for national conferences
sponsored by EPA and A Community for Ecosystem Services (ACES). This
training is available for all Reserves and can be scheduled through the Wells
NERR Coastal Training Program. Materials for this training will be available on
the Wells Reserve website beginning September 2015. Resource materials include
a participant and facilitator workbook, process agenda, Collaborative Learning
Guide, Cultural Models Primer and workshop power point slides.
II.

Qualitative Methods On-line Course 2013 Archived on Wells NERR website at,
http://www.wellsreserve.org/blog/664-nerrs_online_qualitative_research_course
Designed following a needs assessment of Coastal Training Program (CTP)
Coordinators, this three part seminar style on-line course provided CTP
Coordinators with an overview of qualitative research methods relevant to their
work. Resources for this course include videos of the seminars, course
assignments and key literature resources.

III.

Webinars: Qualitative Methods & Ecosystem Service Valuation 2012 & 2015
Dr. Verna DeLauer presented a preliminary webinar before the on line course.
The information in this webinar was incorporated into the on line course.
Dr. Robert Johnston presented a webinar entitled Ecosystem Service Valuation –
An Economist’s Perspective in July 2015. This presentation was a repeat of Dr.
ohnston’s presentation at the Ecosystem Services Summit at the Wells NERR in
April 2015. The webinar was recording and will be archived on the Wells NERR
website and made available with other resources from the Ecosystem Services
Summit. This webinar provided an overview for people considering conducting
an ecosystem services valuation, using a decision-making framework to guide the
design of such studies.

IV.

Bridging the Gulfs 2014 Wells NERR; 2015 Mission Aransas NERR. Funded by
a NERRS Science Collaborative Transfer Grant to share lessons learned from a
suite of collaborative research projects. A description of the Mission Aransas
course appears below. A Wells NERR website of resources from the trainings is
under development and should be available in September 2015.

Interdisciplinary Methods for Stakeholder Engagement and Collaborative Research
Lessons from the National Estuarine Research Reserve System (NERRS)
January 14 – 15, 2015
Mission Aransas National Estuarine Research Reserve, Texas
Workshop Goal: to build awareness, capacity and skills to enable coastal
management and research communities to use expert interdisciplinary practices to
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engage stakeholders in developing and implementing collaborative research projects
that link science to coastal management and policy.
Overview
Collaborative research is one method for “bridging the gulf” between science and
policy. The NERRS Science Collaborative (NSC) projects use interdisciplinary
methods for understanding stakeholder priorities and motivations for engaging in
collaborative projects with researchers. For the past five years, developing and
applying methods for stakeholder engagement in collaborative research that
facilitates the use of science in decision-making has been a national focus for the
NSC projects. The Wells, Maine and Mission-Aransas, Texas NERRs projects used
different methods to understand and engage stakeholders and researchers in their
projects. The Bridging the Gulfs training shares those methods more broadly with
the NERRS and their partners through two trainings – one delivered at the Wells
NERR in the Gulf of Maine (September 2014) and one delivered at the MissionAransas NERR in the Gulf of Mexico. Reserve staff, coastal managers and
researchers in each region are the audience for the trainings. The trainings transfer
collaborative research methodologies between Texas and Maine as well as engaging
other reserves and their partners in a discussion of lessons learned about
collaborative research best practices that can be adopted across the NERRS and
within the coastal management community.
Both the Wells NERR and Mission-Aransas NERR projects have expanded upon the
framework provided by Collaborative Learning to explicitly assess stakeholder
understanding, foster the development of shared knowledge and move diverse
stakeholder groups toward mutually agreed upon improvements in management
and policy. In addition to the Maine and Texas examples, the Chesapeake Bay
Maryland NERR has adapted Collaborative Learning in a project focusing on marsh
and human community resilience to sea level rise that will be included in the
training. The Bridging the Gulfs training builds competencies in particular
collaborative research methodologies including: conducting mediated modeling,
mental modeling and resilience practice. Evaluation of additional practices will be
shared among participants at both trainings to develop a Bridging the Gulfs Best
Practices Primer for the NERRS and key partners. We hope this Primer will inform
the next generation of NERRS Science Collaborative projects and will be a resource
for groups engaged in collaborative research.
Bridging the Gulf Objectives
1. Participants will have a clear understanding of the interdisciplinary methods
used by NSC projects in Wells, Mission-Aransas and Chesapeake Bay
Maryland NERRs and evaluate how those methods might be adapted to their
work.
2. Participants will provide examples from their work of methods used to foster
stakeholder engagement and collaborative research in coastal management.
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3. Participants will learn how the concept of boundary spanning and the role of
boundary spanners bridge the gulf between science and management, and
will evaluate the boundary spanning concept for its relevance to their own
work.
4. Drawing from their experience, participants will identify common barriers to
stakeholder engagement and the effective translation of science to decisionmaking that could be addressed using methods identified during the training.
5. Drawing from experience, presentations, small group work and facilitated
discussions, participants will contribute to the development of a Primer of
best practices for stakeholder engagement in collaborative research.
6. Participants will experience and evaluate a Collaborative Learning event as a
method designed to model stakeholder engagement that generates collective
findings to make progress on shared goals.
V.

Ecosystem Services Summit At the Wells NERR 2015
This Summit was funded as part of the original grant to bring participants from
across the NERRS together to learn about the findings of the project. Objectives
of the workshop are listed below. These included furthering the conversation
across the system for using an ecosystem services approach to support the mission
of the NERRS. Results of the Summit are currently being analyzed and will be
posted on the Wells NERR website with other resources from the Summit in
September 2015. Results of the Summit will be shared during the
NERRS/NERRA Annual Conference in October 2015.

Valuing Ecosystem Services in the NERRS
A Summit at the Wells NERR
April 30-May 1, 2015
Objectives for the Summit






Build upon current ecosystem services work in the NERRS to adapt an
ecosystem services approach more broadly to accomplish the mission of the
system and contribute to NOAA priorities.
Explore the economic, ecological, engagement and communication elements
of ecosystem services work in the NERRS with economists, ecologists,
NERRS and NOAA staff.
Understand the research and capability requirements for conducting
ecosystem services research that contributes to coastal management efforts to
build resilience in coastal communities.
Building upon reserve specific system models developed at the 2015 NERRS
Program Managers’ Meeting; develop a more detailed strategy for conducting
ecosystem services research at specific reserves.
Understand the common needs for valuing ecosystem services across the
NERRS and explore the potential for cross-reserve collaboration.
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Agenda Day 1: Thursday April 30, 2015
Time

Topics and Objectives

Responsibility

8:30

Registration and Breakfast
Objectives: Participant list is finalized and brains are
fueled and caffeinated
Welcome and Introductions
Objectives: Participants understand objectives for the
summit and review the agenda.
Through individual introductions, participants identify
what comes to mind for them about ecosystem services
through an introductory activity
“Ecosystem services are ________(one word) because
________________ (a few words)” 30 seconds each person
Ecosystem Services 101
Objectives: Participants understand the definition of
ecosystem services and the elements that are part of the
framework of an ecosystem service approach
Break and Gallery Walk
Objectives of Gallery Walk: participants use flip charts
around the room to record coastal management issues
they face that would benefit from an ecosystem services
approach
Ecosystem Services Work Currently Underway in the
NERRS

Cox
Wiley

9:00

9:40

10:00

10:15

Objectives: Participants can identify diverse examples of
projects in the NERRS where an ecosystem services
approach was used and describe the coastal management
issue, the role the NERR played in the project, the
ecosystem services, and key stakeholders for each project.
Each presenter speaks for 10 minutes using about 10
slides. Describe:
The coastal management issue and objective of the project
The role the Reserve played in the project
The ecosystem services focused on
Key stakeholders
The outcome of the project resulting from use of an
ecosystem service approach
If the application of the approach is in progress speak to

Miller facilitate
Cox record on
flip chart
Nick record on
computer
Wiley, Miller,
Cox, provide
examples
Wiley

Miller and Cox

Goodrich Tijuana
River NERR, CA
Swanson
Mission Aransas
NERR, TX
Washburn
Lake Superior
NERR, WI
Riley
Great Bay NERR,
NH
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11:30

12:30
1:30

2:00

3:00
3:15

that time frame.
Valuing Ecosystems Services – An Economist’s
Perspective
Objectives: Participants will understand
 The definition of economic value from an
economist’s perspective.
 The methods that economists use to determine
value
 The reasons for conducting an ecosystem service
valuation
 The basic elements of an ecosystem service
valuation
 What a NERRS manager needs to know to develop
or evaluate a proposal to conduct ecosystem
service valuation work at a Reserve
Lunch
Discussion of NERRS ideas for Ecosystem Services
Work
Objectives: NERRS participants share ideas and pose
questions for ecosystem services work in discussion
with Dr. Robert Johnston
Learning from Ecosystem Services Work in Contexts
outside the NERRS
Objectives: Participants will identify diverse approaches
to applying an ecosystem services approach in projects
outside the NERRS. Participants will understand
 The management issue addressed
 The methods used in the Ecosystem Services
approach
 The management and/or policy implications of
the project
Each presenter speaks for 10 minutes using about 10
slides.
Break
Promising Ideas for advancing an ecosystem
services approach in the NERRS Small Group
Breakout
Objectives: Working individually and in small groups
participants identify promising ideas for ways that an
ecosystem service approach can be applied at their

Johnston
George Perkins
Marsh Institute
Clark University

Participants &
Johnston
Nadeau
Eastern Research
Group, Inc.
Yoskowitz
NOAA
Logsdon
University of
Michigan /
Graham
Sustainability
Institute

Feurt
Miller
Facilitators
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4:00
4:20

5:30

reserve and broadly in the NERRS
Idea Sharing and Facilitated Discussion
Objectives: Participants share ideas developed
Most Promising Ideas Listening Walk
Objectives: Participants discuss and listen to ideas for
applying an ecosystem services approach in the NERRS.
Participants process concepts from the day’s training
more deeply through reflection and listening.
Lobster Dinner

Feurt
Miller
Participants
Feurt
Participants

Gulf of Maine

Agenda Day 2: Friday, May 1, 2015
Time

Topic and Objectives

Responsibility

8:30

Breakfast
Objectives: Brains are fueled and caffeinated
Morning Refresher and Reflection
Objectives: Participants review key concepts from day 1 to
identify burning questions, and “now that I’ve slept on it”
reflections
Most Promising Ideas for Advancing an Ecosystem
Services Approach in the NERRS: Targeted Breakout
Sessions
Objectives: Participants self-organize into targeted breakout
groups to develop strategies for moving ideas to action using
the Ideas to Actions Worksheet.
 Research and Monitoring Applications
 Education, CTP, Outreach and Communication
Applications
 Stewardship, Mapping and GIS Applications
 Emerging crosscutting ideas
Break

Cox
Nick
Miller
Feurt

Moving from ideas to actions that advance an ecosystem
services approach in the NERRS: Targeted Breakout
Sessions report out to group.
Objectives: Participants report ideas from breakout to full
group to identify synergies, realistically assess capacity, boldly
address barriers and link ideas to NERRS Strategy Documents.

Reporter from
each group

9:00

9:30

10:30
10:45

Facilitators:
Miller
Cox
Feurt
Participants
Each targeted
breakout group
will have a note
taker and reporter
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11:45
12:45

2:00
2:15

3:15

Lunch
Charting the Path from Actions to Outcomes & Measures of
Progress
Objectives: Participants reconvene in groups to complete the
final worksheet linking ideas to outcomes and measures of
progress including identification of:
 Funding strategies for ecosystem services work. What
can be done using current resources? What are some
sources for funding innovative approaches?
 How does an ecosystem services approach contribute
to achieving the goals and objectives of the NERRS
Strategic Plan/NOAA priorities?
 What does an ecosystem services approach mean to the
current work of each sector and to NERRS initiatives in
place such as CTP, Sentinel Sites, SWMP and TOTE?
Break
The Way Forward - Building the capacity for an ecosystem
services approach in the NERRS
Objectives: Participants review action items developed during
the Summit and prioritize next steps from an individual and
system-wide perspective including mechanisms for
distributing the results of the Summit to the System.

3:30

Evaluations and Award Ceremony
Objectives: Participants will complete a written evaluation and
assessment of the progress made at the Summit. Participants
will receive formal professional recognition for their
participation in the Summit and the opportunity to receive
valuable prizes.
Adjourn & Safe Travels Home

VI.

Annual Meeting Presentations, Sessions and Trainings (2011 – 2014)

Facilitators
Participants

Feurt
Miller

Feurt
Cox
Miller

During NERRS/NERRA Annual Meetings from 2011-2014 findings and methods
used during the project were shared with participants from all sectors. This
information was shared and used to refine the project to address the needs of the
system. Feedback from the Annual Meetings inspired the transfer projects, on line
course and webinars providing additional support and capacity building for the
system.
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The Wells NERR Stakeholder Network Participated Actively in the Project
The Wells NERR Stakeholder Network is described on page 7 of this report. Members of
this network were engaged in the development of the proposal, contributed to focus
groups for the mental models and economic portion of the research and provided input
into the design and methodology of the ecological research. The ecosystem service
valuation survey, Choice for our Land and Water was developed in collaboration with the
Stakeholder Network. This three year process required focus group interaction with every
day citizens like those who would complete the survey as well as the professionals in the
Stakeholder Network. Rigorous inspection and critique of the survey design by members
of the network resulted in a survey that was understandable by participants and accurate
in terms of ecological messaging.
The stakeholder network was enriched through the Choices for Our Land and Water
survey process. The Wells Reserve non-profit partner Laudholm Trust offered one year
free membership in Laudholm Trust for people completing the survey who were not
already members. Over 1,000 new members became part of the Wells NERR “family”
during 2014 and 2015. Special events during the year presented the results of the research
for all aspects of the project.
During the final meeting with the Stakeholder Network to share final results ideas about
how the findings would be used by the stakeholders were collected. One key finding from
this meeting is that the complexity of the findings for ecosystem service valuation and
mental models required additional synthesis for use by stakeholders. These ideas are
being explored for potential use in a transfer project to carry the work forward.
The project has been shared beyond the Stakeholder Network at local and regional
conferences. Findings will be shared in November 2015 with the Maine Watershed
Roundtable, a statewide network of water professionals. The project has also been shared
with Maine’s George Mitchell Sustainability Institute at the Maine Water and
Sustainability Conference in 2014 and 2015. The potential to share findings and develop
communication and outreach materials from this project is just beginning.

Retrospective Questions Posed by the NERRS Science Collaborative
Prepared by Christine Feurt Ph.D.
1. What did you find challenging or unexpected about this project? This could
include any aspect of the project—the integration of collaboration and applied
science, physical, social, political, technical barriers, project management,
communication, duration, resources etc.
This project was designed as a three year project. After five years of work as a
team, we could tackle a new project and complete the work in three years, but this
initial project required five years. Collaborative interdisciplinary research,
engaging a new team of researchers and stakeholders, is time and effort intensive.
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The demands of rigorous disciplinary research are embedded within a paradigm
shifting framework of interdisciplinarity and stakeholder engagement. Even from
the writer’s perspective as a specialist in collaborative processes, the demands of
interdisciplinary, stakeholder engaged research are under appreciated,
underfunded and yet remain the most powerful component of any project focusing
on solutions to complex coastal management issues. This project accomplished
planned objectives in the five years with additional support from the NERRS
Science Collaborative through transfer project funds. These transfer funds were
critical to accomplishing the level of impact that this project has had on the NERR
system.
2. How did collaboration with intended users impact the applied science components
of the project?
This question is thoroughly addressed in the individual sections of each element
of the project above.
3. Did you have all the skill sets on the team that you needed? If not, please identify
the missing skill sets and how you adapted to the gap.
Our team was fortunate to have the right balance of expertise.
4. Did your budget include sufficient resources to execute the project? If not, what
kinds of expenses would you include in a budget for this project if you were
developing it today?
Transfer funds during the course of the project made a difference. We had a large
portion of the budget dedicated to engagement and communication, 40% I
believe. This was critically important.
5. What do you know now that you wish you had known when you started?
I would be up front with collaborators from outside institutions about the time
required to participate on conference calls, on-site meetings, and meetings with
stakeholders. Our team gave considerable time to this interaction.
6. If additional resources and time were available, how would you proceed from this
point?
Our team shared the feeling that we were just beginning our work together. We
generated findings in ecology, communication and economics that were integrated
and connected to stakeholders. We have results of that work and are poised to
engage stakeholders in the use and application of that work. Future work would
focus on the knowledge to action aspects of coastal management using our
findings. This boundary work (Clark, et al 2010) would build upon the
relationships we have developed as a research team, the relationship with the
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national network of Research Reserves and the managers and policy makers at
multiple scales who would benefit from the methods developed. What we have
learned about building capacity for integrating different sources of knowledge and
understanding the role of mental models in fostering effective action are key
aspects of the research that can be shared and applied across contexts of
ecosystem science.
While this project developed from the ecosystem management approach, the
approaches used are in alignment with social ecological systems approaches used
in sustainability science. The Wells NERR Coastal Training Program shares with
many CTPs a commitment to bridging the gulfs separating science and its
application to management and policy. The Collaborative Learning approach used
in this project worked well due to the adaptability of the approach to the demands
of diverse situations. The Wells Reserve research team anticipates continued work
within our local Stakeholder Network and nationally within the NERR system
using this project as a foundation.
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INTRODUCTION

Introduction
The 2013 Update of the Wells Harbor Plan was developed for the Town of Wells by Wright-Pierce,
in association Elizabeth A. Della Valle AICP and Mathew Eddy Consulting. Funding for this plan
was provided through a Shore and Harbor Technical Assistance Grant from the Maine Coastal
Program at the Maine Department of Conservation
Consultant team members from Wright-Pierce were
Jonathan Edgerton, P.E. Senior Vice President, Amanda
Bunker, Senior Land Use Planner, as well as Travis Pryor,
Jason Wise, Chris Hinkley and Kim McIntire. Consultant
team members from supporting firms include Elizabeth
Della Valle and Mathew Eddy.
Significant guidance and plan development assistance
came from the Wells Harbor Committee and Town Staff:
Jonathan Carter, Town Manager
Chris Mayo, Harbormaster
Kendall Crocker
Frank Parillo
Robert Liston, Jr.
Phil Pickering
Scott Worthing
Katheryn Mooney
James Shaw
William Comeau
Chris Chase
Robert Foley
Thanks go to this Committee for their work, and to the citizens and
representatives of local organizations who participated in the public
outreach efforts and meetings, and who provided input.
The 2005 update to the Wells Comprehensive Plan required the 1991
Harbor Management Plan to be updated, submitted to the State
Planning Office (SPO) for review, and incorporated into the Town’s
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Comprehensive Plan. It also calls for the establishment of a committee “to explore ecologically
oriented tourist opportunities”, maintaining a “viable harbor and facilities for public access to the
waterfront”, and maintaining “Wells Harbor as an active harbor that provides access, service and
mooring facilities for both commercial, marine-related vessels and recreational boats.” The 2013
Update of the Wells Harbor Plan is intended to expand and build off the 1991 Wells Harbor Plan,
and certain historical material has been drawn from that document.
While the Town’s efforts since adoption of the
Comprehensive Plan have largely focused on dredging
issues and adoption of a new Wells Harbor Ordinance,
numerous programs and facilities in nearby areas have
advanced, including the Eastern Shore Beach Parking Lot
and Jetty Beach area, the Harbor Park, and efforts to
support shellfish facilities and programs and to protect the
environment of the estuary. This management plan has
included efforts to pull these disparate, but related projects
together, identify and address and apparent "holes" among
them, and update the Harbor Plan to strategically guide future related efforts through the coming
decade and beyond.
The planning process was developed to incorporate input from a variety of interests, including
business and natural resource oriented organizations, boating interests, tenants, commercial
fishermen, tourists, the Wells National Estuarine Research Reserve, Laudholm Trust, The Nature
Conservancy, Great Works Regional Land Trust, and the Rachel Carson National Wildlife Refuge,
the Board of Selectmen, and others. We are confident that his community participation process has
resulted in an updated Harbor Plan that includes appropriate strategies to encourage sustainable,
ecologically-oriented, tourist opportunities and an active harbor capable of accommodating
commercial and recreational uses. The Plan seeks to establish priorities and outline strategies to
address the following key elements:
Marketing
Land Use Surrounding the Harbor
Harbor Facilities and Infrastructure
Harbor Economy and Sustainability
Commercial Fishing
Shellfish and Aquaculture
Recreational Boating
Natural Areas
Beach Erosion
Dredging
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History of Wells Harbor1
The historic and current Town of Wells remains
centered around its marine resources and
Harbor. Prior to the founding of the Town
around the Harbor in 1641, temporary residences
were built on the beaches by traders and
fishermen. During the 1600’s Wells’ residents
harvested salt hay, fish, eels, and clams and
coastal traders supplied nearby areas with
boards, shingle, and hoops. Clusters of farms
were concentrated near rivers and brooks that
provided water power for grist and sawmills. Often found in these areas were a blacksmith shop,
store, post office, one-room school, and church. The core of these early settlements can still be
found in the Coles Corner, Wells Corner, Eldridge Corner, Moody, Tatnic, Merriland Ridge,
Highpine (formerly Wells Deport), and Wells Branch areas.
From the late 1600’s to 1905, shipbuilding, lumber mills, and fishing were the primary occupations
in the Harbor. The area was set back briefly by the War of 1812, but the Age of Sail soon followed
shipbuilding and commerce by coastal schooners flourished.
By 1825, Congress, in recognition of Wells’ dependence on its maritime heritage and economy,
constructed a 1,980 foot long pier so trading vessels could on/off load their cargos beyond the
shoals at the mouth of the Harbor, confirming that the sedimentation problem in Wells Harbor has
a long history.
The railroads arrived in 1842, 1872, and 1907 and eventually replaced schooners as the preferred
mode to transport freight.
Wells’ beaches were discovered by wealthy industrialists by the late 1840’s although tourism
didn’t flourish until the 20th century. Large lodging and entertainment centers like the Atlantic
House at Fishermen’s Cove and the Island Ledge House at Wells Beach were constructed, though
they were not replaced when they burned in later years. Instead numerous smaller hotels and
boarding homes, and subdivisions for individual houses were built in the late 1800’s and early
1900’s, and local shipwrights became home carpenters. In the years following World War II, with
the increased use of personal automobiles, Wells became known as a family vacation spot. Again,
The 1991 Harbor Plan includes a considerably longer history of the Town of Wells. It was taken from a
more detailed history by Hope M. Shelley, which can be found on the Town’s web site.
1
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largely because of its coastal environment and resources. With this trend came the service industry
of hotels, motels, cabins, restaurants, specialty shops, and entertainment centers.
By the late 1950’s, the community was seeking additional harbor improvements from the federal
government. In 1961-1962, two jetties were constructed, the existing channels and anchorage were
dredged, and the spoils were used to fill behind the jetties. Erosion of the beach was nearly
immediate.
In 1977, another coastal engineering study was undertaken. It found that the channel was too wide
for tidal currents and is in the prevailing direction of onshore seas. It also found that the anchorage
is in the path of tidal currents, fostering a natural deposition of sand, and that the gross movement
of sand was more significant than previously predicted. The study recommended reducing the
width of the mouth of the channel with stone spurs and a pump, but the plan was dropped in
1980. Additional dredging of the Harbor was undertaken in 1991, 1996, 1999, 2000, 2002, 2005 and
2012.
Recent decades have seen the conversion of many of Wells’ seasonal cottages to year round homes.
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2

Goals
The Harbor Committee developed the updated goals listed below for
the harbor area at the onset of the planning process. These goals
provide specific direction to the following mission statement
regarding the management of Wells Harbor:
To manage the use of Wells Harbor by balancing working waterfront
interests, local business development, recreational interests, safe
Harbor interests, visitor attractions, and community uses within the
constraints presented by the natural environment. Recognize the
Harbor as a preeminent Maine place for environmental education
and ecotourism development.
The Town of Wells should seek to:

Overarching Goals
Balance additional development of the Harbor with its inherent constraints, both
natural (marshes, habitat, sensitive plants and wildlife) and built (access roads, limited
upland area) to minimize negative environmental impacts.
Generate revenue from commercial and recreational use of the Harbor to offset the need
for investments in support of the goals of the Harbor Plan. Seek federal and state as
well as private and nonprofit/foundation funds to support implementation of the Plan.
Treat Harbor planning as a continuous process.

Natural Areas
Continue to support and expand research and education about Wells Harbor and its
resources and environments in partnership with the Wells National Estuarine Research
Reserve (WNERR), Rachel Carson National Wildlife Refuge (Rachel Carson), Wells –
Ogunquit Consolidated School District (CSD), and others.
Continue efforts to monitor, improve, and maintain water quality in the Harbor.
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Continue to support efforts aimed at improving and
maintaining the health of the dune ecosystems including
both flora (such as dunegrass) and fauna (such as piping
plovers).

Harbor Economy and Sustainability
Celebrate the Harbor, its activities, visitors, and users in
understanding the importance of its role in Wells’ culture
and local economy.
Establish a three part marketing program for the Harbor
that assists local business interests, supports
environmental education and experience, and enhances residents’ use, awareness, and
understanding of the economic importance of the Harbor to the community.

Harbor Facilities and Infrastructure
Consider the effects of projected sea level rise on both Harbor infrastructure and
ecological aspects of the Harbor/estuary and make investment and maintenance
decisions that mitigate anticipated impacts of projected sea level rise. Work with the
public to increase its understanding of the impacts and potential threats of sea level
rise.
Support, promote, and plan for capital improvement and maintenance of pier, floating
dock, and other boat facilities, including, but not limited to, on-shore boat storage,
sewage pumpout, and additional services.

Commercial Fishing, Shellfishing and Aquaculture
Support traditional use and job creation associated with Wells’ working waterfront,
including but not limited to a commercial fleet for commercial and recreational fishing
and clamming.
Support aquaculture initiatives that are consistent with maintaining water quality
within the estuary and limiting the likelihood of genetically modified species escaping
into the natural system.
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Harbor Park
Make improvements to Harbor Park. The Park needs to be “refreshed” to better serve
the community for the next 10-20 years. Enhance the aesthetics of facilities, improve the
quality of materials used, expand activities, and reduce management demands.

Transportation and Access
Make improvements on Harbor Road to upgrade
access, circulation, and parking; encourage
increased use of public transit, bicycles, and
walking.
Improve local signage and promotional materials to
improve visitors’ and users’ knowledge of how to
get to/use the Harbor. Improve knowledge about
Harbor activities and facilities, “wayfinding” and
safety notifications.
Explore the feasibility of increasing pedestrian access throughout the Harbor, through
creating a cross-harbor pedestrian bridge or water taxi service between the west and
east sides of the Harbor. Assess the feasibility of paths and/or boardwalks to connect to
Mile Road, Laudholm Farm, and Drake Island and plan for phased implementation of
this recommendation.
Promote carless vacationing in Wells. Increase and improve public transit options.
Investigate remote parking/shuttle systems. Improve pedestrian, bicycle,
moped/scooter access and amenities along Harbor Road and in the Park.
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Goals and Working Plan
This Chapter includes the goals listed in Section 2 and
recommended actions the Town of Wells will pursue to attain
each goal.

3.1 OVERARCHING GOALS
A. Balance additional development of the Harbor with its
inherent constraints, both natural (marshes, habitat,
sensitive plants and wildlife) and built (access roads,
limited upland area) to minimize negative
environmental impacts.
1. Plan for dredging of the Harbor to maintain its
navigability. Continue to work with the US Army
Corps of Engineers to develop solutions to
ongoing dredging issues.
2. Continue to restrict development that would increase undesirable impacts on this
sensitive area.
3. As use of the Harbor area increases, plan for increased pressure on road and water
access, parking, and stormwater management. Explore public transit and remote
parking options. See Strategies II.B.1., VI.A.3., and VII.A.2. regarding stormwater
management.
4. Where appropriate, include provisions to maintain or enhance natural buffers
between differing uses to address aesthetic, water quality, and/or habitat issues.
B. Generate revenue from commercial and recreational use of the Harbor to offset the need
for investments in support of the goals of the Harbor Plan. Seek federal and state as
well as private and nonprofit/foundation funds to support implementation of the Plan.
1. As the Town manages the property it owns in the Harbor area, establish rents,
licenses, and fees that will generate revenue from commercial and recreational users
to offset the need for investment of local public funds in implementing the Plan.
2. Seek federal and state as well as private and nonprofit/foundation funds to support
implementation of the Plan.
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C. Treat Harbor planning as a continuous process.
1. The Harbor Advisory Committee will monitor
implementation of the Harbor Plan to determine the
effectiveness and appropriateness of continuing efforts
in achieving community goals and report on progress
and performance in the Town’s Annual Report each
year. This will include monitoring specific
benchmarks related to the environmental health of the
Harbor, and identifying opportunities for potential
collaboration and/or potential conflicts with other
Town plans or policies.
2. The Harbor Advisory Committee will prepare
amendments to the Harbor Plan to be approved by the Wells Selectmen.
3. The Harbor Advisory Committee will periodically review the Harbor Ordinance
and recommend revision as necessary.

3.2 NATURAL AREAS
A. Continue to support and expand research and education about Wells Harbor and its
resources and environments in partnership with the Wells National Estuarine Research
Reserve (WNERR), Rachel Carson National Wildlife Refuge (Rachel Carson), Wells –
Ogunquit Consolidated School District (CSD), and others.
1.

2.

3.
4.

1

Continue to support monitoring, research and science-based environmental
education efforts of the WNERR, Rachel Carson, CSD, Harbor Advisory Committee,
and other groups, in support of natural processes and ecosystems and the human
role in managing and stewarding natural resources. This should specifically
include research and education surrounding water quality, erosion, and dredging
impacts1.
Improve environmental conditions of the Harbor by restoring salt marsh on the five
acres of undeveloped dredge spoils and removing sand and restoring the adjoining
marsh.
Explore opportunities for expanded public education, using the Harbor as a
demonstration site for best management practices.
Work with the WNERR, Rachel Carson, CSD, Harbor Advisory Committee, local
businesses, and others on an on-going basis to review threats to environmental
interests in the Harbor area, inform customers and clients about environmental
issues of the Harbor, and make recommendations to resolve problems. Educational

In both areas that are dredged and where dredge spoils are disposed.
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5.

6.

7.

8.

information for customers and clients might include a brief orientation to the area,
including what they can expect to see, and advise about how to avoid affecting
sensitive areas, staying out of the way of commercial boats, etc.
Work with and the WNERR,
Rachel Carson, CSD, Harbor
Advisory Committee, and others
to keep the public apprised of all
local, state and federal research
projects and work in the Harbor
area. The final results of each
research project, or a link to the
results, will be posted on the
Town’s web site as they become
available.
Work with the WNERR, Rachel Carson, piping plover volunteers, Town staff, CSD,
Harbor Advisory Committee, and others to annually survey the beach for wildlife
nesting areas to properly protect those sited within high traffic areas. Encourage the
CSD to continue its participation with beach profile monitoring at Drakes Island.
Consider municipal funding of monitoring efforts.
Work with beachfront owners to improve their knowledge about their potential
impacts on natural areas and involve them in solving problems and working with
programs to ensure compliance with local, state, and federal laws.
Seek opportunities for “win-win” initiatives that benefit the ecology and economy
of the Harbor and surrounding areas.

B. Continue efforts to monitor, improve, and maintain water quality in the Harbor.
1. Use best management practices in ongoing Harbor operation and infrastructure
improvement to reduce the impacts of stormwater runoff on erosion and water
quality.
2. Work with the WNERR, Rachel Carson, Harbor Advisory Committee, and others to
prioritize and conduct stream shoreline surveys to identify faulty septic systems
and inadequate stream buffers, and other threats to water quality. Seek outside
funding to support retrofits to reduce identified threats to water quality. Prepare
materials and activities to support efforts to inform homeowners/residents about
the important role they play in protecting and improving water quality. If
appropriate, reach out to other communities within targeted watersheds.
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3. Review land use ordinances and
amend, as appropriate, to ensure
that best management practices are
required for maintenance and new
construction. Draft and adopt low
impact
development
(LID)
standards to reduce water quality
impacts from maintenance and new
construction activities. Work with
the WNERR, Rachel Carson, Harbor
Advisory Committee, and others to inform the public about of LID and its benefits.
4. Continue to support the Healthy Beaches program, Beach Profile Monitoring
Program, and other community monitoring efforts.
C. Continue to support efforts aimed at improving and maintaining the health of the dune
ecosystems including both flora (such as dunegrass) and fauna (such as piping plovers).
1. These efforts should include protecting the dunes from foot traffic and provide
public education regarding the ecological values the dunes provide to the Harbor.
2. Explore the need and value of buying out properties that have or are likely to suffer
repeated storm damage, as was done in the Intervale neighborhood of Kennebunk
after the Patriot’s Day storm. If properties are acquired, take advantage of the
opportunity to restore associated sand dunes.

3.3 HARBOR ECONOMY AND SUSTAINABILITY
A. Celebrate the Harbor, its activities, visitors and users in understanding the importance
of its role in Wells’ culture and local economy.
B. Establish a three part marketing program for the Harbor that assists local business
interests, supports environmental education and experience, and enhances residents’
use, awareness, and understanding of the economic importance of the Harbor to the
community.
1. Enhance the ability of local businesses within the Harbor to flourish and expand
successfully into the shoulder seasons.
a. Utilize the various offerings of the Webhannet River Boatyard to expand reasons
for visitors to visit their site and make use of the various services they offer.
b. Provide good information of those offerings, both locally and on the web.
c. Provide better connectivity to the boatyard and its environs such that visitors
can easily understand the offerings.
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d. Improve circulation and other logistical features at the boat ramp to make it
easier to use the facility and draw more users to the site. Consider separate
ramps for launching versus hauling out boats.
e. Enhance and expand local commercial fishing activity, not only as a primary
use, but as a secondary tourism attraction (looking is a wonderful thing).
f. Develop marketing and support for the commercial excursion program which
recognizes the importance of this economy in the region and work with existing
owners to enhance and make this program more predictable.
2. Work to expand the shoulder season such that local restaurants can maintain a high
level of business in the spring and fall.
a. Coordinate current events (for example
Mother’s Day) with other celebratory,
educational, and environmental events with a
focus on the shoulder season.
b. Establish
annual
environmental
and
recreational events in the shoulder season that
will attract new and repeat visitors to the
Harbor (e.g. kayak races, environmental search
and find, etc.) and connect them to local
services already there.
c. Improve vehicular connections between the
Harbor and the rest of the region through a
coordinated bike plan2, trolley transit, water
transit, walking paths, and other connections not yet identified.
3. Make Wells a destination for a unique interactive experience with its natural assets
(the Harbor, marsh, wildlife, etc.) by incorporating environmental education and
ecotourism experiences into a Harbor experience marketing program that
recognizes and relates to similar regional programs.
a. Develop and expand upon existing programs that explain the unique
environmental nature of the Harbor ecosystem, including restoration of
undeveloped dredge spoils, and expand businesses around this offering with
interpretive signage, a boardwalk, walking paths, etc. (See Strategies III.A.3.h.
and VI.A.4. regarding Harbor Park improvements and creation of a marshwalk.)
b. Incorporate the educational program of the Harbor into the vast regional system
related to the WNERR and Rachel Carson programs.
c. Develop and market educational programs that specifically invite and educate
visitors on the importance of the Harbor to the local and regional ecosystem.
2

Including connection to the Eastern Trail, a bicycle pathway system that extends from Maine to Florida.
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d. Create a permanent residence/visitor and nature center that is consistent with
existing park goals for the Harbor as a place to view, learn, and experience the
various environmental jewels it has to offer.
e. Encourage and provide the WNERR and Rachel Carson systems with a
permanent location within the boundaries of the Harbor. This location could
provide information about environmental, sea level rise, weather, water and
wildlife monitoring efforts and opportunities.
f. Encourage the Audubon Society of Maine to partner with the Town, WNERR,
and Rachel Carson as part of its focus on bird watching and protection of habitat
in Wells.
g. Develop a strong planning relationship with the CSD to market environmental
interests, converting those interests into economic events; use that program to
market to school systems through Maine that are
interested in visiting (this takes the existing visitor
program and expands the students involved based
on commercial fishing, economic development,
policy development, and other interests).
h. Work with the WNERR, Rachel Carson, and others
to link and, where necessary create, a walking path
and trail system to create a coastal walking network
and marshwalk in Wells. The coastal walking
network and marshwalk should be designed to
support the educational strategy under 3.2 Natural
Areas, while minimizing or note creating negative
environmental impacts on important wildlife
habitats, including shading.
Creation of a
marshwalk may require access to private property for which the Town will need
permission. Seek public, private, and nonprofit/foundation funds to support
construction of linkages, new paths/trails, and a marshwalk.
4. Develop an informational program aimed at both year round and seasonal residents
that helps those interested in understanding the importance of the Harbor to local
economic development interests.
a. Prepare a formal State of the Harbor Report as part of the Town’s Annual
Report.
b. Establish two annual community events, one to open the Harbor and one to
close the Harbor. These events should be aimed at using local businesses and
the Park to serve local residents with unique celebrations (work this into the
existing system of activities, but focus on local vs. regional or away).
c. Improve signage and connections between the community, the Harbor, and
local Route 1 businesses. Provide more consistency in design and materials to
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create a consistent image to improve overall aesthetics and assist with
“wayfinding.”

3.4 HARBOR FACILITIES AND INFRASTRUCTURE
A. Consider the effects of projected sea level rise/climate
change on both Harbor infrastructure and ecological
aspects of the Harbor/estuary and make investment and
maintenance decisions that mitigate anticipated impacts
of projected sea level rise. Work with the public to
increase its understanding of the impacts and potential
threats of sea level rise.
1. Continue to work with the regional sea level rise
working group (SLAWG) to increase understanding
of the potential impacts of sea level rise on Wells
Harbor, the most effective ways to mitigate its
impacts on public and private property, and the impacts of the jetty on beach
erosion in combination with sea level rise.
2. Incorporate data on projected sea level rise into all capital planning efforts relating
to Harbor infrastructure.
3. Investigate whether there is a negative impact from the floating docks/slips on sand
displacement.
4. Investigate whether sand is eroding on the east side of the Harbor as a result of the
dredge and ship usage.
B. Support, promote, and plan for capital improvement and maintenance of pier, floating
dock, and other boat facilities, including, but not limited to, on-shore boat storage,
sewage pumpout, and additional services.
1. Assess how residents and summer visitors currently use the Harbor.
2. Assess the relative pros and cons associated with maintaining a fuel dock, including
a key system, within the Harbor.
3. Ensure that boat storage is sited and designed to minimize potential negative
impacts on the aesthetics of the Harbor area during the expanded shoulder seasons.
If not possible to do so within the Harbor area, explore an off shoreline location for
winter boat storage.
4. Seek applicable state and federal funding programs to implement the Plan.
5. Continue to maintain and support the Wells Boat Launch for both motorized and
non-motorized public boat access to the water.
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6. Estimate costs for capital needs, evaluate and select preferred funding mechanisms,
and include Harbor improvements in the Town’s Capital Improvement Program.

3.5 COMMERCIAL FISHING, SHELLFISHING AND AQUACULTURE
A. Support traditional use and job creation
associated with Wells’ working waterfront,
including but not limited to a commercial
fleet for commercial and recreational fishing
and clamming.
1. Continue
efforts
associated
with
maintenance of a sustainable recreational
clamming program and assess the
viability and needs of a commercial
clamming program.
2. Monitor invasive species impacts on commercial fishing.
3. Monitor fishing trends in the Gulf of Maine to identify emerging opportunities as
well as problems in fishing stocks to guide any efforts the Town might consider to
increase commercial and recreational activities in recognition of the health of current
fisheries.
4. Facilitate communication between commercial fishermen, owners/operators of
commercial excursion vessels and resource managers/scientists at state and federal
resource agencies, the Wells National Estuarine Research Reserve (WNERR), Rachel
Carson National Wildlife Refuge (Rachel Carson), and others, to enhance research,
environmental education and stewardship.
B. Support aquaculture initiatives that are consistent with maintaining water quality
within the estuary and limiting the likelihood of genetically modified species escaping
into the natural system.
1. Assess the viability of commercial aquaculture involving bivalve mollusks/filter
feeders, such as oysters.
2. Maintain a dialogue with area ecological groups with respect to appropriate
aquaculture initiatives, including discussion on location and magnitude.
3. Watch for and seek to mitigate any negative water quality issues that might arise
from aquaculture initiatives through working with the industry and/or regulation,
as necessary.
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3.6 HARBOR PARK
A. Make improvements to Harbor Park. The Park needs to be “refreshed” to better serve
the community for the next 10-20 years. Enhance the aesthetics of facilities, improve the
quality of materials used, expand activities, and reduce management demands.
1. Prepare a plan to guide public
investments in Harbor Park, including
but not limited to, site and building
improvements. The plan should specify
appropriate
improvements,
design
themes, and use of higher quality
materials to improve the overall
aesthetics of the Park. Link such
improvements to the visitor center concept described in Strategy III.A.3.d. Where
possible, use “green” construction materials.
2. Focus event and celebration activities in Harbor Park
3. Upgrade the Harbor Park experience by focusing on improving facilities, amenities,
design, and services. Encourage the use of local farm goods and prohibit national
chains.
4. Make the present operation more personally appealing through basic design
improvements.
5. Provide and/or encourage the private sector to provide goods and services for
those who use the area including, but not limited to, commercial and recreational
boaters, tourists, summer and year round residents, school children, and families
who swim and/or recreate on the beaches on both sides of the Harbor. These
services may include vendors in Harbor Park and in nearby waters tied to planned
activies, truck canteens, and lunch boats.
6. Improve the layout and treatment of automobile and boat trailer parking areas to
improve aesthetics, provide amenities, and improve stormwater management and
efficient use of available space. Minimize the creation of new, paved (i.e.,
impervious) surfaces.
7. Upgrade the beach near the boatyard in response to its increasing use as a
destination, with consideration of its location adjacent to the boatyard, services, and
vendors, a future marshwalk, and/or improved pedestrian connections between the
west and east side of the Harbor.
8. Examine alternative approaches that do not use pesticides to address sand flea
problems near the Park and Pavilion areas.
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9. Make better use of the cooking area to attract local groups to celebrate their various
events in Harbor Park.

3.7 TRANSPORTATION AND ACCESS
A. Make improvements on Harbor Road to upgrade access, circulation, and parking;
encourage increased use of public transit, bicycles, and walking.
1. Design and construct sidewalks, bikepaths, and streetscape improvements and
provide pedestrian amenities along Harbor Road and in Harbor Park. Minimize the
need to widen impervious surfaces and roadway width.
2. Redesign and reconstruct parking areas, using porous pavement, interlocking
pavers, or other materials to manage stormwater impacts while providing
opportunities to stripe spaces or otherwise manage parking more efficiently.
3. Work with regional and state
transportation planners and local
economic interests, including but
not
limited
to,
hotels,
campgrounds, and the Chamber of
Commerce to investigate and
consider remote parking options in
concert with improved, convenient,
and more frequent public transit
options. Seek support from public
and private funding sources.
B. Improve local signage and promotional materials to improve visitors’ and users’
knowledge of how to get to/use the Harbor. Improve knowledge about Harbor
activities and facilities, “wayfinding” and safety notifications.
1. Prepare and implement a signage plan that improves public knowledge about key
features of Wells Harbor, safety notifications, and the rest of the community. The
Plan should adopt consistent standards for signs and identify locations where they
should be posted to ensure that they are an attractive addition to Wells and to help
visitors and residents of the community find routes to key features. A consistent
format, size, color, and logos will make “wayfinding” easier for those who are
unfamiliar with the community.
2. Review tourism materials and encourage those publishing them to include
information about Harbor activities and facilities. As appropriate, develop materials
that would be suitable for insertion in public and private promotional materials.
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Share these materials with local, regional, and state tourism interests. Post them on
the Town’s web site.
C. Explore the feasibility of increasing pedestrian access throughout the Harbor, through
creating a cross-harbor pedestrian bridge or water taxi service between the west and
east sides of the Harbor. Assess the feasibility of paths and/or boardwalks to connect to
Mile Road, Laudholm Farm, and Drake Island and plan for phased implementation of
this recommendation.
D. Promote carless vacationing in Wells. Increase and improve public transit options.
Investigate remote parking/shuttle systems. Improve pedestrian, bicycle, moped/scooter access and amenities along Harbor Road and in the Park.
1. Work with regional and state transportation planners and local economic interests,
including but not limited to, hotels, campgrounds, and the Chamber of Commerce
to investigate and consider remote parking options in concert with improved,
convenient, and more frequent public transit options. Seek support from public and
private funding sources.
2. Design and construct sidewalks, bikepaths, and streetscape improvements and
provide pedestrian amenities along Harbor Road and in Harbor Park.
3. Make a better connection between the Harbor and the Wells beach area.
4. Permanently develop a system (bridge or water taxi) that makes a predictable
connection between movement of folks on the beach to the Harbor and inland.
5. Continue to investigate and create connections to Mile Road and Drake Island.
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Marketing and Investment Plan
4.1 GENERAL
Section 7 of this Plan discusses the conventional economic
engines for the Harbor. They are real and must be fed.
Ecotourism and the existing harbor facilities are natural
partners. They do not exist as stand alones—they are key
pieces of a local economy that needs to be marketed and
taken advantage of. A marriage with the Wells Land Trust
and Rachel Carson National Wildlife Refuge (Refuge) are
key to this. The combination with the Webhannet River
Boatyard, rental of kayaks and other recreational
amenities, in particular, are key to this policy. Along with
that, is a recommendation to take advantage of the
existing trail system and extend it from the core of the
harbor activities. These additions can be combined with a
formal marketing program focused on special aspects of
the area.
The marketing program must come from within and without. Wells needs to understand the gem
that it has and the importance of the activities that already exist there. In this sense, local activities
in the Harbor should be planned and carried out focused on showing the distinct economic value
and experience the harbor presents to those in the community. Local education is critical to that
effort—the Harbor extends well beyond its visual limits: understanding the ecology of the Harbor
and balancing its mix is important to how one markets its beauty.
Educational programs, at the local level, in conjunction with the Wells Reserve (Reserve), Refuge
and other environmental originations, the School District and the like should continue to be an
objective of local education. This does not just include visiting school children (which was
identified as a regular activity in the marsh), but should include adults as well. A critical piece of
the marketing program is engaging local school children as those who can train, provide tours and
be “so called experts” of the marsh. Developing this program in the school system would help the
community to understand the gem that it has.
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Public events, including continued concerts and
celebrations, in an upgraded facility, will draw
attention to the Harbor and support needed
improvements as the community comes to
understand the importance of this facility. Wells’
citizens need to understand the resource that the
community has and come to embrace it as an
important element.
We recommend the following two-part approach
to marketing Wells Harbor:
Bringing attention to the Park and Harbor
about how important they are to the local community, and
Presenting the Harbor as an attraction to those who visit the area and are looking for a
different vacation experience, with an element of ecotourism.
The commitment on a local level will surely bring additional activity from a visitor’s standpoint.
The sense is that existing businesses relish the opportunity to reach out and embrace the
community, while at the same time growing and making the Harbor a small, but iconic showplace.
Concerts, special events, community cookouts and the like can become an important selling point
about why people gather in this environmentally exquisite place. And each of those events
represents a marketing event for the community and the Harbor. This is a way to tell the Harbor's
story.
It was clear in this analysis that, on the local level, the Harbor is not well understood. There are
important businesses and attractions in the Harbor that depend on the Harbor’s upkeep and
maintenance. To insure that loading facilities or fuel facilities are upgraded, there is a need for
continued community support for the Harbor. In this direction, we suggest building on the above
suggestions with basic implementation:
Ensure that the public launching area at the Harbor is maintained at an acceptable level to
support local and long distance boaters.
Market the boat launch as a critical access to the ocean, ensuring existing users and inviting
others to a system that is well organized and supported by the community.
Continue to market events at the Harbor and Park that are locally driven, but can capture
national attention. These can continue to be oriented towards the local populations, but will
gain credence on a regional level. This is an important part of this program: local Wells
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residents need to understand the various
activities,
both
commercial
and
recreational, that the community needs to
support for the Harbor to continue to
succeed.
Within that marketing, ensure that
attention is focused on the local
businesses, both in the Harbor and outside, that take advantage of the many amenities
offered at this location.
More than anything, this part of the marketing is about telling the story about the Harbor. Much of
the community, including components within the business sector, does not understand the
Harbor’s importance to local businesses, the importance of existing services available through the
boatyard, of the Park and providing local celebrations, and the need to express a desire to protect
what a valuable asset the Harbor is are all viewed as key, and collaborative efforts.
Marketing on a Regional Level. The Harbor is attractive to those from around the region because
of what it has to offer: fishing, food, access to the water by boat, and entertainment in the Park.
This attraction should be captured in all Chamber of Commerce information, in web site
presentations by the Town, but should also be captured in the advertising associated with the
camping grounds, hotels, condominiums, and other “stay-cation” destinations. Therefore, the
community should take a proactive approach to this marketing aspect, focusing on:
Advertising in magazines such as “DownEast” and similar productions. This effort should
focus on specialized articles about what is available in the Harbor, special celebrations and
other aspects that tie them to the community and local accommodations. There are also
excellent web sites that should be investigated: any link can be a good one.
The greatest area now missed is taking advantage of the ecotourism aspect of the Harbor
and its connected ecosystems. It clearly is linked to the Reserve, Refuge, and other
naturalist activities. The Harbor attracts visitors to both watch, paint, and recreate within
the beauty of the area. This should be a central theme for to those who want to look, walk
(on a new trail system), and experience its natural beauty. There are any number of places
to write, publish, and find stories in such areas (see the web sites):
o The National Wildlife Refuge System - http://www.fws.gov/refuges/
o The Rachel Carson National Wildlife System –
http://www.fws.gov/northeast/rachelcarson
o Wells National Estuarine Research Reserve – http://wellsreserve.org
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These credible web sites, links and stories can be tied to a visitor
interested in this experience. Links should be tied back to local
motels and hotels and other travel packages. These links and stories
should be exhibited on a national or statewide level, with focused
efforts helping people understand the beauty of the Harbor and
surrounding marsh lands.
With the advent of the Eastern Maine Trail, and other biking and
hiking opportunities, access to the trails should come to the forefront
of the community and private marketing. To visit areas from
Ogunquit to Kennebunk is now convenient and easy for the biking
enthusiast and Wells is at the center of this activity. Marketing in
appropriate magazines, web sites, along with all accommodations,
should be a critical focus. These should be tied together and worked
through the local Chambers of Commerce.
The introduction of the Downeaster as a rail connection should not be overlooked. The train offers
easy access, alternative access for bikers, etc. and can be intertwined with a primary visit to the
area. Keeping in mind that most visitors generally have a secondary visit in mind (Digital
Resources, Kennebunk, 2009), Wells should identify those secondary targets and develop packages
that link into the Wells experience.
In summary, the local and regional experience should be melded. Out of that collaboration will
come numerous jobs and business opportunities. The better they are coordinated, the easier it will
be to understand both the short- and long-term impacts of these economic development efforts.
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Surrounding Land Uses
5.1 GOALS
As outlined in Sections 2 and 3 of this Plan, over the course of working with the Harbor Committee
and community stakeholders a number of goals were initially identified and then refined. Those
that are most relevant to a discussion on Land Use are as follows:
Balance additional development of the Harbor with its inherent constraints, both natural
(marshes, habitat, sensitive plants and wildlife) and built (access roads, limited upland
area) to minimize negative environmental impacts.
Support traditional use and job creation associated with Wells’ working waterfront.
Make improvements on Harbor Road to upgrade access, circulation, and parking;
encourage increased use of public transit, bicycles, and walking.
Explore the feasibility of increasing pedestrian access throughout the Harbor.
Promote carless vacationing in Wells. Increase and improve public transit options.
Investigate remote parking/shuttle systems. Improve pedestrian, bicycle, moped/scooter
access, and amenities along Harbor Road and in the Park.
Strategies identified for achieving this objective include the following:
Continue to restrict development that would increase undesirable impacts on this sensitive
area.
As use of the Harbor area increases, plan for increased pressure on road and water access,
parking, and stormwater management. Explore public transit and remote parking options.
Improve the layout and treatment of automobile and boat trailer parking areas to improve
aesthetics, provide amenities, and improve stormwater management and efficient use of
available space.
Redesign and reconstruct parking areas, using porous pavement, interlocking pavers, or
other materials to manage stormwater impacts while providing opportunities to stripe
spaces or otherwise manage parking more efficiently.
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Where appropriate, include provisions to maintain or enhance natural buffers between
differing uses to address aesthetic, water quality, and/or habitat issues.
Design and construct sidewalks, bikepaths, and streetscape improvements and provide
pedestrian amenities along Harbor Road and in Harbor Park. Minimize the need to widen
impervious surfaces and roadway width.
Work with regional and state transportation planners and local economic interests to
consider remote parking in concert with improved, convenient, and more frequent public
transit options.
Prepare and implement a signage plan that improves public knowledge about key features
of Wells Harbor, safety notifications, and the rest of the community to help visitors and
residents find routes to key features.

5.2 LAND USE DESCRIPTION
Land use has not changed dramatically since adoption of the 1991 Harbor Master Plan.
The vast majority of the land immediately surrounding the Harbor continues to be marshland,
most in the Refuge, which is owned and managed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Pockets of
marshland remain in private ownership. These areas are zoned “resource protection” where
development is not allowed.
The upland adjacent to the inland side of the
marsh continues to be fairly heavily developed
with residential structures and an occasional
commercial establishment and is zoned either
"Residential A" or "General Business GB" with
20,000 sq. ft. minimum lot sizes. Maximum shore
coverage restrictions are provided for in the
Town’s shoreland overlay district. There is
dispersed development along the western side of
the marsh with a number of subdivisions with
housing densities greater than current zoning
allows and a number of shoreland segments developed at about the 20,000 square foot minimum
lot size, and with a few sections remaining undeveloped.
The barrier islands to the east of the Harbor, zoned “Residential B,” “Residential D,” with a portion
zoned “Beach Business BB,” are some of the most densely developed land segments in Maine. The
minimum lot size for the Wells Beach barrier is 5,000 square feet; the entire barrier is developed at
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this density or greater with average lot coverage
(including
driveways,
etc.)
amounting
to
approximately 80%. Development in this area is
almost all residential; a small portion near Mile Road
is dominated by commercial establishments,
governed by the BB District, which also establishes a
maximum lot size of 5,000 square feet and maximum
of four housekeeping or seasonal cottages per net
acre, and twenty hotel/motel units per net acres. The
Drakes Island barrier is exclusively residential with
slightly larger average lot sizes, reflecting the
required minimum lot size of 7,500 square feet.
The upland north of the Harbor, most of which is encompassed by the Reserve, is zoned "rural"
and requires a minimum lot size of 100,000 square feet. This land is largely undeveloped and
supports high numbers of deer and other wildlife.
The shoreland immediately adjacent to the normal high water line or the upland edge of the marsh
is addressed by the Town’s Shoreland Zoning. The “Shoreland Protection SO” District requires a
75-foot minimum setback from the upland edge of a wetland.1 The minimum setback on the ocean
side of Wells Beach, Drakes Island, and Moody Beach is 20 feet from the sea wall.2 The minimum
setback from all other water bodies is 75 feet from the high water line.
Upland in the immediate vicinity of the Town Landing is in the Harbor District. Uses currently
permitted or conditionally permitted in this district include aquaculture, concerts, public
gatherings, bazaars, passive and active recreation, low intensity commercial uses that require
access to the water, shows (boat, craft, antique, etc.), estuarine and marine research and education
facilities, marinas, municipal and public utility facilities, restaurants, and accessory uses including
piers and docks. Existing uses in the district include a restaurant, marina, town dock and facilities,
parking lots, the Hope Hobbs Gazebo, Wells Rotary Pavilion, Memorial Playground, and a passive
Park.

Figure 5-1 – Recent Land Use Changes
1990

Creation of Harbor Park and Hope Hobbs Gazebo

2000-2005

Several dredges of Harbor, replenishment of beaches, marsh restoration, other
environmentally sound practices permanently in place

This setback may be reduced to the average of the setbacks of structures within 200 feet of the proposed
structure on lots abutting the wetlands but shall not be less than 25 feet.
2 Where there is no seawall, the setback shall be from a theoretical sea wall line extrapolated from the
existing sea walls.
1
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2003
2003
2003
2003
2004

Piping Plover Beach Management Agreement, calling for new beach management
techniques, signed/implemented
Newly refurbished boat launch
Rebuilt sand dune at the northern end of Drakes Island using over 700 cubic yards of
materials from the Harbor Park area
Began participating in Maine’s Healthy Beaches Program

2004

Beginnings of the large summer cottage complexes at Summer Village and Beach
Dreams in Moody Beach area
Installation of new Memorial Playground at Harbor Park

2005

Refurbished pressure-treated seating at Harbor Park

2006

2007

Initiate the “Shoreline Explorer,” an intermodal transportation program, featuring
trolleys that connect Wells with neighboring communities
Completed tidal gate to restore salt water marsh and improve stormwater management
at Drakes Island
14” Mother’s Day Storm damaged countless roads and culverts, including Route 1 at
Houston’s Curve
Repaired section of Webhannet seawall and stairs

2007

Replaced chains for the helix moorings which hold the float mooring system

2007

Patriot’s Day storm broke off last four launching ramps and a piling

2007

Creation of Town of Wells Geographic Information System Website (WebGIS)
www.wellstown.org
Received Tree Canopy Grant from the State of Maine to plant elm trees along Route 1
and Route 109
Reconstruction of Harbormaster’s building

2006
2006

2008
2008
2008

2008

Repaired and reconstructed Webhannet Seawall, severely damaged during both the
Mothers’ Day and Patriot’s Day storms
Amended ordinance to reduce seasonal cottage density from ten to four cottages per
square mile and increase minimum spacing between cottages from 15 to 25 feet
Renovated restrooms at Wells Beach

2008

Completed drainage improvements at Dike Street

2008

Installed new town signs

2008

Created Ordinance Review Committee

2008

Devastating ice storm struck Southern Maine

2009

Beginning of contentious issue of large-scale water extraction – moratorium approved

2009

Acquired 2, 27-foot military surplus bridge erection boats

2009

Secured bond to finance improvements for the Webhannet Seawall

2008
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2010

Construction of the Wells Rotary Pavilion

2010

Worked on revision of shoreland zoning ordinance

2011

Christopher Mayo replaced retiring Roland "Chick" Falconer as harbormaster

2011

Took possession of a new, donated 21-foot center console harbormaster boat

2011

U.S. Coast Guard installed a white light for the "WH" entrance buoy to help navigating
the entrance to the Harbor
Winterized and completed most work on the interior of the Wells Rotary Pavilion

2011
2012

Rebuilt commercial pier and located new bait lockers at location of old harbormaster's
office

The Town constructed Harbor Park and the Hope Hobbs Gazebo in the 1990’s and has continued
to invest in harbor facilities. In 2004, new harbor moorings were installed, the boat launch was
refurbished and the Memorial Playground was constructed. Community events at Harbor Park
have continued to expand and now include the Harbor Day Festival, Summer State, Regional
Chamber Chili Festival, Pow Wow, the weekend concert series, and other events. Ocean front
development has continued to take place with the addition of some large summer cottage
complexes, though revised ordinances and the down economy have slowed down this trend in
land use development.3 In 2005, the Town installed a
new boat launch and Wells Rotary Pavilion building
and the Harbor Park Refurbishment Project replaced
the old pressure-treated seating. In 2006, the
Shoreland Explorer started operating, providing
visitors and residents alike a public transportation
option during the summer season. The Town
installed tidal gate on Drake’s Island to restore a salt
water marsh and improve stormwater management.
In 2007, the Town replaced mooring chains, launch
ramps, and pilings. In 2008/2009, the Town replaced the harbormaster’s building and the
damaged Webhannet sea wall. It also amended its land use ordinance to reduce the allowed
density of seasonal cottage development. In 2009, the Town acquired 2, 27 foot military surplus
bridge erection boats which were proposed for a number of uses. The Town also secured a bond to
rebuild the Webhannet sea wall and constructed the Rotary Pavilion and worked on revision of the
shoreland zoning ordinance. Over the years, the Town has undertaken ongoing work on steps
and seawalls. In 2011, Christopher Mayo replaced Roland Falconer as harbormaster. The Town
Although Wells has had a reputation as a community with summer rental housing and wonderful beaches
for a long time, the scale of recent large developments dwarfs anything that had been developed in more
recent years. The phenomena of people purchasing small cottages that cannot be converted to year round
use and must be shut down from November to April is new.
3
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also acquired, through donation a new 21’ center console boat for the harbormaster. The US Coast
Guard installed a light for the “WH” entrance buoy to improve navigation into the entrance of
Wells Harbor. The Pavilion was weatherized and the commercial pier rebuilt.

5.3 RECOMMENDATIONS
This Harbor Plan recommends continuing to maintain currently permitted uses and dimensional
standards as currently required, with a focus on supporting traditional and some new waterfront
uses and targeted efforts to improve stormwater management and resource protection. For Wells,
traditional waterfront uses include water dependent uses like fishing, clamming, marina, docks
and moorings as well as water enhanced tourist support facilities. Aquaculture is a new use
recently proposed for Wells. People will continue to be drawn to the Harbor, particularly with
proposed harbor improvements and economic development. If not carefully thought out and
managed, more people could bring more cars to the area. This Harbor Plan proposes greater
emphasis on pedestrian, bicycle, moped, scooter access and amenities along Harbor Road and in
the Park. At the same time, the Town needs to improve the efficient use of parking areas with
striping, but without increasing the amount of impervious area. Furthermore, the Town should
continue to promote carless vacationing in Wells by supporting improved public transit options
and explore the use of a remote parking/shuttle system to bring visitors to the Harbor without
burdening the shoreline with day long (or longer) vehicle storage. Overall, the Town needs to
design and improve its signage system to provide attractive and effective information about how
to find and use the Town’s most valuable resource, its Harbor shoreline.
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Harbor Facilities and Infrastructure
Wells Harbor offers a number of public and
private facilities to the tourists and commercial
and recreational boaters that use and enjoy the
Harbor. Most of these facilities are situated on
land reclaimed from the water with spoils from
the dredging project that reshaped the Harbor
in the early 1960’s. Wells Harbor offers a
number of amenities to recreational and
commercial boaters, including: docking access,
a public boat ramp, water, food, and disposal of
trash. Some levels of boat maintenance are also
available. A full-time harbormaster administers the Town-owned harbor facilities from an office
located adjacent to the west side pier. Most harbor facilities are available for year round use, and
there has been some discussion regarding seeking designation of the port as a Harbor of Refuge1.

6.1 GOALS
As outlined in Sections 2 and 3 of this Plan, over the course of working with the Harbor Committee
and community stakeholders a number of goals were initially identified and then refined. Those
that are most relevant to a discussion on Harbor Facilities and Infrastructure are as follows:
Balance additional development of the Harbor with its inherent constraints, both natural
(marshes, habitat, sensitive plants and wildlife) and built (access roads, limited upland
area) to minimize negative environmental impacts.
Generate revenue from commercial and recreational use of the Harbor to offset the need for
investments in support of the goals of the Harbor Plan. Seek federal and state as well as
private and nonprofit/foundation funds to support implementation of the Plan.
Continue efforts to monitor, improve, and maintain water quality in the Harbor.
Consider the effects of projected sea level rise on both Harbor infrastructure and ecological
aspects of the Harbor/estuary and make investment and maintenance decisions that
mitigate anticipated impacts of projected sea level rise.
A Harbor of Refuge means a port, harbor, inlet, or other body of water normally sheltered from heavy seas
by land and in which a vessel can navigate and safely moor (Harbors and Navigation Code Section 70-72.9).
1
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Support traditional use and job creation
associated
with
Wells’
working
waterfront, including but not limited to a
commercial fleet for commercial and
recreational fishing and clamming.
Make improvements to Harbor Park. The
Park needs to be “refreshed” to better
serve the community for the next 10-20
years. Enhance the aesthetics of facilities,
improve the quality of materials used,
expand activities, and reduce management demands.
Make improvements on Harbor Road to upgrade access, circulation, and parking;
encourage increased use of public transit, bicycles, and walking.
Improve local signage and promotional materials to improve visitors’ and users’
knowledge of how to get to/use the Harbor. Improve knowledge about Harbor activities
and facilities, “wayfinding” and safety notification.
Explore the feasibility of increasing pedestrian access throughout the Harbor, through
creating a cross-harbor pedestrian bridge or water taxi service between the west and east
sides of the Harbor. Assess the feasibility of paths and/or boardwalks to connect to Mile
Road and Drake Island and plan for phased implementation of this recommendation.
Increase and improve public transit options. Investigate remote parking/shuttle systems.
Improve pedestrian, bicycle, mo-ped/scooter access and amenities along Harbor Road and
in the Park.
Treat Harbor planning as a continuous process.

6.2 PUBLIC FACILITIES
West Side Pier and Floats
Port facilities on the west side of the Harbor include a timber pier and a number of floating docks
(floats) accessed via a ramp. These facilities are located at the end of Harbor Road. The pier and
floats on this side of the Harbor are open to the public and shared by a variety of commercial and
recreational users. Dockage for dinghies is available at this location. The facility also includes a bait
pier and there is a slip equipped with a mechanical hoist for loading/offloading. The pier is also
set up with scales and tote boards as Wells hosts sport fishing tournaments during the summer.
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The west side facilities provide approximately 120
linear feet of “tie up” capacity, with recreational
craft limited to 30 minute duration and commercial
fishing vessels limited to 45 minutes per tie-up.
Total parking associated with the west side pier
and associated facilities have been calculated at 205
spaces. This includes approximately 60 spaces for
boat trailers just up the road from the boat
launching ramp.
There was a general concurrence during Plan development that the community should support,
promote, and plan for capital improvement and maintenance of the Town’s piers, floating docks,
and other boating facilities, including, but not limited to, on-shore boat storage, and additional
services.
Input from the public suggested that the Town should assess the relative pros and cons associated
with maintaining a fuel dock (including the potential for a key system) within the Harbor.

East Side Pier and Floats
Port facilities on the east side of the Harbor include a timber pier and a number of floating docks
(floats) accessed via a ramp. These facilities are located adjacent to the parking area at the end of
Atlantic Avenue, respectively. Access to the pier and floats on this side of the Harbor is restricted
by a (lockable) gate. Floating docks at the pier are accessed by a ramped walkway, and there is
little available in the way of marine services.
A public parking lot was constructed adjacent to the south jetty in 1961. This lot provides public
access to both the east side harbor facilities and to Wells Beach.

Mooring Fields
Under ideal conditions (i.e., when recently dredged), Wells Harbor is capable of accommodating
approximately 150 mooring spaces (144 have been permitted). These include both moorings within
the harbor (accessible by dinghy) and slips along the floating dock systems. Vessels greater than 24
feet in length are typically located on moorings, while smaller boats are allocated slip space.
Typically, approximately 75% of the moorings/slips are allocated to recreational users. During the
2012 summer season, due to the impact of sedimentation, the number of moorings available for use
had been reduced to approximately 93.
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The harbormaster manages the administration of the moorings, including applications and the
waiting list. As noted, the waiting list for moorings/slips is typically substantially greater than the
spaces available, and currently stands at 168. The dynamic nature of sand deposition within the
harbor area requires regular dredging in order to maintain navigable water depths in the vicinity
of the floats and mooring fields.
Both sand depositions and the administration of mooring fields and slips within the Harbor are
discussed in greater detail in Section 10, Recreational Boating.

Public Boat Launch
The Town maintains a public boat launching ramp, located adjacent to the west side pier and
floats. The ramp can accommodate one launch at a time, and the town has expressed interest in
improving circulation and other logistical features to make it easier to use the facility and draw
more users to the site. Consideration should be given to creating a second ramp, such that there
would be separate facilities for launching versus hauling out boats. Justification for this project
may include the fact that demand for moorings
can be documented to far exceed the harbor’s
capacity, and that the available mooring space has
been reduced due to the accumulation of
sediments within the harbor.
The State of Maine provides funding for such
expansions via several state agencies, with the
Department of Conservation, Bureau of Parks and
Lands being the most likely funding source.
No fees are charged for use of the ramp.

Harbormaster’s Facilities
The Wells harbormaster's office is a 600 square foot, two story structure located adjacent to the pier
on the west side of the Harbor which commands excellent views of the Harbor. The
harbormaster’s boat is a radio-equipped 22-foot fiberglass skiff with a 90 hp outboard engine.
Replacement of the engine is currently under consideration.
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Public Restrooms
Public restrooms are located in a separate, dedicated building between the west side pier and
Harbor Park. The restrooms are open only seasonally, but see significant use during the summer
months.

Utility Service
Both the west and east side harbor facilities are served by public water, via the Kennebunk,
Kennebunkport and Wells Water District and by public sewer, via the Wells Sanitary District.
More detailed information regarding the layout, nature and condition of these facilities is shown in
Appendix A.
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6.3 NAVIGABILITY AND DREDGING
The “original” harbor dredging that was performed in 1961 created a
number of opportunities for the Harbor. The dredge spoils were used
to create significant new land area around the natural harbor basin,
and the “new” harbor was able to accommodate a much greater
number of moorings for both commercial and recreational vessels.
The Harbor was used effectively for a number of years, but by the
mid-1970s, sand in-fill began to cause areas within the channel and the
inner harbor to shoal significantly. The failure of the US Army Corps
of Engineers to maintenance dredge every seven years, as originally
planned, has meant that significant areas of the Harbor periodically
become unusable from a navigational perspective. Shoaling also
impacts the harbor entrance (between the jetties) making passage in and out of the Harbor
dangerous. Within the Harbor itself, the deposition of sand has decreased the area available for
moorings, and is making maneuverability increasingly difficult.
Section 13, Dredging, discusses issues pertaining to dredging in greater detail.

6.4 HARBOR PARK
A three acre Park exists to the south of Lower Landing Road, behind the marina. The Park includes
a number of amenities, such as picnic tables, park benches, nature trails, a playground on the west
side, walkways, a gazebo in the center, and an assortment of trees and shrubs.
In the course of the Plan development, it was
determined that the community should seek to
make a variety of improvements to Harbor
Park. The Park needs to be “refreshed” to
better serve the community for the next 10-20
years by enhancing the aesthetics of facilities,
improving the quality of materials used,
expanding
activities,
and
reducing
management demands.
Efforts should
upgrade the Harbor Park experience by
focusing on improving facilities, amenities,
design, and services.
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A key initial element in the implementation process is to develop a plan to guide public
investments in Harbor Park, including but not limited to, site and building improvements. The
plan should specify design themes and use of higher quality materials to improve the overall
aesthetics of the Park. Such improvements should be linked to the visitor center concept.
Specific identified considerations include:
Make the present operation more personally appealing through basic design
improvements,
Make better use of the cooking area to attract local groups to celebrate their various events
in Harbor Park,
Maximize the use of "green" construction materials, and
Focus development of amenities on authentic, locally-based opportunities.
The community should provide and/or encourage the private sector to provide goods and services
for those who use the area including, but not limited to, commercial and recreational boaters,
tourists, summer and year round residents, school children, and families who swim and/or
recreate on the beaches on both sides of the Harbor. These services may include vendors in Harbor
Park and in nearby waters tied to planned activities, truck canteens, and lunch boats.
Efforts should be undertaken to upgrade the beach near the boatyard in response to its increasing
use as a destination, with consideration of its location adjacent to the boatyard, services, and
vendors, a future marshwalk, and/or improved pedestrian connections between the west and east
side of the Harbor.
The Town should examine alternative approaches that do not use pesticides to address sand flea
problems near the Park and Pavilion areas. Consider use of citronella “torches” and other
environmentally friendly options to control insects around the gazebo.
It was suggested that the community should create a permanent visitor center that is consistent
with existing park goals for the Harbor as a place to view, learn, and experience the various
environmental jewels it has to offer. The facility might include a nature center, with opportunities
that connect to bird watching and other elements related to the area’s marsh habitat. Look for
opportunities to partner with area conservation organizations.

6.5 PRIVATELY-OWNED FACILITIES AT THE HARBOR
While the Town has retained title to all of the land that was created in 1961 through the original
harbor dredge, two portions of this property are leased to commercial interests. Lord’s Harborside
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Restaurant is located just to the north of the west side pier, and the Webhannet River Boatyard is
located just to the south of the pier. The Boatyard provides supplies, repairs, fuel and a
launching/haul-out and seasonal storage facilities for a range of boats. The Boatyard also offers
seasonal kayak rentals. The Restaurant serves patrons who arrive by both land and sea.

6.6 BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN ACCESS TO THE HARBOR
In the course of discussions leading to the
development of this Plan, it was clear that significant
opportunity exists for the enhancement of bicycle and
pedestrian access to the Harbor, particularly the west
side. Increasing recreational use of the west side
facilities (beach, Harbor Park, pier) has resulted in
increased non-vehicular traffic. A review of Harbor
Road suggests that a sidewalk and/or multi use trail
could be constructed from the vicinity of its
intersection with Route 1 to the Harbor. Challenges to
be addressed during the design and implementation
of such improvements include working around access and parking for commercial establishments
along the route and avoiding impact to adjacent protected natural resources (the marsh).
Specifically, concerns were expressed with respect to possible impacts to customer parking in the
vicinity of the Fisherman's Catch Restaurant, which is located on the north side of Harbor Road.
Patrons routinely park both in front of the restaurant, on the north side of Harbor Road, as well as
on the south side. Plans to enhance bicycle and pedestrian circulation along Harbor Road should
be sensitive to the continued need for parking in this area.
The community should seek to improve connections between the Harbor and the rest of the region
through a coordinated Plan, which accounts for non-vehicular transportation modes, including
pedestrian, bicycle, trolley transit, water transit, and other connections not yet identified. Efforts
should look for opportunities for large scale bike and pedestrian connectivity, such as connecting
the Eastern Trail and other biking and hikers opportunities with access to the Harbor. The effort
should include working with regional and state transportation officials as well as local economic
interests, including but not limited to, hotels, campgrounds, and the Chamber of Commerce. The
Town is currently contemplating the placement of bicycle racks in the vicinity of the west side pier
and harbormaster’s office.
The Town should continue to work with regional and state transportation planners and local
economic interests, including but not limited to, hotels, campgrounds, and the Chamber of
Commerce to investigate and consider remote parking options in concert with improved,
convenient, and more frequent public transit options.
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6.7 CROSS-HARBOR PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE AND MARSH WALK
Among the more significant initiatives contemplated for
enhancing connectivity in the area of the Harbor is the concept of
constructing a pedestrian bridge across the Harbor from the
landing area to the Wells Beach parking lot. Among the attractive
features of this idea: it would provide ready access to the harbor
facilities from the Wells Beach parking lot and vice versa, and, if
creatively designed and constructed, would likely constitute an
interesting tourist attraction. The Town has initiated a separate
study to explore the feasibility of this option for enhancing
pedestrian mobility within the harbor area should.
Much interest has been expressed in the potential for
development of a system of paths and/or boardwalks to connect the nucleus on the west side of
the harbor with Mile Road and/or Drake Island. The Town has initiated a separate study to
explore the feasibility of this opportunity for enhancing pedestrian mobility and creating a tourist
draw within the harbor area.

6.8 SIGNAGE AND WAYFINDING
In order to enhance awareness of the
recreational opportunities available in the
vicinity of the Harbor, the community should
seek to improve signage and connections
among the community, the Harbor, and local
Route 1 businesses. In order to accomplish this
objective, the community should prepare and
implement a signage plan that improves public
knowledge about key features of Wells Harbor,
safety notifications, and the rest of the
community. The Plan should adopt consistent standards for signs and identify locations where
they should be posted to ensure that they are an attractive addition to Wells and to help visitors
and residents of the community find routes to key features. A consistent format, size, color, and
logos will make “wayfinding” easier for those who are unfamiliar with the community.
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6.9 STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
In order to protect the quality of place associated with Wells Harbor, as well as the ecological
values of the adjacent marsh and estuary, the community should continue to restrict large scale
development that would increase undesirable impacts on this sensitive area.
As use of the Harbor area increases, the community should plan for increased pressure on road
and water access, parking, and stormwater management. Where appropriate, the community
should include provisions to maintain or enhance natural buffers between differing uses to address
aesthetic, water quality, and/or habitat issues, and redesign and reconstruct parking areas, using
porous pavement, interlocking pavers, or other materials to manage stormwater impacts while
providing opportunities to stripe spaces or otherwise manage parking more efficiently.

6.10 LONG TERM SEA LEVEL RISE/CLIMATE CHANGE
A commonly expressed sentiment during the Plan development was that initiatives relating to new
or upgraded facilities should consider the effects of projected sea level rise and/or climate change.
It was determined that the community should make investment and maintenance decisions that
mitigate anticipated impacts of projected sea level rise, and include educational components. Town
officials should continue to work with the regional sea level rise working group to increase
understanding of the potential impacts of sea level rise on Wells Harbor and the most effective
ways to mitigate its impacts on public and private property.
According to information published by the Maine Geological Survey, “based on yearly average sea
level measurements, Maine has been recording sea level change rates similar to that of the global
ocean over the past century (around 1.8 mm/year), as measured by the tide gauge in Portland).
Satellite altimetry measurements of the global oceans from 1993 through 2011 indicate that there
has been an acceleration in the rate of sea level rise over the last 18 years to around 3.1 mm/year).
Based on yearly sea level data from 1993 through 2009, Maine had not yet seen this acceleration,
and was trending near 1.9 mm/year. However, taking into account newer data from 2010 and
2011, it is clear that the Portland tide gauge recorded higher water levels in 2010 than in any of the
previous years. Over this 18 year period, Portland's averaged annual sea level rise rate increased to
almost 4.2 mm/year (or around 1.4 feet per century), over double the historic trend over the past
100 years. Looking even closer at this sea level data on a monthly basis since January 2007 through
June 2011, one can see that the highest sea level measurements over this time period corresponded
with the February and March 2010 storms. It is clear that this was the highest average monthly
water level recorded in the past 100 years. It is also noteworthy that previous winters (2007, 2008,
and 2009) had monthly sea levels below the trend of the linear regression. So the winter sea level of
2010 was on the order of 0.6 to 0.9 meters (2 to 3 feet) above that in the previous three winters. The
winter of 2011 saw monthly sea levels fall to below the regression line.”
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Harbor Economy and Sustainability
7.1 INTRODUCTION
The key to understanding the Wells
Harbor Economy is how it can and does
relate to the rest of the community. There
are several distinct components that can
be brought into other community
activities:
Commercial Fishing
Recreational Boating
Webhannet River Boat Yard
Webhannet Kayaks Storage and
Rentals
Webhannet Bait Shop
Aquaculture and Recreational Clamming
Ecotourism/Passive Recreation
Restaurants
Each one of these components represents something different to the community. Yet, in all cases,
they tie to a critical industry in the community, tourism. Wells Harbor is a support structure for
much of the economic activity that goes on in the community. Whether it be from a services or
supply industry (commercial fishing, commercial sightseeing/fishing, kayaking, etc.), the Harbor
is an important part of the experience of visiting Wells. Not surprisingly, therefore, the Harbor is
also a place where artists often visit; capturing both the natural environment and all that comes
with a working Harbor. To place a value on that is difficult, but to understate its importance to the
local economic engine is not hard to understand.

7.2 GOALS
As outlined in Sections 2 and 3 of this Plan, over the course of working with the Harbor Committee
and community stakeholders a number of goals were initially identified and then refined. Those
that are most relevant to a discussion on Harbor Economy and Sustainability are as follows:
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Celebrate the Harbor, its activities, visitors and users in understanding the importance of
its role in Wells’ culture and local economy.
Establish a three part marketing program for the Harbor that assists local business interests,
supports environmental education and experience, and enhances residents’ use, awareness,
and understanding of the economic importance of the Harbor to the community.

7.3 COMMERCIAL BOATING
Commercial fishing vessels currently based in Wells harbor consist of the following:
13 Charter-generally six person vessels
9 full-time lobster boats
2 larger Charters / commercial boats
15, 5-trap recreational lobster boats
With the exception of the recreational trap boats (recreational by definition), commercial fishing
remains a critical industry for the community. Visitors are attracted to the availability of charter
options and how to extend their experience in their visit to Maine.
The lobster industry in the Harbor is significant, although it has faced a very difficult period
recently because of the surplus of Canadian lobsters being dumped on the market. As result, the
value of lobster has declined in recent years, although the hauls are significantly greater than they
were in 1990. Interestingly, the number of full time lobster boats in the Harbor has not changed:
there were 8 in 1990 and there continue to be about that number today. The 1991 Harbor
Management Plan reported 14 part time trap haulers; today the harbormaster reports that there are
15 part time trappers laying 5 traps apiece.
While there is no specific information
available with respect to landings in Wells
Harbor, York County shows an increase in
lobster landings from 2,098,391 pounds in
1990 to 3,293,634 pounds in 2011. The 2011
catch represents 3% of the catch in Maine
and 4% of the total value. Based on the
1991 Plan, that would suggest a multiplier
effect of almost $22 million in the local
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economy (for York County as a whole. Hence, the Wells Harbor portion of York County’s total
continues to play an important and critical role in the local fishing industry.
An emerging industry in the Harbor, since the 1991 Plan, is the success of the charter boat
industry. There now exists approximately 15 commercial charter boats in the Harbor conducting
different kinds of fishing and sightseeing trips. These charters are important to the local fishing
economy, but also are an important bell weather for the industry as a whole. Charter boats bring a
great deal of funds into the community:
As an example, a 6 person boat charter ranges from $350 for a 3 hour trip to $1,600 for a 12
hour trip
As an example, a 10 person boat charges $75 per person for 4 hours or $95 per person for 6
hours for in shore fishing
Charter boats draw visitors to the hotels and the community. The charter and individuals purchase
goods and services throughout the community. While the multiplier effect is unclear, what is true
is that the charters, in combination with campgrounds and other “stay-cations”, are important to
the local economy.

7.4 RECREATIONAL BOATING
Under ideal conditions (i.e., when recently dredged), Wells Harbor is capable of accommodating
approximately 150 mooring spaces (144 have been permitted). These figures include both
moorings within the Harbor (accessible by dinghy) and slips located within the floating dock
systems. Vessels greater than 24 feet in length are typically located on moorings, while smaller
boats are allocated slip space. Typically, approximately 75% of the moorings/slips are allocated to
recreational users. During the 2012 summer season, due to the impact of sedimentation, the
number of moorings available for use had been reduced to approximately 93. Again, these boat
activities represent visitors to the Harbor that reflect annual business activity.
Beyond the practice of local moorings, the Town also sees:
• A conservative estimate of an average of 7 boats launched per day (individual days can be
much higher) over 92 days for 644 total launches
•

Sale of fuel, goods and services, and overnight accommodations by recreational boaters.

These purchases represent critical inputs into the economy.
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7.5 LOCAL HARBOR BUSINESSES
The Webhannet River Boatyard pays an annual
rent of approximately $4,500 to the community,
adjusted annually. Within their agreement, the
community can receive the following:
•

Boat storage: around 85 boats per year

•

Boat repair is a major service for
individual boats but also providing
critical services for all users

•

The boat yard purchases parts and supplies from many supporting businesses inland,
including fuel and parts

•

Owners of the boat yard estimate that they engage at least 50 different businesses inland,
for services that are provided by the yard (suppliers, restaurants, accommodations, etc.).
This is a critical multiplier to the local economy.

•

The boat yard launches roughly 80 boats per year, 50 of which are launched by individual
trailers, the remainder by their hydraulic launch system—launches cost between $8.50 per
foot for commercial boat and $10.50 per foot for recreational boats. Trailer launches are
$3.50 per foot. These payments represent important economic multipliers to the
community.

What is very new from the 1991 Plan is the emergence of the ecotourism industry to which this
2013 Plan recommends a new commitment by the community. Key to this strategy is the
alternatives for recreational experiences in the harbor and marshlands. As an example:
The Webhannet boat yard rents an average of 60-75 kayaks per week and tandems for $40.00 for
two hours and $25.00 for singles.
•

Their activity is heaviest between July and August; a recent weekend actually rented out 22
over two days.

•

An improved shoulder season would increase use in May and September-October; there is
no reason why this period cannot be expanded

•

The Webhannet yard stores privately owned kayaks at $100 per year. Many are local or
seasonal visitors that use the Harbor on a regular basis
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•

This service is extremely beneficial to the accommodations industry, particularly the camp
grounds and motels. Additionally, most users are steered towards restaurants and ice
cream places in the community after the rental, again fueling the local economy.

The Webhannet boat yard also provides additional services. The bait shop provides:
•

Bait for both commercial and recreational fishing, including those who fish from the shore

•

Annual revenue is based on average sales of $1,000 per days for visiting patrons, which can
be assumed to be at least three months out of the year.

7.6 HARBOR RESTAURANTS AND THEIR VISITORS
Visitors have been enjoying a restaurant
experience in the Harbor for over 40 years.
Based on surveys, this includes both local
and visiting patrons. Shoulder seasons, while
weak, tend to be dominated by local patrons.
The summer tends to dominated by visitors
from away. The Lord Harborside restaurant
and the Fisherman’s Catch have been at the
site for many years and have seen many landuse proposals for the area come and go, as
the seasons fluctuate. They exist as a very
attractive seasonal draw, with The Lord Harborside having the capacity to expand. In both cases,
the restaurants are open six months per year, but the shoulder seasons tend to be slow, hence
business tapers off.
From a community perspective, Harborside pays rent annually to the Town. However, the lease is
up in two years, suggesting that other revenue flows should be explored. The restaurant is toprated and should be preserved as part of any future development proposal. There is an ability to
expand the restaurant, based on existing permits, which should also be considered. However, the
successful expansion should be based on an ability to expand seasonal capacity of the harbor. As
one thinks about the advantages of such an expansion, the following should be considered:
There are 35 seasonal workers, mostly permanent workers with benefits and very competitive
salaries. Most are from the area, half are from Wells—average salary for six months can be as much
as $40,000.
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7.7 ISSUES AND IMPLICATIONS
We have discussed the conventional economic engines for the Harbor. They are real and must be
fed. For example, a fueling station and supportive services would make sense and help serve the
public.
The community needs to understand the importance of the Harbor and how it relates to overall
economic traffic. The restaurants, the water access, the Harbor, represent key uses that today
contribute significant resources to the local economy. All of these feed local services and have
important local economic implications. This will not stop, but existing businesses must find ways
to build on this unique environmental place.
Ecotourism and the existing Harbor Park are natural partners. They do not exist as stand alones—
they are key pieces to a local economy that needs to be marketed and taken advantage of. A
marriage with the Laudholm Trust, Reserve and Refuge are key to this. The combination with the
Webhannet boat yard, the kayak’s and other rentals, in particular, are key to this policy. Along
with that focus, is a recommendation to take advantage of the existing trail system and extending it
from the Harbor, in either direction. These relatively inexpensive additions to the trail network
could be combined with a key marketing program, to talk about the special characteristics of the
area.
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When we look at the local harbor economy, the following are in play:
Estimated Revenue Flow-Harbor and Beach Activities
Town Revenues

fy 2011
Rent
Beach Passes
Gazebo
Boat excise
Clamming licenses

55,500.00
309,600.00
9,000.00
9,723.00
6,332.00
390,155.00

Harbor/beach spending
Clam preservation

306,488.00
6,332.00
312,820.00

Total Revenues
Expenses

Total Expenses
Balance
Private revenues/charters
Total private/public revenues

77,335.00
201,500.00
591,655.00

Estimate: Annual Consumer Secondary and Tertiary Spending in the Community
Multiplier of 1.5 (low)
Multiplier of 4.0 (high)

887,482.50
2,366,620.00

Note 1: Estimates to be confirmed with Departments
Note 2: Private revenues based on 13 boats* one trip per day* $350* Seasonal Days (4th of
July-Labor Day, Friday-Sunday only), plus 2 larger boats* one trip per day (12 hours)
Note 3: Lord Harborside assumed to be included in multiplier, probably underestimated given
75% are visitors staying somewhere at some expense

The multipliers are key. They can be expanded upon. A coordinated ecotourism program path,
including all local agencies and environmental non-profits, and which is focused on protecting the
delicate nature of the Harbor, can be incorporated into a community marketing plan that tells
everything about the beauty of the harbor marshlands, the Harbor, and the community itself.
The Harbor Park is at the center of this effort. The Park needs to be upgraded, made more
attractive and user friendly, but remain a significant place where locals and visitors come to
gather. More events, more activities, should be part of this local marketing program, all bringing to
attention the fact that Wells is more than a beach attraction; it is a fantastic natural environment
that needs to explored and admired.
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Commercial Fishing
Local historians indicate that commercial
fishing vessels have operated out of Wells
Harbor since the 1800s, though the Harbor
and its present infrastructure has only been
in existence since the major dredging
operation of 1961. While the commercial fleet
takes advantage of opportunities associated
with charter fishing for a variety of species,
lobstering is the primary commercial fishing
endeavor. Aspects relating to shellfish and
aquaculture are discussed separately in
Section 9 of the Plan.

8.1 GOALS
As outlined in Sections 2 and 3 of this Plan, over the course of working with the Harbor Committee
and community stakeholders a number of goals were initially identified and then refined. Those
that are most relevant to a discussion on Commercial Fishing are as follows:

Support traditional use and job creation associated with Wells’ working waterfront,
including but not limited to a commercial fleet for commercial and recreational fishing
and clamming.
Strategies identified for achieving this objective include the following:
Monitor fishing trends in the Gulf of Maine to identify emerging opportunities as well
as problems in fishing stocks to guide any efforts the Town might consider to increase
commercial and recreational activities in recognition of the health of current fisheries.
Monitor the potential impacts of invasive species on commercial fishing. If problems
are identified, work with the Maine Coastal Program, Department of Maine Resources,
U.S. Fish and Wildlife, local environmental, marine interests and other to address the
emerging problem.
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8.2 LOBSTERING
Lobstering is one of Maine's oldest and most
consistently productive industries. Records
suggest that in 1889 the total (statewide) catch
was 24.5 million pounds; in 1989 the catch was
23.4 million pounds. But while the catch has
remained stable, keeping pace has required a
far greater expense of time and money.
Statewide, it is estimated that there are now
twenty times as many traps and four times as
many lobstermen fishing today as in 1889.
While much of the 1900’s saw a slow decline in
the magnitude of the catch, landings slowly began to increase again starting in the 1970’s. Several
theories have been advanced to explain the stabilization of the lobster stocks, from a slight
warming of the ocean water that scientists believe may contribute to the survival of a greater
number of young post-larval lobsters, to a decrease in the numbers of groundfish that prey on
juvenile lobsters.
Figures compiled by the National Marine Fisheries Service for York County illustrate that, while
there have been periodic downturns, the lobster catch has remained generally strong locally over
the past several decades. The greatest obstacle to lobstermen recently has been the extremely low
wholesale (and retail) prices for their catch, which has resulted in very challenging economics,
particularly when considering the elevated price of fuel and bait.
According to the Wells harbormaster, most of the lobstermen operating out of Wells Harbor fish a
season of May through October. One or two vessels operate on a year-round basis.
See Section 7, Harbor Economy and Sustainability for a discussion of the economic impact
associated with lobstering activities on the community

8.5 CHARTER FISHING
According to the harbormaster, Wells Harbor supports approximately twelve licensed charter
vessels. Typically licensing falls into two categories: obtaining a license from the Town to operate a
commercial activity within the community, and obtaining a license from the U.S. Coast Guard to
serve as captain of a boat-for-hire. It is suspected that considerable other charter boat activities take
place in addition to the dozen or so vessels that are formally licensed by the Town, but tracking
and enforcing municipal registration of commercial vessels is challenging and time consuming.
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The charter boats typically take patrons
out in search of either striped
bass/bluefish or offshore groundfish. In
some cases the quarry is deep sea shark or
tuna. The charter fishing season is
generally active between May and
October.
See Section 7, Harbor Economy and
Sustainability for a discussion of the
economic impact of charter fishing
activities on the community.

8.3 WELLS HARBOR FLEET AND FACILITIES
Wells Harbor has supported a small but viable lobster fleet for most of the past century. In the
1950’s the fleet was six to eight boats. Although data suggest that the size of the fleet increased to
as much as 25 to 30 boats during the 1970’s and 1980’s, the number has dropped again to
approximately 9 or 10 vessels.
Wells harbor facilities are well suited to maintaining a commercial fishing fleet. The west side pier
and floating dock system, which was constructed following the major harbor dredge of 1961,
provides dock access for loading and unloading commercial vessel. It also provides non-potable
water, a bait dock, coolers, parking and spots for dinghy tie-up. There is a slip adjacent to the bait
dock and refrigerator units that are equipped with a mechanical hoist for offloading. Further
discussion of the harbor facilities is included in Section 6, Harbor Facilities and Infrastructure.
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Shellfish and Aquaculture
Shellfish have been an important part of Wells' history. The
extensive estuarine system and mud flats comprise an ideal
shellfish habitat. The most important commercial species for
Wells is the soft-shell clam, Mya arenaria, that inhabits the
mud flats of the Webhannet river tidal waters. The softshell
clam is a filter feeder which strains planktonic plants and
animals from sea water. Softshells attain their largest size in
the lower tidal zone, where they may also achieve a
maximum density of 300 clams per square meter (Maine State
Planning Office, 1985). Natural predators include flounder,
ducks, moon snails and most importantly, green crabs.
Softshells are particularly vulnerable to changes in their
stable, low-energy environment: because they circulate water
directly through their system, consume and accumulate
biological contaminants in their tissue, and depend on water
currents to deliver a steady flow of nutrients. Any activities that affect the flow of water over the
clam flats - like the Wells Harbor jetties - will also necessarily affect the condition of the clams.
Additionally, both temporary and long-term changes in the sediment structure of the mud flat can
harm both mature and juvenile stocks, and prevent or disrupt the reestablishment of clambeds.

9.1 GOALS
As outlined in Sections 2 and 3 of this Plan, over the course of working with the Harbor Committee
and community stakeholders a number of goals were initially identified and then refined. Those
that are most relevant to a discussion on Shellfish and Aquaculture are as follows:
Support aquaculture initiatives that are consistent with maintaining water quality within
the estuary and limiting the likelihood of genetically modified species escaping into the
natural system.
Support traditional use and job creation associated with Wells’ working waterfront,
including but not limited to a commercial fleet for commercial and recreational fishing and
clamming.
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Strategies identified for achieving this objective include the following:
Work with environmental groups, the Harbor Advisory Committee, and other to prioritize
and conduct stream shoreline surveys to identify facility septic systems and inadequate
stream duffers, and other threats to water quality.
Continue efforts associated with maintenance of a sustainable recreational clamming
program and assess the viability and needs of a commercial clamming program.
Monitor invasive species impact on commercial fishing. If problems are identified, work
with state, federal, and local interests to address emerging problems.
Assess the viability of commercial aquaculture involving bivalve mollusks/filter feeders,
such as oysters.
Maintain a dialogue with area ecological groups with respect to appropriate aquaculture
initiatives, including discussion on location and magnitude.
Watch for and seek to mitigate negative water quality issues that might arise from
aquaculture initiatives through working with the industry and/or regulation, as necessary.

9.2 BACKGROUND
Through the 1960’s, Wells was identified as one of the state's most productive shellfish areas. The
Wells marsh was rated as one of the two most valuable coastal marshes in the state by marine
biologists, and the town took progressive measures to protect the resource. For example, in the
early 1960’s the Town took significant measures to control predation of juvenile clams by green
crabs. The health of the industry reflected this proactive management as the annual shellfish
landings through the mid-1960’s ranged from 1,500 to 2,700 bushels, with a value in 1991 dollars of
$75,000 to $135,000.
By the mid-1960’s however, marine biologists were calling attention to increasing levels of
pollution in the Webhannet estuary. In March of 1969, Maine’s Commissioner of Sea and Shore
Fisheries (predecessor to the Department of Marine Resources) closed the Webhannet estuary to all
harvesting of shellfish. The pollution that resulted in closure of the clamflats was caused by two
sources. Most notable were "the large number of cesspools, septic tanks, and drainage fields in
marshland areas which are washed by high tides," circumstances aggravated by additions made to
the jetties at the mouth of the Harbor which apparently reduced the exchange of seawater in the
estuary. In addition, extensive development along Route 1 was identified as a secondary source of
pollution within the estuary.
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In order to address water quality within the estuary, the Town undertook the construction of
sewers and a wastewater treatment facility in the late 1970’s utilizing funding from the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency.
Although the wastewater collection and treatment system became operational in 1979, the clam
flats remained closed to all but the most restricted harvests because of pollution attributed to nonpoint sources of coliform bacteria1 in the vicinity of the estuary. As an indication of the level of
harvests occurring during this period (1977 through 1980), Town records indicate that only six
licensed commercial clam diggers worked in Wells, landing a high of 534 bushels in 1978 and a
low of 47 bushels in 1980. All of the catch was polluted to some extent and subject to depuration2.
The Wells Harbor Advisory Committee should work with environmental organizations, shell
fisheries groups, and others to identify faulty septic systems, inadequate stream retrofit their
systems, plant stream buffers, and reduce threats to water quality. The groups should also prepare
educational materials and promote activities that inform property owners about the important role
they play in protection and improving water quality. If appropriate, the groups should reach out
to other communities and their landowners within targeted watersheds. These, and other efforts,
are necessary because water quality issues remain, despite the Town’s construction of its sewer
collection and treatment system.

9.3 CURRENT SHELLFISH HARVESTING
Based on discussions with Doug Knox, former
Shellfish Warden and Chair of the Wells Shellfish
Committee, there are two harvest areas, one extending
to Drake's Island, and the other within the Harbor.
The harvest season runs on alternate weekends (plus
holidays) starting January first and extending until the
end of March inside the Harbor (or December first
and extending until the end of March outside the
Harbor)
The Town issues 300 recreational clamming licenses each season. No commercial licenses are
issued. The limit for the recreational licenses is one peck of clams per day. While state law requires
that at least 10% of these licenses be made available to non-residents at a cost not exceeding two
times the cost for residents, this requirement has not been an issue in recent years, and a significant
percentage of the licenses are sold to non-residents.
1

An indicator of contamination from faulty septic systems, poorly functioning or inadequate waste treatment systems,
and/or inadequately managed animal waste disposal systems.
2
The process by which shellfish are held in tanks of clean seawater under conditions which maximize the natural
filtering activity which removes impurities from them prior to sale and/or use for human consumption.
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The Shellfish Committee operates a facility at the Harbor to raise clams for "seeding" the flats. This
operation produces approximately 65,000 small clams (1/4 to 1/2 inch in length) each year. The
selection of areas for seeding is based on observation. While it would be desirable to close seeded
areas for two years following the seeding to allow the young clams to grow to harvestable size, this
is currently deemed impractical due to the limited area of flats, thus limiting potential yields.
It is currently felt that the operation is sustainable, both in terms of clam harvesting, as well as
financially. The fees paid for licenses covers the cost of buying eggs as well as the operations and
maintenance of the seed clam nursery facility.
The state monitors water quality at approximately ten locations in the vicinity of the clam flats (the
process includes volunteers who obtain samples). Red tide has not been an issue in recent years,
largely because the season for red tide is generally April through September, which does not
overlap with the harvest season in Wells.
The following link provides access to a study regarding soft shell clam distribution within the
Webhannet estuary: http://swim.wellsreserve.org/csc/uploads/ClamSurvey2003-04.pdf

9.4 OTHER AQUACULTURE INITATIVES
Over the years, there have been a number of
discussions regarding the potential for capitalizing
on Wells Harbor and portions of the Webhannet
River estuary as a site for aquaculture. In general,
most of these enterprises have recognized that the
limited tidal flushing and sensitive ecosystem in
Wells create conditions that are a poor match for
finfish-based aquaculture, which typically involves
the addition of significant nutrients as the fish are fed
to promote growth. The possibility of utilizing a
portion of the Harbor/estuary for the cultivation of bivalve mollusks, such as oysters has been
viewed more favorably. As these species are “filter feeders” and extract their nutrients directly
from the water they may actually have a beneficial effect on the quality of estuary water.
In 2012, the Maine Department of Marine Resources approved an aquaculture lease for the
experimental culture of the eastern oyster (Crassostrea virginica) within the Webhannet River
estuary. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers approved the installation of up to ten (10) 55-inch by
36-foot oyster growing cages within a 400 square foot area below the mean high water mark. At
the time of Plan issuance, four of these cages have been located along the western shore of the
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Harbor, approximately 3,000 feet south of the west side municipal pier, and in the vicinity of the
entrance to Pope’s Creek.

9.5 SHELLFISH HABITAT AND THREATS
The state has classified the tidal portions of the Webhannet River and its tributaries as SB. This is
the middle classification for tidal waters, lower than SA but higher than SC, recognizing the
significant development of portions of the Wells shoreline. The SB classification presumes that the
water quality is suitable for recreation (both in and on the water), fishing, aqua-culture,
propagation and harvesting of shellfish, navigation, and as a habitat for fish and other estuarine
and marine life (in addition to other uses). Attainment of a classification is determined by whether
the water meets standards for dissolved oxygen, bacteria, and temperature.
There are three main categories of contaminants that typically cause problems in coastal estuaries:
bacteria, nutrients, and heavy metals and other chemical contaminants. Bacterial contamination
affects the suitability of shellfish for consumption and ultimately human contact with the water.
Pathogens associated with bacteria are harmful to humans if consumed either through shellfish or
directly from the water. Common sources of bacterial contamination include septic systems,
animal feces combined sewer overflows (when stormwater and sewerage are combined and create
capacity problems at the sewer treatment plant during a significant storm events), and leaking
sewage collection systems.
Nutrients, such as nitrogen and phosphorous, act as fertilizers in the water and can result in algal
blooms. Of these, nutrients, nitrogen is of most concern as it is usually the limiting nutrient in
marine waters. The growth of algae and other marine plants is typically of concern both for
aesthetic and biological reasons. Algal blooms can result in a depletion of dissolved oxygen and
many marine organisms need plentiful amounts of dissolved oxygen to survive. Thus nutrient
loading can adversely affect the quantity and quality of marine organisms within the ecosystem.
Common sources of nutrients include stormwater
runoff from developed areas, lawns, exposed soil,
and developed areas, as well as effluent from
sewage treatment plants and poorly functioning
septic systems.
Heavy metals such as zinc, iron and lead typically
sink to the bottom of the water body and settle in
the bottom sediment. These metals are mainly a
problem when the sediment is disturbed, although
their presence in the substrate can be a problem for marine worms and other species that live in
harbor sediments. Other chemicals, such as chlorine, remain suspended in the water and may be
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toxic to marine organisms, as well as to humans that eat affected organisms. Common sources of
heavy metals include industrial and municipal stormwater and/or wastewater discharges,
residential overboard discharges from straight pipes and other stormwater runoff.
A likely source of Wells for the bacterial contamination is malfunctioning septic systems in the
vicinity of the estuary. Also of concern is the proximity of development to the marsh along the
Webhannet River and in many areas. When development extends directly to the marsh's edge, the
vegetative buffer around the marsh is lost. Marsh buffers filter out a portion of the nutrients and
other contaminants before they enter the aquatic ecosystem. Without the buffers, runoff enters the
marsh directly and is only filtered by the marsh itself.
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Recreational Boating
Because of its location in the seasonally popular
coastal area of southern Maine and its proximity to
recreational beach areas and to sport fishing grounds,
Wells Harbor is, geographically, ideally suited for the
recreational boater.
With a steadily increasing
population of both seasonal and full-time residents,
many of whom come to enjoy the numerous oceanrelated amenities that the community has to offer,
there is significant demand for facilities to support
recreational boating activities within the community.

10.1 GOALS
As outlined in Sections 2 and 3 of this Plan, over the course of working with the Harbor Committee
and community stakeholders a number of goals were initially identified and then refined. The one
that is most relevant to a discussion of Recreational Boating is as follows:
Support, promote, and plan for capital improvement and maintenance of piers, floating
docks, and other boat facilities, including, but not limited to, on-shore boat storage, sewage
pumpout, and additional services.

10.2 CAPACITY AND DEMAND FOR MOORINGS
The 1991 Harbor Management Plan indicated that the total demand for recreational boating
mooring capacity increased at an annual rate of approximately 14% from 1979 to 1990 (from 116 to
298 boats). Under ideal conditions (i.e., when recently dredged), Wells Harbor is capable of
accommodating approximately 150 mooring spaces (144 have been permitted). These figures
include both moorings within the Harbor (accessible by dinghy) and slips that are part of the
floating dock systems. Vessels greater than 24 feet in length are typically located on moorings,
while smaller boats are allocated slip space. Typically, approximately 75% of the moorings/slips
are allocated to recreational users. During the 2012 summer season, due to the impact of
sedimentation, the number of moorings available for use had been reduced to approximately 93.
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Discussion with the Wells harbormaster as a
part of developing this Plan indicated that the
current waiting list stands at approximately 168
(115 for slips and 53 for moorings). The
harbormaster is currently implementing several
adjustments to the process of administering the
waiting list, which are expected to address some
inherent problems. Among the changes will be a
need for annual update of applicant data. It is
hoped and expected that these adjustments will
reduce the length of the list and make the
process less unwieldy.
Regardless, the demand for moorings/slips far exceeds the current capacity of Wells Harbor, and
the combination of increasing demand and decreasing capacity (due to accumulation of sediments
within the Harbor) means that the unmet need is increasing. This unmet need is likely reflected in
the increase of usage of the boat launch at the Harbor, as area residents who would typically moor
their boats within the Harbor are restricted to launching and haul out whenever they wish to use
their vessels.

10.3 MOORING PLANS
The optimum mooring layout in Wells Harbor is illustrated in Figure 10-1. Because of the
constraints imposed by sand deposition within the Harbor, the harbormaster must exercise
judgment in determining when mooring locations will no longer be available due to the
accumulation of sediments.
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10.4 OTHER WATER SPORTS
A beach area is located on the west side of the Harbor, to the south of the pier facilities. The beach
is well-suited for launching windsurfers, canoes, and other small boats. The Harbor and estuary
provide excellent opportunities for the recreational sports such as windsurfing, sailing and
canoeing. Jet skis and water skiers also frequent the Harbor during the warm summer months.
Given the high level of activity taking place within
the Harbor during the summer months, as well as
the sensitive nature of the ecosystem, concern has
been expressed in the past regarding certain
recreational water sports, such as water skiing and
jet skiing, as these generally involve significant
speed, are noisy and cover a lot of area. While
some believe it is more appropriate to reserve the
calmer harbor waters for canoe, day sailing,
dinghy traffic, and windsurfing, jet skiing and
water skiing are allowed within the Harbor to the extent they are conducted in a manner consistent
with other regulations, such as operating in a “safe and prudent” manner when more than 200 feet
from shore, and maintaining no wake when less than 200 feet from shore. A certain amount of
enforcement of these rules is required by the harbormaster over the course of the summer months.
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Natural Areas
11.1 GOALS AND STRATEGIES
As outlined in Sections 2 and 3 of this Plan, over the course of working
with the Harbor Committee and community stakeholders a number of
goals were initially identified and then refined. Those that are most
relevant to a discussion on Natural Resources are as follows:
Balance additional development of the Harbor with its
inherent constraints, both natural (marshes, habitat,
sensitive plants and wildlife) and built (access roads,
limited upland area) to minimize negative environmental
impacts.
Continue efforts to monitor, improve, and maintain water
quality in the Harbor.
Continue to support and expand research and education
about Wells Harbor and its resources and environments in
partnership with environmental organizations, the school
district, and others.
Make Wells a destination for a unique interactive experience with its natural assets by
incorporating environmental education and ecotourism experiences into a Harbor
experience.
Establish a three-part marketing program for the Harbor that assists local business
interests, environmental education and experiences and enhances residents' use,
awareness, and understanding of the importance of the Harbor to the community.
Consider the effects of projected sea level rise on both Harbor infrastructure and
ecological aspects of the Harbor/estuary. Work with the public to increase its
understanding of the impacts and potential threats of sea level rise.
Continue to support efforts aimed at improving and maintaining the health of the dune
ecosystems including both flora (such as dunegrass) and fauna (such as piping plovers).
Strategies identified for achieving this objective include the following:
Continue to restrict development that would increase undesirable impacts on the
Harbor.
Explore means to create a hydraulic connection between areas of the marsh to the north
and south of Harbor Road.
Continue to support monitoring, research and science-based environmental education
efforts of environmental and other groups in support of natural processes and
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ecosystems and the human role in managing and stewarding natural resources,
including research and education surrounding water quality, erosion, and dredging
impacts.
Improve environmental conditions of the Harbor by restoring salt marsh on the
undeveloped dredge spoils and removing sand and restoring the adjoining marsh.
Explore opportunities for expanded public education, using the Harbor as a
demonstration site for best management practices.
Work with environmental organizations, the CSD, Harbor Advisory Committee, local
businesses, and others on an on-going basis to review threats to environmental interests
in the harbor area, inform customers and clients about environmental issues of the
Harbor, and make recommendations to resolve problems.
Work with environmental organizations, the school district, Harbor Advisory
Committee, and others to keep the public apprised of all local, state and federal
research projects and work in the harbor area.
Work with environmental organizations, volunteers, Town staff, the school district,
Harbor Advisory Committee, and others to annually survey the beach for wildlife
nesting areas to properly protect those sited within high traffic areas. Consider
municipal funding of monitoring efforts.
Work with beachfront owners to improve their knowledge about their potential impacts
on natural areas and involve them in solving problems and working with programs to
ensure compliance with local, state, and federal laws.
Seek opportunities for “win-win” initiatives that benefit the ecology and economy of
the Harbor and surrounding areas.
Protect the dunes from foot traffic and provide public education regarding the
ecological values the dunes provide to the Harbor.
Explore the need and value of buying out properties that have or are likely to suffer
repeated storm damage. If properties are acquired, take advantage of the opportunity to
restore associated sand dunes.
Use best management practices in ongoing harbor operation and infrastructure
improvement to reduce the impacts of stormwater runoff on erosion and water quality.
Work with environmental organization, Harbor Advisory Committee, and others to
prioritize and conduct stream shoreline surveys to identify faulty septic systems,
inadequate stream buffers, and other threats to water quality. Seek outside funding to
support retrofits to reduce identified threats to water quality. Prepare materials and
activities to support efforts to inform homeowners/residents about the important role
they play in protecting and improving water quality. If appropriate, reach out to other
communities within targeted watersheds.
Review land use ordinances and amend, as appropriate, to ensure that best
management practices are required for maintenance and new construction. Draft and
adopt low impact development (LID) standards to reduce water quality impacts from
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maintenance and new construction activities. Work with environmental organizations,
Harbor Advisory Committee, and others to inform the public about of LID techniques
and their benefits.
Continue to support the Healthy Beaches program, Beach
Profile Monitoring Program, and other community
monitoring efforts.
Continue to work with the regional sea level rise working
group to increase understanding of the potential impacts of
sea level rise on Wells Harbor, the most effective ways to
mitigate its impacts on public and private property, and the
impacts of the jetty on beach erosion in combination with
sea level rise.
Investigate whether there is a negative impact from the
floating docks/slips on sand displacement.
Investigate whether sand is eroding on the east side of the Harbor as a result of the
dredge and ship usage.
As use of the harbor area increases, plan for increased pressure on road and water
access, parking, and stormwater management.
Where appropriate, include provisions to maintain or enhance natural buffers between
differing uses to address aesthetic, water quality, and/or habitat issues.
Improve the layout and treatment of automobile and boat trailer parking areas to
improve aesthetics, provide amenities, and improve stormwater management and
efficient use of available space. Minimize the creation of new, paved (i.e., impervious)
surfaces.
Redesign and reconstruct parking areas, using porous pavement, interlocking pavers,
or other materials to manage stormwater impacts while
providing opportunities to stripe spaces or otherwise
manage parking more efficiently.
Where appropriate, include provisions to maintain or
enhance natural buffers between differing uses to
address aesthetic, water quality, and/or habitat issues.

11.2 WELLS HARBOR ECOLOGY
Wells Harbor continues to be surrounded on several sides by large
expanses of salt marsh that serve as habitat for an abundance of
wildlife. Most of the marshland is part of the Refuge, one of 450 wildlife refuges nation-wide
owned by the federal government and administered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The
Refuge was established in 1966 and includes other divisions along the southern Maine coast
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stretching from Kittery to Cape Elizabeth. The division that includes the Wells Harbor area is
referred to as the Lower Wells Division.
This marshland and adjacent upland is considered an important environmental resource by
residents of Wells as well as government agencies. The Reserve was created in the early 1980’s to
research the area's natural resources and enhance public awareness and understanding about
Wells’ estuarine environment. Reserve boundaries encompass land owned by the Town (245
acres), state (200 acres), and federal governments (1,155 acres). Around Wells Harbor, the Reserve
overlaps with the Refuge. Both organizations, therefore, are involved in managing the Town’s
marshlands, although a Memorandum of Understanding gives the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
primary responsibility.
Wells’ coastal and upland habitat attracts birds and wildlife throughout the year, including spring
and fall migrations of waterfowl, songbirds, raptors, and thousands of shorebirds. The Refuge has
recorded over 250 species of birds in the refuge system, and most of them frequent the Lower
Wells Division. The Reserve lists nearly as many. See Appendix B. The Wells Reserve includes the
marsh in the Lower Wells Division of the Refuge as well as “a patchy habitat of open fields, old
fields, and forests.”1 Marine habitats include muddy sediments and intertidal flats as well as sandy
beaches sand dunes, and subtidal sandy bottoms. See Appendix B, All Invertebrates, and
Appendix B, Zooplankton.
There are a variety of vegetative areas within the Wells
Reserve including macroalgae (seaweed), submerged
aquatic vegetation, dune vegetation, salt marsh
vegetation, grasslands, old fields, and forests, each with
its own set of characteristic plants. See Appendix B,
Plants, fungi and algae.
Several amphibian and reptile species favor habitat found
at the Reserve’s brushy or open habitats, wetlands, and
numerous vernal pools: blue-spotted x Jefferson
salamander, spotted salamander, red spotted newt,
redback salamander, American toad, spring peeper, gray tree frog, wood frog, green frog, bull
frog, painted turtle (threatened), Blanding’s turtle (endangered), snapping turtle, eastern milk
snake, eastern smooth green snake, northern red-bellied snake, eastern garter snake; rare sightings
of eastern black racer, ribbon snake, wood turtle, spotted turtle (threatened), and Blandings turtle.
See Appendix B, Reptiles and Amphibians, Sightings and highly probable habitat for common
species. See also Appendix B, Sightings of rare reptiles and amphibians.
1

2007. Wells National Estuarine Research Reserve. Site Profile of the Wells National Estuarine Research Reserve.
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Fifty-seven fish species have been identified within the Reserve’s estuaries and the adjacent waters
of the Wells Embayment. See Appendix B. Fish species.
The Wells Harbor area is also home to a variety of mammals and includes a significantly used seal
haul out area along the southern Maine coast. White tailed deer are numerous and there have been
documented sightings of the New England cottontail. See Appendix B Mammals.
In the 1980’s and 1990’s, federal, state, and local environmental
organizations began to focus on protecting and restoring habitat for
the piping plover. In 2003, the Town adopted the Piping Plover
Beach Management Agreement. The Refuge has cooperatively
monitored the federally threatened, state endangered piping plover
and the state endangered least tern which both nest on Laudholm
Beach and Crescent Surf Beach. The area within the Reserve has been designated by the state as
essential habitat for least tern and piping plover, receiving regulatory protection under the Maine
Endangered Species Act which requires that no state agency or municipal government shall
permit, license, fund or carry out projects that would significantly alter the habitat or violate
protection guidelines adopted for the habitat (12 MRSA Part 13, Subchapter 3 - Endangered
Species). Wells had piping plovers nesting on the Reserve’s beaches from 1991-2005, but in 2006,
there was no nesting activity documented, although plovers did use the area for feeding and migration, and Crescent Surf Beach had five nesting pairs. The two areas together make up an
important area for plovers within the state.
Least terns also are listed as state endangered, are a species of high conservation priority for the
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, and have been monitored within the state since 1977. Least terns reach
the most northern portion of their range in southern Maine. Gathering accurate population
estimates for the state is difficult due to the bird's dynamic nesting habits; however, population
estimates for Laudholm and Crescent Surf Beach together generally host the bulk of least terns
nesting within the state. In recent years, predators and beach erosion have depressed the nesting
activity for plovers and terns at Laudholm Beach. In 2006, there were no nesting plovers or terns
present and the habitat available to them was of exceedingly low quality. Beach erosion has left
only a small band of sandy habitat for nesting, which is not attractive to the birds. Predators
further depressed productivity at the adjoining Crescent Surf Beach. The Piping Plover Recovery
Plan calls for a minimum productivity of 1.5 fledglings per a pair to ensure plover population
growth. For seven out of the past ten years Laudholm has met or exceeded those productivity
measures. However, recent years have fallen well below that standard. Predation of the nests and
chicks of plovers and terns has limited the ability of plovers to meet recovery plan productivity
criteria. Identification of predators responsible for nest and chick loss and determination of the best
course of management action is a complex problem as predators appear to change on an annual
basis, although some like crow are documented repeat offenders.
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From 2000 to 2005, the Harbor was dredged several times, beaches were replenished, marshes
were restored, and the Town adopted other environmentally sound practices. Wells joined the
Maine Healthy Beaches Program in 2003 and began rebuilding sand dunes at the northern end of
Drake’s Island. In 2007, the Town created its Wells GIS website, which provides ready access to the
Town’s GIS maps. In 2008, the Town received a Tree Canopy Grant to support the planting of elm
trees.
In 2007, the Reserve prepared a detailed environmental profile of its
holdings.2 The profile includes a characterization of the estuary, its
habitats, historical and cultural setting, the national reserve system and
its designations, research and management priorities and
recommendations, and reserve protection efforts. It also includes
expanded chapters on the:
environmental setting, including a description of its
geomorphology, climate and weather, hydrogeography, land
use, and water quality;
biological setting, including habitats, vegetation, invertebrates,
reptiles and amphibians, fish, birds, and mammals;
ecological setting, including origin and evolution of the estuary,
physical influences on the biota, community structure and processes, and biological
productivity;
research and monitoring, including its research and monitoring programs; and
bibliography and glossary of terms.
Though focused on the Reserve’s land holdings, much of the information detailed in the profile
provides the most recent and detailed compendium of information about natural resources in the
Wells Harbor area.

11.3 MONITORING PROGRAMS AND RESEARCH FOCUS
The Town, the Reserve, and a number of other public and private interests sponsor and participate
in a number of monitoring programs in Wells, many at the WNERR, including the:
System Wide Monitoring Program (SWMP) – established in 1995 the Reserve began to track
short term variability and long term changes in estuarine environments

2

2007. Wells National Estuarine Research Reserve. Site Profile of the Wells

National Estuarine Research Reserve.
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National Water Level Observing Network (NWLON) – established in 2005, the Reserve’s
SWMP was integrated into the NWLON, a 175 long-term, a network of continuously
operating water level stations
Watershed Evaluation Team – established in 1991, the Reserve’s volunteer-based water
quality monitoring program for the Little and Webhannet River estuaries
Emergent Vegetation Monitoring – the Reserve’s long term monitoring of salt marsh
emergent vegetation
Maine Healthy Beaches Program – in 2002, Wells began monitoring its bathing beaches for
the presence of enterococi, a bacterial indicator, as part of a state and national effort
Southern Maine Beach Profiling – the Reserve’s site hosts the University of Maine
Cooperative Extension and Maine Sea Grant-supported long term beach profiling to
measure the contour of its beach to guide informed decisions about beach management
Shellfish Growing Area Classification Program – the Maine Department of Marine
Resources’ water quality monitoring of fecal coliform levels at several locations in the Little
and Webhannet River estuaries
National Marine Debris Monitoring Program – coordinated by The Ocean Conservancy, a
station at Laudholm Beach studies the effectiveness of the 1998 International Treaty on
Marine Pollution
Maine Damselfly and Dragonfly Survey – Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife’s five-year, volunteer-based survey of damselflies and dragonflies
Piping Plover and Least Tern Monitoring – Maine Audubon’s coordinated Piping Plover
and Least Tern Recovery Project that includes searching for and protecting active plover
nest sites, began in Wells in 2002
Monitoring Avian Productivity and Survivorship (MAPS) – weekly mist-net survey of bird
population began in 1988, incorporated into the MAPS program in 1990
The research focus for the Reserve for the immediate and near future includes:
Salt marsh habitats and communities
Habitat value for fish, shellfish, and birds
Salt marsh degradation and restoration
Coastal food webs and habitats, underlying physical and biological processes, and response
to natural changes and human activities
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Beach Erosion and Management
The beaches along the eastern side of Drakes
Island and Wells Beach make up two of the
community's three major sandy beach
segments. Wells Beach is a municipally owned
and managed public beach and Drakes Island
Beach is privately owned, but open to the
public. Historically, these beaches have been
well supplied with sand and have been
considered to be among the finest beaches in
southern Maine. Both beaches are used
heavily during the summer months by Wells
residents and visitors alike. In addition, there is a smaller segment of beach along the eastern side
of the Harbor, just to the south of the east side pier.
Since the major harbor dredge and construction of the jetties in 1961, there has been considerable
theorizing and speculation with respect to the interaction between dredging activities and the
effects of the jetties on longshore currents, wave activities and sediment transport. Extensive
monitoring and research has been undertaken to characterize patterns of erosion and accretion,
and to better understand the causal relationships with activities that have been undertaken, or
could be undertaken. The use of dredged sediments for beach nourishment, and the locations in
which they are deposited has been studied as well. One thing remains clear: decisions regarding
management of dredging in the Harbor (and disposal of the resulting sediments) should consider
the potential for effects on beach erosion and vice versa.
While it certainly appears that the jetties (and the need for periodic dredging) are here to stay,
there are a number of other aspects of the beach and dune systems that community residents and
tourists can do much to protect. Numerous scientific studies have established that healthy dune
grass systems are critical to both the stability of the beach system and to the habitat for certain
species.

12.1 GOALS
As outlined in Sections 2 and 3 of this Plan, over the course of working with the Harbor Committee
and community stakeholders a number of goals and strategies were initially identified and then
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refined. Those that are most relevant to a discussion on Beach Erosion and Management are as
follows:
Continue to seek to understand the complex
relationship between sand deposition,
dredging, and the constriction/installation
of physical facilities within the Harbor,
Continue to support efforts aimed at
improving and maintaining the health of the
dune ecosystems including both flora (such
as dune grass) and fauna (such as piping
plovers),
Work with the Reserve Refuge, piping plover volunteers, Town staff, CSD, Harbor
Advisory Committee, and others to annually survey the beach for wildlife nesting areas to
properly protect those sited within high traffic areas,
Work with beachfront owners to improve their knowledge about their potential impacts on
natural areas and involve them in solving problems and working with programs to ensure
compliance with local, state, and federal laws,
Continue to support and conduct beach profile monitoring and other community
monitoring efforts, and
Continue to engage in efforts to protect the dunes from foot traffic and provide public
education regarding the ecological values the dunes provide to the Harbor.
As tourism represents the mainstay of the local economy in Wells, anything that impacts tourism
impacts the Wells economy. In addition to adversely affecting tourism, the erosion and related
values of area beaches is of concern to local residents, both those who live on the oceanfront and
those who live elsewhere in Town. Furthermore, dunes provide a line of defense for the shoreline
and properties against damage from significant storm events.

12.2 IMPACT OF THE JETTIES ON BEACH EROSION
Since the construction of the jetties at the harbor entrance in the early 1960s, the sections of these
beaches that are farthest from the jetties have been eroding and sand has been accumulating on
both sides of the jetties. A number of geological studies have looked at the sand transport patterns
in this area. These studies have indicated that littoral drift (sand transported by longshore
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currents) occurs in both northerly and southerly directions, but that net transport appears to be
primarily towards the north.
While the sand trapped along the jetties has
produced some excellent beaches in the
immediate vicinity of the jetties, large sections
of both Drakes Island and Wells Beach have
been subject to significant net erosion since
the early 1960’s. A comparison of aerial
photographs then and now reveals that many
sections of Wells' beaches are now
significantly narrower than they were prior to
construction of the jetties.
In 1991, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers initiated development of a sand-transport analysis of
the Wells and Drakes Island Beaches which was intended to better define the dynamics associated
with erosion and accretion in the vicinity of the harbor, jetties and beaches.

12.3 OTHER FACTORS IMPACTING BEACH EROSION
It is important to recognize that the jetties are only one of the factors affecting the erosion of these
beaches. Another more significant factor influencing the present erosion appears to be the
presence of private sea walls. Seawalls reflect wave energy back onto the beach and thus enhance
the scouring effect on the sand. As a beach becomes narrower and the beach profile becomes
steeper, the erosion will tend to increase as larger waves (no longer impeded by shallow lower
beach conditions) are able to reach the shore. Larger waves can move heavier sediments, and this
is why cobble has replaced sand in many parts of Wells' beaches: these rocks are very common in
high energy wave environments. The seawalls that line these beaches are responsible for initiating
this process, and the beaches were most likely eroding slowly even before the jetties were
constructed in the early 1960’s. While the jetties clearly aggravated the erosion problem, the
seawalls and residential development along the frontal dunes of a naturally mobile barrier system
remain a key factor affecting beach erosion and should be considered in defining a solution to the
erosion problems.
According to the Maine Geological Survey, beach profiles adjacent to seawalls “generally show a
more concave up shape, and undergo less overall profile change, in general, from season to season,
than profiles at natural dunes…In winter, when profiles erode, the beaches with seawalls have less
sediment available in the profile to begin with (thus the concave shape), and thus undergo slightly
less change in response to winter storms. The natural profiles, which typically have more sand,
undergo more erosion (including frontal dune erosion) in the winter months. Conversely, in the
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summer, the natural profiles typically see more sand return to form a better defined summer berm,
indicating recovery, while beaches "stabilized" with seawalls only see a slight return since they
don't undergo as much change.”

12.4 MONITORING OF BEACH EROSION
The Maine Department of Conservation,
Agriculture and Forestry, Bureau of Geology,
Natural Areas and Coastal Resources
conducts monitoring of a number of beaches
in southern Maine and assesses trends. Much
of this work is accomplished under the
auspices of the Maine Beach Profiling Project,
which relies heavily on volunteer beach
monitors, to obtain monthly, seasonal, and
yearly data relative to beach change. In
addition to providing hard data with respect
to how a specific beach (or segment of a
beach) is performing, it is interesting to compare how specific events, such as major storms, impact
beaches at multiple locations along our coast. In the case of Wells, this may be useful in
differentiating between annual impacts associated with “human influenced” factors (littoral drift
due to the jetties, e.g.) and “naturally occurring” changes in beach profile due to winter storms, etc.
Reporting is developed and made available via the Bureau’s website, at the following links:
For Wells Beach:
http://www.maine.gov/doc/nrimc/mgs/explore/marine/beaches11/wells.htm
For Drakes Island Beach:
http://www.maine.gov/doc/nrimc/mgs/explore/marine/beaches11/drakes.htm
As noted by the Bureau:
“The report reviews profile changes using the immediate post-2007 Patriots' Day Storm
(either from April, May, or June 2007, as data is available) with profile shapes from
subsequent years from roughly the same months, through April or May 2011. This allows
the Bureau to build upon the review completed for the 2009 report, which detailed profile
recovery through April or May 2009. Review of the "winter" beach profile shapes will allow
us to detail whether or not the beaches have continued to recover (or erode, or switch their
recovery) from the Patriots' Day Storm event, which is considered in many locations to
have created the most erosive beach profile shape over the past four years.
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The Bureau also reviews profile changes and recovery from 2007 through 2010 for the
"summer beach" profile shapes at each profiling location. This includes (as data is available)
profile data from August or September of each year from 2007 through 2010; unfortunately,
we will be unable to include 2011 summer beach data since it has not been collected yet. It
is generally not sound to compare May or June profiles with August or September profiles,
since Maine beaches are typically still recovering from the winter in May and June, and
fully developed by August or September. However, in specific cases such as at Ferry Beach
in Saco, we decided to include analysis of profile data collected in June 2011. This was
included because (a) beach profile starting pins were relocated in spring 2010, and (b)
additional profile data was needed to investigate how the dune restoration project
completed in that area in spring 2009 has been fairing.
As part of this review, consistent with the 2009 assessment, we assigned a "grade," based on
the amount of stability or recovery (or lack thereof) exhibited by each profile for both
summer and winter beach profile shapes. Then, for each beach, an average grade for the
"winter" beach changes (2007 to 2011) and the "summer" beach changes (2007 to 2010) were
created. Finally, an overall beach grade was assigned, as an average of all the summer and
winter profile scores.”
The guidance manual developed for volunteer monitoring of beach profiles in southern Maine is
available on-line at the following link:
http://www.seagrant.umaine.edu/files/pdf-global/06volman.pdf

12.5 WELLS BEACH MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT
The Town and other area entities, such as Save Our Shores, Drakes Island Beach Committee, and
the Reserve have adopted an agreement aimed at maintaining certain aspects of beach health and
habitat. The areas covered under the agreement includes all of the beachfront commencing 1,300
feet north of Casino Square Public Parking Lot (including public rights of way on Wells Beach) to
the northern limit at the boardwalk access at Laudholm State Beach on Drakes Island. The
beachfront is defined to extend from the concrete seawall and/or the seaward side of the frontal
dune (in areas where no seawall exists) to mean low water.
The primary intent of the agreement is to provide a means to protect piping plovers on Wells and
Drakes Island Beaches. It is recognized that the ultimate success of the agreement depends on the
voluntary participation and cooperation of private landowners and the Town.
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12.6 WELLS BAY REGIONAL BEACH MANAGEMENT PLAN
The comprehensive plan associated with managing the area’s beaches is available at the following
link:
http://www.smrpc.org/landuse/Coastal/wellsbayplan4_18_02accepted.pdf

12.7 PROPOSED BEACH NOURISHMENT
In the context of obtaining state and federal
approvals for another major harbor dredge, the
Town and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers have
proposed the disposal of approximately 150,000
cubic yards of sand. The proposal currently
awaiting funding proposes to reuse half of the
dredged material at two locations on Drake’s
Island Beach. At the first location, the effort would
include a sand dune reconstruction project
(approximately 550 linear feet) and beach
nourishment covering approximately 5.8 acres. At the second location, dredged material will be
reused for beach nourishment covering approximately 10.4 acres. The second half of the dredged
material would be placed at Wells Beach in the vicinity of Casino Point, and be used for beach
nourishment over an approximately 10.5-acre area.
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Dredging
The current federally designated dredge
project associated with Wells Harbor includes
two sand-tight stone jetties, and eight foot
deep entrance channel (100 feet wide) a six
foot deep inner channel (150 feet wide) a 7.4
acre anchorage 6 feet deep. A discussion with
the Harbor Advisory Committee and the
public associated with development of this
Plan, raised the most prominent recurring
theme - the need for regular Harbor dredging
in order to maintain the navigability of the
resource.
While neither the Town nor the Harbor Plan Committee is in a position to make a final decision on
dredging the Harbor which decision lies with state and federal agencies - the Town and its citizens
are certainly a part of the decision-making process, or at least are in a position to influence the
process.

13.1 GOALS
As outlined in Sections 2 and 3 of this Plan, over the course of working with the Harbor Committee
and community stakeholders, a number of goals were initially identified and then refined. While
one of the overarching goals associated with the Plan is to arrange for the Harbor to be dredged on
a frequency that allows for continuous navigability in order to facilitate ongoing harbor
activities, several of the other goals are relevant to such an initiative as follows:
Continue to seek to understand the complex relationship between sand deposition,
dredging and the construction/installation of physical facilities within the Harbor, and the
impacts on organisms in the sand (clams, etc.) both within the dredged area and where the
sand is dropped.
Work with beachfront owners to improve their knowledge about their potential impacts on
natural areas and involve them in solving problems and working with programs to ensure
compliance with local, state, and federal laws.
Continue to support and expand research and education about Wells Harbor and its
resources and environments in partnership with the Wells Reserve Refuge, and others.
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13.2 HISTORY OF DREDGING INITIATIVES
The most recent dredging at Wells Harbor was
performed during the spring of 2012 and included
maintenance dredging of the entrance channel.
Approximately 20,000 cubic yards of sand was
removed over the course of a 12 day period,
addressing the most restrictive shoals from the
entrance channel. The work was performed by the
federally-owned and operated special purpose
"hopper" dredge Currituck. The dredge utilized two
articulated “arms” and hydraulic pumping to remove the material from the channel bottom and
place it in a hopper in the center and bow of the vessel. The dredged sediments were deposited in
a near shore area off Wells Beach, about 5,000 feet south of the dredge site. The dredged material is
intended to function as a feeder berm, providing a sand source for nourishment of the beach.
The following timeline provides context for several relevant milestones associated with the
Harbor’s dredging history.
1835 The initial federal authorization for Wells Harbor was issued;
1960 The congressionally authorized project was authorized under the River and Harbor
Act of 1960 (with Amendments).
1961-2 Approximately 382,000 cubic yards of sand were removed, creating 43 acres of
upland where the town dock, boat yard, park, and restaurant are presently located. The
jetties were also constructed at this time.
1962 The federal project was subsequently modified by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’
Chief of Engineers in September of this year;
1965 The federal project was subsequently modified by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’
Chief of Engineers in September of this year;
1991 Maintenance dredging was performed.
1996 The community undertook a planning effort which resulted in the current layout of
much of the Harbor’s boating facilities, as they currently exist (installation of many of these
features were deferred until after the 2000 dredge).
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1999 The federal project was subsequently modified by the Water Resources Development
Act in August of this year;
2000 September to December 2000, when 147,000 cubic yards of sediment were removed
and pumped via a pipeline to a location about 1.5 miles south of the dredged area at Wells
Beach and a second area about 1 mile north of the dredged area at Drakes Island Beach;
2002 In June of 2002 when the federal dredge vessel Currituck removed approximately
10,000 cubic yards of sediments and discharged them to nearshore areas in front of Wells
Beach;
2005 The Currituck removed 10,000 cubic yards of sediments and discharged them to
nearshore areas in front of Wells Beach (the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers had originally
requested permission for dredging every two to five years in the amount of 20,000 to 60,000
cubic yards, but the request was subsequently reduced);
2012 The Currituck removed 10,000 cubic yards of sediments and discharged them to
nearshore areas in front of Wells Beach
During the pre-project review associated with
regulatory approval for the Harbor dredging
that was completed in 2000, agencies
identified concerns with respect to the
possible connection between dredging
activities and marsh and shoreline erosion
within Wells Harbor. As a result, a multi-year
assessment was completed following the
completion of the dredging and a report was
issued in 2005. The effort involved monitoring
changes to the marsh through the processes of
erosion and accretion.
Designated channel depths are below Mean Lower Low Water (MLLW).
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13.3 WELLS SCIENTIFIC REVIEW PANEL
Given the strong potential for significant adverse impacts to the
area’s ecological health, a multi-disciplinary “Scientific Review
Panel” was established in 1998, to review the data, provide
recommendations to the project management at the Corps of
Engineers, and, perhaps most importantly, assess the results of
monitoring data from 39 locations in the vicinity of the dredging
activities, both before and after the 2000 Harbor dredge took
place. The Panel included representation from a number of
sectors, including: Maine Geological Survey, Wells Reserve, and
several prominent New England colleges and universities.
At its meeting of May 5, 2004, the Panel, chaired by the Maine Geological Survey, discussed the
results of the monitoring study and, based on the data, determined that there were no significant
adverse impacts to the Webhannet Marsh associated with the major Harbor dredge of 2000.
Appendix C includes an excerpt of a report prepared by the Review Panel.

13.4 AGENCY REVIEW AND APPROVAL
The regulatory requirements associated with all federal dredging activities involve review and
comment by a number of state and federal agencies. Among them are:
Federal Agencies:
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS)
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USF&WS)
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE)
State Agencies:
Maine Department of Environmental Protection (MEDEP)
Maine Department of Marine Resources (DMR)
Maine Department of Conservation (MEDOC) Submerged Lands Program
Maine Coastal Program (MCP) (Now at MEDOC, formerly part of the State Planning Office)
Maine Geological Survey (MGS)
Maine State Historical Preservation Commission (MSHPC)
Other:
Public Notice: A 30-day public notice
Scientific Review Panel (may be convened)
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13.5 JUSTIFICATION FOR DREDGING
Among other things, supporters of harbor dredging site the following justifications for dredging:
1) The present “undredged” conditions in the Harbor constitute a safety risk and pose
severe hardship on the commercial fishing fleet that is based in the Harbor,
2) Dredging increases tidal flushing within the estuary, which in turn enhances water
quality,
3) The dredged sand is the only feasible source of sand for beach nourishment at Drakes
Island and Wells Beaches,
4) Mooring space in York County is essentially “at capacity” and Wells Harbor is an
important mooring area,
5) Wells has invested in some of the best public Harbor facilities in York County dredging is essential for the community and the region to realize full benefit from these
facilities, and
6) There will be major adverse impacts on tourism and the local economy if dredging is
further delayed.
The safety issue pertains both to entry and exit through the channel between the jetties and to
navigation within the Harbor. Shoaling in the entrance channel can result in conditions with even
moderate seas that make navigation dangerous. Shoaling in the mooring area has also proved
hazardous on numerous occasions as even the most experienced boaters have "touched" in their
attempts to access the town dock. Perhaps the greatest safety risk is associated with visiting
recreational boaters unfamiliar with the Harbor who access the water from the boat ramp. Posted
hazard warnings might reduce but would certainly not eliminate this problem.
The hardship to the commercial fishing fleet is discussed somewhat in Chapter 8, Commercial
Fishing. As dock access as well as entry and exit from the Harbor can only occur at higher tides,
fishermen must operate under a severely restricted and constantly changing schedule. As
conditions continue to worsen, it will only be a matter of time before this situation begins to force
fishermen out of the Harbor or out of business.
The need for sand on the Drakes and Wells Beaches is
discussed in in Chapter 12, Beach Erosion and
Management. Many advocates for beach nourishment
point to Wells Harbor sand as the only logical and
feasible source for the needed sand.
The impacts on tourism and the local economy of not
dredging the Harbor would be significant. These impacts would include the eventual loss of the
many "day trippers" who currently use the public boat ramp; the many non-resident recreational
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boaters who currently spend money in Town because they moor their boats here; and the loss of a
variety of tourist attracting activities.
Supporters of dredging have also pointed to several potentially beneficial effects that dredging
would likely have on the Harbor environment. Dredging would improve the flushing process in
the Harbor which would tend to improve water quality and benefit marine organisms, including
fish, in the estuary. Additionally the dredged material, if placed appropriately, could improve the
attractiveness of area beaches to nesting piping plovers.

13.6 ECOLOGICAL CONCERNS ASSOCIATED WITH DREDGING
The regulatory process has provided a forum for many parties, including state and federal
agencies, as well as non-governmental organizations, to express their concerns. Several of the
(sometimes conflicting) issues or agency comments, ultimately impacting the nature, scope or
timing of dredging includes:
According to Maine Department of Marine Resources: Dredging should be completed
during the recommended work window of January 1 to April 15 to avoid adverse impacts
to anadromous fish 1 including striped bass. Striped bass generally migrate to Maine waters
in late May and June and are an important recreational fishery, during the summer and
early fall.
According to the federal National Marine Fisheries Service: In order to not adversely affect
Essential Fish Habitat, it has been recommended that dredging occur between June 1 and
February 15 in Wells Harbor to protect spawning and developing winter flounder. The
Service also indicates that no federally listed or proposed threatened or endangered species
and/or designated critical habitat for listed species under the jurisdiction of National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Fisheries are known to exist in the project area.
During the course of regulatory negotiations associated with the 2000 Harbor dredge, and
intertidal sand bar, located in the center of the Harbor and adjacent to the anchorage area
was provided with permanent protection, in the form of a conservation easement to
provide shorebird habitat. The conservation easement is approximately 4.7 acres in size.
According to the Maine Historic Preservation Commission: There are no historic properties
(architectural or archaeological) within the area of potential effect.
1) Anadromous fish migrate up rivers from the sea to breed in fresh water.
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13.7 MOVING FORWARD
Given the continued siltation of the Harbor and entrance channel, the Town and U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers have been working towards obtaining regulatory approval and establishing funding
necessary to perform both a major dredge project and establish a program of regular maintenance
dredging. Following federal approval of the proposed dredge operations under the National
Environmental Protection Act (NEPA), in the fall of 2011, the Maine Department of Environmental
Protection issued approval for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to proceed with a dredge of the
entire federal navigational project to its authorized depth, plus an additional one foot of allowable
over-dredge. Concurrent with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' dredge event, the Town proposes
to dredge the two mooring basins, which cover approximately 83,360 square feet, to a depth of -6
feet MLLW, plus an additional one foot of allowable over-dredge.
Based on hydrographic surveys completed at the time of application submittal, the volume of
material associated with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' effort was projected at approximately
130,000 cubic yards, and the Town’s effort was estimated at approximately 20,000 to 30,000 cubic
yards. Disposal of the dredged material would be at Drake’s Island Beach and Wells Beach.
The Town and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers have also sought and received State and NEPA
approval of a ten-year permit authorizing multiple dredging events. Subsequent dredging events
would be of a significantly smaller scale, similar to past efforts undertaken with the Currituck, i.e.,
dredging the jetty-controlled entrance navigation channel and settling basins.
According to the permit issued by the Maine Department of
Environmental Protection, if the dredge operations are not
initiated within four years, the permit will lapse and the Town/
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers will need to reapply for a new
permit. The current approval, if construction is begun within the
four-year time frame, is valid for seven years.
The proposed major dredge action is currently on hold as the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers awaits allocation of funding to address
this and other activities. The Town has allocated funding as
necessary to represent the required “local match” for the federal
funds, and has considered using these monies to address
emergency maintenance dredging in the event that the federal
government is unable to address their share within the required
timeframe.
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Wells Marsh Walk Feasibility Study

Introduction
The 2013 Marsh Walk Feasibility Study was developed for the Town of Wells by Wright-Pierce.
Funding for this plan was provided by the Town.
Guidance and plan development assistance came from Town Staff, most notably, Jonathan Carter,
Town Manager and Chris Mayo, Harbormaster. Ward Feurt, Refuge Manager at the Rachel
Carson Wildlife Refuge, and Paul Dest, Director of the Wells Reserve, generously offered valuable
insight and guidance.
Consultant team members from Wright-Pierce were
Jonathan Edgerton, P.E., Senior Vice President; Jennifer
Claster, Landscape Architect; Travis Pryor, Landscape
Architect; and Thomas Hamill, GIS Analyst.
GIS data was graciously provided by Michael Livingston,
Town Engineer, Shannon Belanger, Town Planning
Assistant, and Susan Bickford, GIS/Natural Resource
Specialist, Wells National Estuarine Research Reserve.
Thanks go to the citizens and representatives of local organizations, and state environmental
regulators who participated in the public outreach efforts and meetings, and who provided input.
The draft plan was presented at a Town Council Workshop on September 10, 2013.
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1

History of the Marsh Walk
In 1999, the Town hired a consultant to conduct a feasibility study for a boardwalk across the
Webhannet Marsh. The report highlighted four major impediments to building a Marsh Walk at
that time:
1) Unwillingness to participate by two private landowners
2) Unwillingness to participate by the Rachel Carson National Wildlife Refuge (Rachel
Carson or the Refuge), manager of most of the land that would be affected by the proposed
boardwalk. According to information compiled by the consultant, the Refuge felt that
allowing construction of the boardwalk would be contrary to their mission of preserving
wildlife habitat
3) Regulatory restrictions affecting what can be built within the marsh, and most
particularly in the tidal zone
4) The boardwalk lengths between access points were felt to be too long (one mile, more or
less) and monotonous to appeal to a broad public
In response to these obstacles, the study recommended three possible courses of action:
●

Alternative A: Create a shorter, looped walkway
near the Wells Sanitary District off Mile Road.

●

Alternative B: Develop a shorter Marsh Walk in
Webhannet Marsh as the centerpiece of a
constellation of bird watching stations to be
located within the marsh, outside the original
project area.

●

Alternative C: Buy a large, unspecified estate in
Wells, and create a nature center on the land,
while also pursuing Alternatives A and B, above.
A view of the marsh from the beach at Harbor Park

In the intervening thirteen years, the Town has held onto
its vision of creating a Marsh Walk centered on Harbor Park. Since the 1999 study was performed,
one of the privately owned parcels was acquired by the Town of Wells (2013). In addition, local,
State, and Federal regulations have changed and Rachel Carson has developed trails at its
headquarters off Port Road that receive upwards of 60,000 users a year.
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In 2012, Wright-Pierce was retained to complete a new feasibility study for the Marsh Walk. The
project was undertaken in conjunction with an update of the Town’s Harbor Management Plan
and the feasibility assessment of a cross-harbor pedestrian bridge that would link the easterly and
westerly shores of the Webhannet River. The report that follows is the result of that effort.
The initial concept for the Marsh Walk included a boardwalk over the marsh that would connect
Harbor Park south to Mile Road and north to Drakes Island Road, and, by doing so, create a
coastal walking network in Wells that would eventually link up with other existing paths and
trails, such as those at Laudholm Farm. Due to the ecological significance of the Webhannet Marsh
and the complexity of land ownership in the vicinity of the planned project, the following
stakeholders were involved in an evaluation of Marsh Walk concepts that took place between
January and August 2013:
●

Town of Wells (represented primarily by the Town
Manager and Harbormaster)

●

Wells Conservation Commission

●

Wells Harbor Commission

●

Maine Department
(Maine DEP)

●

Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife
(IF&W)

●

United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)

●

Rachel Carson National Wildlife Refuge (Rachel
Carson or the Refuge)/USFWS

●

Wells National Estuarine Research Reserve (WNERR)

●

Maine Audubon

of

Environmental

Protection

Map of Marsh Walk alternatives reviewed
with stakeholders in the summer of 2013

As a result of the site’s ecological complexity, and in
conformance with the recommendations of key stakeholders, the design was revised to reduce its
impact on the marsh.
The figures included in Appendix C document the progression of alternatives that were explored
with input from the above-mentioned stakeholders. In August 2013, a final alternative was
selected by the Town for the further development of conceptual design and cost estimates. This
alternative is described in more detail in the pages that follow.
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Project Goals
In the Wells Harbor Management Plan Update of 2012, the Harbor Committee developed the
following mission statement regarding the management of Wells Harbor:
To manage the use of Wells Harbor by balancing working waterfront interests, local business development,
recreational interests, safe Harbor interests, visitor attractions, and community uses within the constraints
presented by the natural environment. Recognize the Harbor as a preeminent Maine place for environmental
education and ecotourism development.
To that end, under the heading of Transportation
and Access, the plan listed as a goal “assess[ing] the
feasibility of paths and/or boardwalks to connect to
Mile Road, Laudholm Farm, and Drake Island and
plan for phased implementation of this
recommendation.”
In the course of conducting this feasibility study,
however, it became clear that key stakeholders and
regulatory agencies were not supportive of the
concept of an elevated Marsh Walk running parallel
to the coastline from Drakes Island Road to Mile
Road. A primary concern was that the Webhannet
Marsh was habitat for the globally rare salt marsh
sharp-tailed sparrow, which return faithfully to the
same marshes, are declining in number, and need
open areas to survive. There was a sense that the
boardwalk as proposed might inhibit the movement
of the sparrows within the marsh and harm their
survival.
The marsh's value as wading bird habitat was also
cited as a concern, as was the fact that coastal
marshes were threatened by sea level rise and
additional stress on the marsh would only make
them more vulnerable. It was noted that, as one of
the largest unbroken expanses of tidal salt marsh in the State, the continuity and extent of the
An early concept plan of the Marsh Walk (in red)
crossing the Webhannet Marsh from Drakes
Island Road to Harbor Park and south to Mile
Road. The tan lines represent existing trails at
Laudholm Farm and the Rachel Carson
headquarters.
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Wells Marsh, in and of itself, has important value to wildlife. Finally, it was thought that the
boardwalk may have a negative visual impact on the marsh.
A series of case study phone interviews with the managers of wildlife refuge areas containing
marsh boardwalks (see April 4, 2013 memo in Appendix B) was conducted to better understand
how marsh boardwalks and habitat conservation could potentially coexist. Following these
interviews, it was suggested by stakeholders and regulatory agencies that a shorter boardwalk that
entered the marsh perpendicular to the shoreline might be preferable to a long boardwalk running
parallel to the coast. Another suggestion was to try to set the boardwalk in from the coastline and
buffer it with plantings.
Through continuing discussion with the Town, regulatory agencies, and stakeholders, a new
concept for the Marsh Walk was developed that would involve following the Harbor Road rightof-way as much as possible and taking advantage of the Town-owned land at Harbor Park,
running a pedestrian and bicycle route perpendicular to the coastline along existing infrastructure,
and ultimately connecting Harbor Park up to Route One and the Wells Transportation Center.
The goals of the project were clarified and amended to reflect the new concept.

2.1 PROJECT GOALS
The Marsh Walk is currently seen by the Town as promoting the following goals:
●

Support eco-tourism and enhance
the
experience
of
carless
vacationing in Wells by providing
a destination for travelers arriving
from the Eastern Trail or from the
train station at the Wells
Transportation
Center
using
public transit or a planned future
bicycle pedestrian connection
through the Town’s school
properties and along Harbor
Road

The Shoreline Explorer has two signed stops on Harbor
Road

●

Improve visual access to plant and animal species in a variety of habitats

●

Use interpretive signage to educate Marsh Walk users about the ecology of the marsh
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●

Support and expand research and education about the marsh and its natural
communities in partnership with the Wells National Estuarine Research Reserve and
Rachel Carson National Wildlife Refuge

●

Complement planned improvements to Harbor Park

●

Minimize and avoid negative environmental impacts on important wildlife habitats,
such as shading of Spartina alterniflora grass, and disturbance of shore birds using the
marsh

●

Construct the project in phases, as funding becomes available

These goals are still consistent with the recommendations of Harbor Management Plan Update,
which includes the goal of improving Harbor Park to better serve the community for the next 1020 years. Improvements would enhance the aesthetics of facilities, improve the quality of
materials used, expand activities, and reduce management demands. These improvements would
also include changes to the existing parking area to increase the efficiency of its layout, improve
aesthetics, and provide stormwater management.
Encouraging use of public transit, bicycling, and walking is another goal of the Harbor
Management Plan Update. It recommends designing and constructing sidewalks, bikepaths, and
streetscape improvements and providing pedestrian amenities along Harbor Road and within
Harbor Park, while minimizing the need to widen impervious surfaces and the existing roadway.
Finally, these goals are consistent with Part 4: Capital Investment Strategy of the Town’s 2005
Comprehensive Plan, which lists the following as capital investment needs (Pp. 102-103):
Marsh Walk: Public interest is strong for some type of coastal walkway along the Webhannet River.
However, abutting property owners have resisted the development of such a facility,
and community issues would need to be resolved before pursuing the Marsh Walk. The estimated cost of this
project is $750,000.
Priority Rating: Desirable, further study required
Route 1/Elementary School Path: A need has been identified for a walking path connecting
Route 1 to the new Wells Elementary School on Route 109 to help pedestrian access for children. This trail
could be built on property owned by the Wells-Ogunquit CSD. Its estimated cost is $40,000.
Priority Rating: Desirable”
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SECTION 3

Land Ownership and Project Partners
Because the Town of Wells does not have exclusive ownership of the land that would be impacted
by the Marsh Walk, it is important to identify the prospective affected land owners and work with
them to obtain the easements and permissions needed. Figure 1 illustrates land ownership in the
vicinity of the proposed Marsh Walk.
Property and right-of-way boundaries depicted on Figure 1 and referenced in this report are based
on mapping provided by the Town and should be considered approximate, for planning purposes
only. Any future design development of the Marsh Walk should begin with a boundary survey, to
firmly establish ownership and determine precisely where rights and permissions are needed
along the proposed Marsh Walk route.

3.1 TOWN OF WELLS

Harbor Park

The Town of Wells owns Harbor Park, as well as
much of the land at the eastern terminus of Harbor
Road.
It is envisioned that Marsh Walk users
arriving in cars would use existing Town parking
located inside the Park. Alternatively, they could
arrive on the Shoreline Explorer bus, which has one
stop across from the Fisherman’s Catch Restaurant
on Harbor Road and another stop at the public
restroom in Harbor Park. Marsh Walk users could
also arrive on foot or by bicycle using the proposed
future connection from the Wells Transportation
Center to Harbor Road.

The Town also owns the right-of-way along Harbor Road. This right-of-way abuts land owned by
the USFWS, and that is part of the Rachel Carson National Wildlife Refuge (Rachel Carson or the
Refuge), colored light green on Figure 1.
The Town has fee interest in another parcel adjacent to Harbor Park that is managed by the Wells
NERR under a conservation easement held by the Maine Department of Conservation (DOC). The
property is labeled “Managed by NERR” and is coded in the NERR color on Figure 1, and is
described in more detail below.
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3.2 RACHEL CARSON NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS),
manager of the Refuge, owns the vast majority of
land in the vicinity of Harbor Road. The currently
proposed Marsh Walk alignment very likely
encroaches beyond the right-of-way to affect land
owned by USFWS, but without a boundary survey
it is unclear exactly where and to what extent these
impacts occur. This study has assumed that
constructing the Marsh Walk will require some
degree of cooperation with and permission from
USFWS/the Refuge.
A view of the marsh from the trails at the Rachel
Carson headquarters on Port Road in Wells

The Town has suggested in the past that it could
pay for the Marsh Walk’s construction incrementally through the fees it collects from the USFWS
every year in lieu of taxes, as a result of the Revenue Sharing Act.
The USFWS has eliminated its internal grant program, and the Refuge’s budget is being reduced
due to Sequestration. The Refuge, however, has indicated that it would be willing to partner with
the Town in identifying and applying jointly for external grants, which can be expected to lead to
stronger applications. A joint application that focuses on the public health benefits of the Marsh
Walk was suggested as a possible strategy for receiving grant funding.
If the Marsh Walk does, in fact, occur partially on
USFWS land, the Refuge would want to come to an
agreement with the Town about hours of operation
and permitted uses, recognizing that the Marsh
Walk will function similarly to a public sidewalk
where it follows Harbor Road. Typically, the
Refuge is only open dawn to dusk, and the Refuge
would prohibit motorized vehicles, littering, any
activity off the trail, and unleashed pets. USFWS’s
participation in the boardwalk would be part of a
good faith effort that would assume that Harbor
Regulatory trail signage at the Rachel Carson
headquarters
Park is not going to undergo significant commercial
development. USFWS has indicated that it would be willing to assist with the development of
educational materials along the Marsh Walk.
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Given the Refuge’s current funding outlook, it would want to have a clear understanding of who is
maintaining and caring for the boardwalk. Pursuing the project will require staff time, and the
Refuge will need to make sure it has the resources required for any future involvement.
According to the Refuge manager, Ward Feurt, there are two different ways the Town could
pursue legal permission from the Refuge for the Marsh Walk, if and where it affects
USFWS/Rachel Carson land:
●

Obtain a Special Use Permit from USFWS
Advantages: Low to no cost and low effort required for application. The Refuge would
obtain the permit.
Disadvantages: A new permit would need to be granted every five years, so the permission
would not be permanent.

●

Negotiate a right of way that travels with the deed from the USFWS Division of Realty
Advantages: Permanent.
Disadvantages: The process would be more involved than obtaining a special use permit,
both from a legal, and potentially also financial, perspective.

3.3 WELLS NATIONAL ESTUARINE RESEARCH RESERVE

The upland to the left of the photo is managed by the
WNERR; the marsh to the right is part of the Rachel
Carson Refuge, owned by the USFWS. This photo
was taken from the south side of Harbor Road.

While the WNERR does not own land directly
affected by the boardwalk, it does manage the
approximately 10 Acre piece of land comprising the
southern edge of Harbor Park. This land was
created from dredge fill, and there has been
discussion over the last ten years relative to
restoring it to marsh, possibly using it as a
demonstration site to evaluate and interpret
different marsh restoration techniques. Ten acres of
marsh would be restored, which could take up to
two years and which would be done at a
considerable cost. Because of the potential costs
involved, this project is not seen as occurring in the
short term. Funding would need to be secured in
order for a restoration to move forward.
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In the meantime, the land is undergoing natural succession, with areas of open field now giving
way to coastal shrublands and early successional forest communities, attracting a wide variety of
wildlife within a small geographic area.
The WNERR is also an important project partner in the sense that its educational mission is
compatible with that of the Marsh Walk and it could potentially contribute to the development of
educational materials along the Marsh Walk. The WNERR’s inventory of data relating to the marsh
has been helpful in assessing preliminary alignments for the boardwalk.
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SECTION 4

4

Environmental Conditions
4.1 GENERAL
The Webhannet River is a tidal river that
flows northward behind Wells Beach,
winding for four miles through extensive
tidal marshes to the Atlantic Ocean. It
divides Drake’s Island Beach to the north
from Wells Beach to the south as it enters
the Ocean through a dredged channel with
stone jetties. The estuary includes about
50 acres of open water, 350 acres of
intertidal land (below mean high water),
and 810 acres of irregularly flooded (high)
salt marsh (USACE EA 2004).

Kayakers on the Webhannet River near the beach at Harbor Park

Wells Harbor supports a wide range of species, including a diverse population of bird species,
because of the many habitat types it contains. These include tidal sand, mudflat, low salt marsh,
high salt marsh, upland, dune and beach, pannes, and both freshwater and brackish ponds.
(USACE EA 2004). The marsh itself, as part of the larger Wells and Oqunguit Marsh Complex, is
the second largest salt water marsh in the State and considered a Focus Area of Statewide
Ecological Significance, due to its importance in preserving biodiversity. Focus Areas of Statewide
Ecological Significance are “landscape scale areas that contain exceptionally rich concentrations of
at-risk species and natural communities and high quality common natural communities,
significant wildlife habitats, and their intersection with large blocks of undeveloped habitat”
(Maine Natural Areas Program http://www.maine.gov/doc/nrimc/mnap/focusarea/).
Harbor Road extends into the Webhannett Marsh, apparently cutting off a channel that appears to
have connected prior to the road’s development. As part of this project, a culvert reconnecting the
two sides of the marsh across Harbor Road has been discussed. This will be addressed more fully
in Section 5.
Environmental considerations that pose regulatory and physical constraints to Marsh Walk
placement are described in detail below.
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4.2 SOILS
Deep, unconsolidated organic soils can pose significant challenges for the construction of
anchored boardwalks. Figure 2 illustrates the NRCS soil categories found in the project area.
In the project areas adjacent to the
marsh, soils are classified as
“Sulfihemists, frequently flooded”, in
Hydrologic Soil Group D. These soils
are found in the toe slope of salt
marshes. They are deep, and very
poorly drained, comprised of mucky
peat and muck, with a parent
composition of organic material. In
theory, these soils could pose a
difficulty
for
boardwalk
construction. The piers supporting
the boardwalk, however, will most
likely be driven into the fill material
that was imported for the creation of
Harbor Road, or that was brought in
as part of the dredge fill that created the land area adjacent to Harbor Park.
Marsh soils near proposed Overlook 3

Closer to Harbor Park, soils are classified as “Udipsamments – Dune land complex”, in Hydrologic
Soil Group A. These soils are found on gently to moderately sloping dune fields. They are deep,
and excessively drained, comprised of very fine sandy loam, with a parent material of beach sand.
These soils are generally amenable to the construction of trails and kiosks.
It is recommended that soil borings be conducted to assess the geotechnical properties of the soils
in the areas intended for boardwalk and overlook construction, as a necessary step in design
development.

4.3 INTERTIDAL RANGE – CURRENT AND FUTURE PROJECTIONS
The HAT line is used to define a coastal wetland’s upland edge. Based on Maine DEP 2012 Levels,
accepted for regulatory permitting purposes, the Highest Annual Tide (HAT) for this area is 6.4
feet using NAVD88 vertical datum as a reference. Using LiDAR data from NOAA, this study has
created two foot contours for the project area and has mapped the approximate HAT line of 6.4
feet. This information is not based on field surveys and should be regarded as suitable for planning
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level study only. As Figure 3 illustrates, none of the planned Marsh Walk features appear to fall
within the coastal wetland, as defined by the HAT line.
Chris Mayo, Wells Harbormaster, has noted that the astronomical high tide in the project area is
11’, with water reaching an average depth of approximately 6” across the marsh at high tide. This
is consistent with the HAT levels based on standard published tide tables (11.4 feet), which
reference other nationally recognized vertical datums. Based on this tide information, the Town
estimates that keeping boardwalks and overlooks three feet above the level of the marsh should be
adequate to protect them from typical current storm surges.
Converting the Harbormaster’s information to the
datum associated with the planning level mapping
completed for this study, it is anticipated that the
current Marsh Walk and overlooks would generally
be positioned 3’-0” or more above the mapped HAT
level of 6.4 feet, with most of the boardwalk portion
and overlooks occurring at about 10’-0”, rising to
12’-0” in the vicinity of the Fisherman’s Catch
Restaurant.
It will be necessary to perform topographic survey
and to firmly establish the HAT line within the
project area based on local benchmarks for this
project to advance into permitting. Building
permanent structures on or over tidal areas requires
a Maine DEP regulated full Natural Resource
Protection Act (NRPA) permit and U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers State Programmatic General Permit,
2012 Maine DEP HAT chart
and it will be important during permitting to
demonstrate that the Marsh Walk and associated structures are outside the coastal wetland to the
greatest extent possible.

4.4 SEA LEVEL RISE
Sea level rise is caused primarily by two factors. The first is thermal expansion of the sea as the
water warms and expands. The second is the melting of glaciers and ice sheets in Antarctica and
Greenland. Scientists cannot predict exactly how much the sea level is expected to rise along the
Maine coast, but data clearly indicates that the sea has risen in the last hundred years and trends
indicate that it will continue to do so.
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Since 2004, the State of Maine has used a rate of a 2 foot sea level rise over the next 100 years to
plan for changes in the coastal sand dune system, but has not established standards for planning
related to sea level rise within any other context. According to more recent projections of sea level
rise, 2 feet over 100 years is conservative, with 2008 work by the Natural Resource Council of
Maine suggesting a range of 3 feet to 20 feet of static sea level rise in the next 100 years. In the face
of this uncertainty, some Maine planners have begun using the 1978 benchmark 100 year storm
level of 2 meters of static rise (about 6.5 feet) as a 2100 sea level rise scenario for forecasting
purposes.
According to analysis by Peter
Slovinsky at the Maine Geological
Survey, sea level in Maine has been
rising at a rate of about 1.8 mm/year
between 1912 and 2009. Based on
measurements, this has amounted to
about a 7” rise along the Southern
Maine coast - the fastest increase in
sea level rise in Maine in 3000 years
(“Adaptation to Sea Level Rise – A
Regional Approach in Saco Bay,
Maine”).
A 2012 study by the
Virginia Institute of Marine Science
Sea level rise is considered a threat to the Webhannet marsh
(VIMS) at the College of William and
Mary found that sea level rise started accelerating abruptly in 1987 in the northeast United States
and its rate is projected to continue to increase. The VIMS study projects a .7 meter +/- .15 meter
(2.3 feet +/-.5 feet) change in sea level in Boston by 2050.
Assuming a 3 foot change in static sea level by 2050, the proposed boardwalk portion of the Marsh
Walk and the overlooks will remain above sea level, but will be subject to storm surges.
Studies indicate that as the sea level rises, the salt marshes at the WNERR will have a difficult time
adapting. Typically, as sea level rises, a marsh would accrete in a landward direction. However,
the sharp change in topography between the Webhannet marsh and the adjacent upland will make
this landward migration difficult, thus threatening the continued existence of the marsh (WNERR
report 18-19). Due to the stresses associated with sea level rise, marsh managers currently regard
any additional stresses to be unacceptable.
In an effort to limit the Marsh Walk’s impact on the marsh and the species that inhabit it, its
alignment has been rotated 90 degrees to eliminate crossing any portion of the marsh. What was
originally envisioned as over a mile of elevated boardwalk across open marsh has been
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reconsidered as a walkway following an existing public roadway, with modest marsh overlooks at
three locations. Where possible, the walkway is intended to take the form of an asphalt or stone
dust trail on grade. Where building a trail on grade would require fill to be placed adjacent to the
marsh, a boardwalk will be constructed instead, to avoid the potential for granular fill to migrate
into the marsh.
The boardwalk will be constructed to marine standards and should be fairly resilient to storm
surges.

4.4 WINTER CONDITIONS
Both the Harbormaster and Rachel Carson Refuge personnel have verified that the marsh does
freeze in winter. Migrating ice has been cited as a concern for any structure located within the
marsh. The Marsh Walk is not anticipated to involve structures within the coastal wetland, and is
therefore not anticipated to be subject to damage from ice.

4.5 FLORA
Spartina patens (Salt Marsh Hay) is the
predominant plant species in the high
marsh. Smaller areas of Spartina
alterniflora (Smooth Cord Grass) in the
low marsh area along the west edge of
the Webhannet River channel and
Juncus gerardii (Salt Marsh Rush) along
the upper, northwest edge of the high
marsh area are also present. Spartina
salt marsh is considered a rare and
exemplary natural community. To
avoid shading marsh grasses, for
Spartina patens (Salt Marsh Hay) in Webhannet Marsh
every foot of boardwalk width, the
USACE requires that the lowest part of the boardwalk deck be an equal distance above the marsh
vegetation growing beneath it. The current Marsh Walk alignment does not propose constructing
elevated structures over the marsh, and thus is not anticipated to impact marsh grasses.

4.6 FAUNA
The marsh provides important nesting and feeding grounds for waterfowl, waterbirds, shorebirds,
raptors, and passerines (WNERR report 181). Waterfowl primarily use the marsh for wintering
and migratory habitat, though a few species also breed in the marsh (WNERR report 181). The
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salt marsh and mudflats are habitat for several priority shorebirds. (WNERR report 182). A wide
variety of wading birds feed within the tidal salt marshes and rivers. (WNERR report 182). Salt
marsh and Nelson sharp-tailed sparrows, of important conservation value, nest in the tidal
marshes and interbreed there. (WNERR report 182). Finally, nearby Laudholm Beach is an
important breeding area of the state-endangered least tern and federally threatened, state
endangered piping plover (WNERR report 183). Laudholm Beach has been designated as essential
habitat by the State of Maine, because of the presence of these species. New England Cottontail, a
candidate for the federal Endangered Species list, is present in some areas of the upland edge of
the marsh.
Much of the marsh is mapped as tidal wading
bird/waterfowl habitat and salt marsh sharp-tailed
sparrow habitat by the Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife (see Figures 4A and 4B). These
mapped habitat areas overlap with parts of the
planned Marsh Walk alignment. While salt marsh
sharp-tailed sparrows are not listed as threatened or
endangered, they are of concern to the Refuge, due to
their narrow habitat requirements and shrinking
habitat. Tidal wading bird/waterfowl habitat in a
wetland of over 25 Acres is considered high value
Salt marsh sharp-tailed sparrow
and is classified under Maine’s Natural Resource
(http://www.fws.gov/refuge/rachel_carson/wildlife_
and_habitat/index.html
Protection Act (NRPA) as a significant wildlife
habitat. Any work in the significant wildlife habitat
must meet the NRPA general standards of avoidance, minimal alteration, no unreasonable impact,
and possibly compensation if the DEP determines that an impact to significant wildlife habitat will
cause habitat functions or values to be lost or degraded as identified by the department.
Additionally, an area of shorebird feeding and roosting habitat has been identified near the
proposed Marsh Walk alignment (Figure 4A). The mapped area includes a regulatory buffer of
250 feet. The Marsh Walk and associated structures do not fall within the mapped shorebird
feeding and roosting area.
At the request of Ward Feurt, manager of the Rachel Carson National Wildlife Refuge, case study
interviews were performed with biologists and managers of National Wildlife Refuges where
boardwalks have been constructed through tidal marshes (see Appendix B). The request was
related to a concern that the boardwalk then proposed would inhibit movement of salt marsh
sharp-tailed sparrows. Interviewees were asked how boardwalk design minimized impacts to
wildlife, and what observations have been made with regard to the boardwalks’ impact on
wildlife.
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Themes that emerged from the interviews were:
●

There is a lack of data demonstrating the effects of human activity on marsh bird
behavior

●

A boardwalk across the marsh would probably not create a barrier to movement for salt
marsh sharp-tailed sparrows

●

A boardwalk would reduce the amount of breeding ground in the marsh. Salt marsh
sharp-tailed sparrows and other nesting birds will not nest within a certain distance
from the boardwalk, due to human and dog activity. The distance is species-specific.
Staff members at the Great Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve in New
Hampshire have observed salt marsh sharp-tailed sparrows nesting close to an area
heavily used by people and dogs.

●

A boardwalk would create a perch for predators and would make it easier for them to
eat the eggs of nesting birds.

●

Because of mapped least tern and wading bird habitat, it would be difficult to permit a
boardwalk in the marsh.

●

The boardwalks discussed had either been in place for 15+ years, or were sited in areas
that had previously been used, formally or informally, as trails. Thus, they were built
before permitting became difficult, or were placed in areas where human disturbance
had historically occurred.

●

Few, if any, of the boardwalks discussed were built in a free-flowing, previously
undisturbed salt marsh. The Gordon’s Pond and Nisqually boardwalks follow former
dikes. The Edwards Environmental Education Center boardwalks are in an area cut off
by railroad tracks. Parker River’s boardwalk is in an impounded, previously saline
marsh.

●

Building the boardwalk on Town land and/or as part of a marsh restoration effort
seemed like the most viable options, based on the outcome of the interviews.

●

Placing a boardwalk on the edge of the marsh would reduce the potential impact on
breeding ground, by limiting impact to one side of the boardwalk.
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SECTION 5

5

Regulatory Requirements
5.1 OVERVIEW
As described in Section 4, the proposed Marsh Walk’s adjacency to the Webhannet Marsh makes it
subject to regulatory requirements. The regulations that are most relevant to the construction of
the Marsh Walk are as follows:
●

Local Regulations: Town Code Section 116 Floodplain Management, Section 124 Harbor
Ordinance, and Section 145 Article V, District Regulations

●

State Regulations: Maine Natural Resource Protection Act (NRPA) (MaineDEP)

●

Federal Regulations: Section 404 of the Clean Water Act

Several meetings were held with state and federal regulators and resource managers to review
potential Marsh Walk alignments and concepts, including a site walk held on June 24th, 2013. See
Appendix B for full meeting notes. Project specific comments are included after the descriptions of
applicable regulations in the sections below.
Based on LiDAR data available from NOAA, it appears that none of the proposed marsh walk
project lies within the coastal wetland, however, storm surges and future sea level rise will need to
be considered where the marsh walk is in close proximity to the marsh. Performing a survey of the
site will help to establish the exact location of the marsh’s boundary, and will help to make clear
the regulatory ramifications of this project. At this time, however, is anticipated that the following
conditions will likely necessitate permits to be acquired from the Town and State:
●

The project is located near tidal wading bird and waterfowl habitat (considered significant
by Maine DEP) and is within salt marsh sharp-tailed sparrow habitat

●

Parts of the project are located within the 100 year flood zone

●

Parts of the project may be located within 25’ of the regulatory boundary of the tidal marsh

●

Parts of the project are within 75’ of a protected natural resource

●

The project is within the Town’s Resource Protection and Shoreland Overlay Districts

It is recommended that the approved concept be reviewed with regulators another time after
detailed topographic and boundary survey (including a ground-based determination of the HAT
line) have been performed and before commencing design development.
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5.2 LOCAL REGULATIONS
A. Town Code Section 116 Floodplain Management

The Marsh Walk would follow Harbor Road, taking
advantage of breaks in the existing vegetation to provide
views into the marsh

As illustrated on the attached
FEMA flood zones map, Figure 6,
the boardwalk portion of the
Marsh Walk and a small portion
of the at grade trail lie within an
area of special flood hazard, the
100-year floodplain, Zone AE,
which means that the area has a
1% chance of flooding and base
flood elevations are available. In
this case, the base elevation is 10.
Newer flood projections place the
base elevation at 9. The Marsh
Walk is not located in a high
velocity area.

Because the Marsh Walk would constitute “development”, a flood hazard development
permit would be required under the Town’s Floodplain Management Ordinance.
According to the Ordinance, all development in Zone AE must:
(1) Be designed or modified and adequately anchored to prevent flotation (excluding piers and
docks), collapse or lateral movement of the development resulting from hydrodynamic and
hydrostatic loads, including the effects of buoyancy;
(2) Use construction materials that are resistant to flood damage;
(3) Use construction methods and practices that will minimize flood damage;
The Town’s Code Enforcement Officer had confirmed, based on an earlier design
concept, that for the purpose of the ordinance, the boardwalk and overlook portions of
the construction would be considered a wharf/pier/dock.
This should be reviewed with the Town’s code Enforcement office again, now that a
final design concept has been chosen, before advancing into design development.
The ordinance states that wharves, piers and docks are permitted in Zone AE, in and
over water and seaward of the mean high tide if the following requirements are met:
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(1) Wharves, piers, and docks shall comply with all applicable local, state, and federal
regulations; and
(2) For commercial wharves, piers, and docks, a registered professional engineer shall develop or
review the structural design, specifications, and plans for the construction.
Additionally, the ordinance states that within coastal floodplains, “all new construction
located within Zones AE, A, and VE shall be located landward of the reach of mean
high tide”.
The proposed Marsh Walk is anticipated to be landward of the mean high tide.

B. Town Code Section 124 Harbor Ordinance
The Harbor Ordinance applies to “all shores of Wells Harbor as described in the
definition of "Wells Harbor" in § 124-3, with the addition of the channel to the outer end
of the north and south jetties, all of its access roads and lands adjacent thereto, both
now and hereafter created by natural or mechanical erosion, including acreage on all
public properties” as well as “the jetties, access roads, parking lots and all other public
properties adjacent thereto.”
Under the Harbor Ordinance, “no dock, floats or any other type of structure shall be
erected in Wells Harbor without first obtaining all necessary permits, including from
the Board of Selectmen and the Army Corps of Engineers whenever required.”

C. Town Code Section 145, Article V District Regulations
1) Defining the Marsh Walk:
According to the Town’s Code Enforcement Officer, the Marsh Walk would fall under
the heading of Passive Recreation under the Town’s District Regulations. Passive
Recreation is defined as “outdoor recreational activities, such as hiking, fishing and
hunting, which involve no structural or mechanical components or facilities or no
modification of the landform or landscape.”
2) Zones and Permitted Uses
The proposed Marsh Walk falls within two zones, Resource Protection (RP) and the
Harbor District (H).
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a) Harbor District (H): Passive
recreation and low-intensity
commercial
recreation
are
permitted uses. Estuarine and
marine
research
and
educational
facility,
and
municipal
facilities
are
permitted with approval of a
site plan and required permits.
Setbacks: All structures must
be located 6’-0” from lot lines Excerpt from the Town’s official zoning map
other than street rights-of-way; 4’-0” from a lot line abutting any street right-of-way
b) Resource Protection District (RP): Passive recreation and wildlife habitat
management are permitted uses. Municipal facilities and piers, docks, and wharves
are permitted with approval of a site plan and required permits. There are no
dimensional requirements, except as may be required by the Planning Board for the
protection of the public health and safety.
c) Shoreland Overlay District: All structures must be located 75’-0” from the upland
edge of a wetland, which may be reduced to the average of the setbacks of
structures within 200’-0” of the proposed structure on lots abutting the wetlands but
shall not be less than 25’-0”. The minimum setback from all other water bodies shall
be 75’-0” from their high-water line. A footpath not to exceed 10 feet in width as
measured between tree trunks is permitted, provided that a cleared line of sight to
the water through the buffer strip is not created. Clearing of vegetation for
development is strictly regulated.
The above requirements may make it difficult to construct the Marsh Walk, unless
it is considered to fall under the heading of wharfs, piers, and docks.
§ 145-33 (G.) Piers, docks, wharves, breakwaters, causeways, marinas, bridges and other
structures and uses extending over or beyond the high-water line of a water body, stream or
within a wetland. In addition to federal or state permits which may be required for such
structures and uses, they shall conform to the following:
(1) Shore access shall be developed on soils appropriate for such use and constructed to
control erosion.
(2) The location shall not interfere with developed or natural beach areas.
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(3) The facility shall be located to minimize adverse effects on fisheries.
(4) The facility shall not be larger in dimension than necessary to carry on the activity and
be consistent with existing conditions, use and character of the area.
(5) No new structure shall be built on, over or abutting a pier, wharf, dock or other structure
extending beyond the high-water line of a water body or within a wetland unless the
structure requires direct access to the water as an operational necessity.
(6) No existing structures built on, over or abutting a pier, dock, wharf or other structure
extending beyond the high-water line of a water body or within a wetland shall be converted
to residential dwelling units in any district.
(7) Structures built on, over or abutting a pier, wharf, dock or other structure extending
beyond the high-water line of a water body or within a wetland shall not exceed 20 feet in
height above the pier, wharf, dock or other structure.

5.3 STATE REGULATIONS
A. Natural Resources Protection Act (NRPA)
Maine DEP’s Chapter 310 Wetlands and Water Body Protection applies to the alteration
of a coastal wetland. Under the act, all coastal wetlands are considered Wetlands of
Special Significance. Activities within 75 feet of a protected natural resource, including
Wetlands of Special Significance, are regulated under NRPA.
If a project falls within 25-75 feet of a protected natural resource, it can potentially
qualify for a NRPA Permit by Rule (PBR), which is a type of approval for an activity
that requires a permit under the Natural Resources Protection Act and that will not
significantly affect the environment if carried out in accordance with Maine DEP’s
Chapter 305 Permit by Rule. PBR activities generally have less of an impact on the
environment than an activity requiring an individual permit. Obtaining a PBR typically
requires less effort than obtaining an individual permit.
If an activity (such as the construction of the Marsh Walk) falls within 25 feet of a
protected natural resource, it must typically obtain an individual permit under NRPA.
In the case of a coastal wetland, this 25 foot setback must be maintained between the
normal high water line or upland edge of a coastal wetland, as defined by the highest
annual tide (HAT) line.
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The Marsh Walk project includes
activity within 25 feet of the HAT
line. Under consideration is the
construction of a culvert that is
being proposed to reconnect
waterways that were disconnected
as a result of the construction of
Harbor Road, for the purpose of
improving wildlife habitat within
the marsh. Furthermore, portions
of the proposed Marsh Walk
boardwalk likely fall within 25 feet
of the HAT line. Also, the project
Overlook platform # 1 would be located in the vicinity of
these existing benches, overlooking shorebird feeding and
will be subject to NRPA because
roosting habitat.
parts of the Marsh Walk fall within
mapped tidal wading bird/waterfowl habitat, and are therefore considered to occur in,
on, or over significant wildlife habitat. Finally, there is an area of mapped shorebird
roosting and feeding habitat near the proposed Marsh Walk whose boundaries will
need to be further examined to determine whether the project will be seen as an impact.
If the department determines that the activity will not negatively affect the freshwater
wetlands or other protected natural resources present, it may qualify for Tier 1 or 2
review.
It is anticipated that this project will require an individual NRPA permit, with or
without the proposed culvert.
It will be necessary to perform topographic survey and to firmly establish the HAT line
within the project area based on local benchmarks for this project to advance into
permitting. Building permanent structures on or over tidal areas requires a NRPA
permit, and it will be important during permitting to demonstrate that the Marsh Walk
and associated structures are outside the coastal wetland to the greatest extent possible.
A 25 foot setback has been drawn on the Marsh Walk concept plan (Figure 8), and the
Marsh Walk in the vicinity of the Fisherman’s Catch Restaurant appears to be located
within this 25 foot distance from the HAT line, even with the centerline of the roadway
adjusted 2 feet to the north to try to minimize impacts. A portion of the proposed
boardwalk in the vicinity of the Fisherman’s Catch restaurant has been located within
the 25’ distance from the HAT line because it is necessary to do so while maintaining a
geometrically correct Shoreline Explorer stop in accordance with the proposed design.
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In addition, some of the overlooks have been positioned within 25’ of the HAT line to
provide meaningful visual access to the marsh. While it could be possible to eliminate
the overlooks or relocate the Shoreline Explorer stop to avoid impacts within 25’ of the
HAT line, a portion of the Marsh Walk across from the Fisherman’s catch restaurant
would still fall within this zone, based on the current mapping.
It should be noted, however, that a ground survey of the HAT line will provide a refined
location for both the HAT line and the 25 foot buffer that could have different
permitting implications for the proposed Marsh Walk concept. Until that survey is
performed, impacts are not certain, and are being discussed at a planning level only.
A more detailed description of the requirements of Maine DEP’s Chapters 310 Wetlands
and Water Body Protection and 335 Significant Wildlife Habitat follows.

B. Maine DEP’s Chapters 310 Wetlands and Water Body Protection and 335
Significant Wildlife Habitat
Under “General Standards”, for an activity proposed in, on, or over wetlands, a
practicable alternative that is less damaging to the environment is considered to exist,
unless the activity falls under certain categories, which include water dependent uses
and walkways. For these uses, an analysis of alternatives is required. An alternatives
analysis may be required for the culvert but is not anticipated to be required for the
Marsh Walk, which is not in, on, or over the coastal marsh.
For all proposed activities, “the amount of wetland altered must be kept to the
minimum amount necessary.”
Single, complete projects comprised of walkways or access structures for educational
purposes or to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act are not required to
provide a functional assessment or compensation.
If the project is deemed to have unreasonable impact on the wetland, it will be denied.
For projects in, on, or over wetlands of special significance containing threatened or
endangered species, the applicant must demonstrate that the wetland alteration will not
disturb the threatened or endangered species and that the overall project will not affect
the continued habitation or use of the site by the threatened or endangered species.
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Essential habitat describes areas critical to the survival of threatened and endangered
species. If the activity is located in essential habitat, IF&W must supply a "certification
of review and approval". Nearby Laudholm Beach is an important breeding area of the
state-endangered least tern and federally threatened, state endangered piping plover
(WNERR report 183), and has been designated as essential habitat by the State of
Maine, because of the presence of these species, but would not be affected by the Marsh
Walk. Additional piping plover and least tern areas are included in the Maine
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife’s Rare Animal Polygon dataset, but do not
appear to be affected by the proposed Marsh Walk.
The marsh is mapped as salt marsh sharp-tailed sparrow habitat by the Maine
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, but the salt marsh sharp-tailed sparrow is
not listed as threatened or endangered. Habitat of the New England cottontail, a
candidate for the federal Endangered Species list, is present at the upland edge of the
marsh near Upper Landing Road, but this species has not yet been listed, and it would
not be affected by the Marsh Walk.
The NRPA individual permit will
include a review of impacts to
significant wildlife habitat, which
includes seabird nesting islands,
significant vernal pool habitat,
high
and
moderate
value
waterfowl and wading bird
habitat, and shorebird nesting,
feeding, and staging areas. The
proposed activities must be
determined
to
have
no
unreasonable impact on significant
wildlife habitat. Activities within
A view into the coastal wetland from Harbor Road
250’ of significant vernal pool
habitat are strictly regulated. Activities located in, on or over high or moderate value
inland waterfowl and wading bird habitat, or shorebird nesting, feeding, and staging
areas are strictly regulated and include a 100’ buffer around shorebird feeding areas
and a 250’ buffer around shorebird roosting areas. A high or moderate value tidal
habitat “has documented outstanding use by waterfowl or wading birds or use by a
rare species of waterfowl or wading birds.”
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Much of the marsh is mapped as tidal wading bird/waterfowl habitat by the Maine
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife (see Figures 4A and 4B). These mapped
habitat areas overlap with parts of the planned Marsh Walk alignment. Tidal wading
bird/waterfowl habitat in a wetland of over 25 Acres is considered high value and is
classified under NRPA as a significant wildlife habitat. Any work in the significant
wildlife habitat must meet the NRPA general standards of avoidance, minimal
alteration, no unreasonable impact, and possibly compensation if the DEP determines
that an impact to significant wildlife habitat will cause habitat functions or values to be
lost or degraded as identified by the department.
Additionally, an area of shorebird feeding and roosting habitat has been identified
near the proposed Marsh Walk alignment (Figure 4A). The mapped area includes a
regulatory buffer of 250 feet. The Marsh Walk and associated structures do not fall
within the mapped shorebird feeding and roosting area.
Aesthetic impacts of alterations of scenic resources such as and including coastal
wetlands are also evaluated as part of the NRPA individual permit. A visual impact
assessment may be required if a proposed activity appears to be located within the
viewshed of, and has the potential to have an unreasonable adverse impact on, a scenic
resource.
A NRPA application for a project of this nature will most likely require the following
parts: Alternatives Analysis, Site Characteristics Report, Activity Description, and
Additional Information.

C. Take Away Points from Discussions with State Regulators
The Marsh Walk, but not the culvert, has been discussed with Maine DEP and IF&W.
Project-specific input from Maine DEP and IF&W has included the following:
●

IF&W does not support constructing trails through marshes. They do not support
reduction of critical habitat.

●

NRPA requires compensation for wetlands impacts. Even if there is no fill, and the
boardwalk affects the function and value of the wetland, it will be a problem. DEP
considers piers and helical piles to constitute fill, even though helical piles have a
small footprint. Shading is considered a wetland alteration. Avoidance and
minimization are key considerations.

●

Any trail that falls within the footprint of an existing structure or disturbance will
be more favorable than a new disturbance. The regulators would consider allowing
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boardwalk spurs to observation points within limits. They are concerned with
limiting new shadow on previously undisturbed marshland. Any boardwalk spurs
would need to be located away from open water to deter fishermen, who are seen as
generators of large amounts of litter. The boardwalk design would need to balance
drawing people in with minimizing their impact. The regulators liked the idea of
incorporating an elevated tower that would allow birders long views over the
marsh, but would keep them away from open water.
●

In general, alignments following existing roadways, existing trails, or that could be
constructed in conjunction with a marsh restoration project were viewed more
favorably.

●

If the Marsh Walk were advanced into permitting, survey would need to be
conducted to determine the exact location of the HAT line (which defines the coastal
wetland’s upland edge), so that the NRPA application can demonstrate the
boardwalk is out of the coastal wetland to the greatest extent possible.

●

Any permit will require revegetation of disturbed areas and will require that
disturbance be minimized during construction.

●

Maintain shrubs and other vegetation within 25 feet of the HAT, but pruning could
be allowed to open sight lines.

●

Keep proposed work 25 feet from the wetland edge.

●

Care will need to be taken in documenting the shorebird roosting and feeding
habitat and providing an adequate buffer.

●

Provide railings to keep people from stepping into the marsh.

●

Consider using spur trails to overlooks, rather than trails that follow the marsh edge
for longer stretches.

●

Think about maintenance and policing.

●

Confine the Marsh Walk to upland areas and provide views into the marsh.

●

A photosimulation may be required, depending on the height and length of the
boardwalk. The application should include photos from other refuges with
boardwalks.

●

Construction would need to take place between October 1 and March 1.

●

When the scope of work is delineated, the Department of Marine Resource will need
to be involved. The project should be reviewed with DMR soon to determine
whether there will be any problems with migratory fish. IF&W fisheries will also be
involved because of anadramous fish.
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●

According to Section 480Q, re-constructing any portion of the road in place would
fall within exemptions, but any improvement of shoulders or expansion of the
roadway into the marsh would not.

●

Signage will need to be incorporated near the endpoints of the trail close to
overlooks instructing visitors not to walk in the marsh.

●

All portions of this project should be permitted at one time, including future phases.

●

The width of the boardwalk and Marsh Walk should be justified in terms of ADA,
to demonstrate that it is the smallest width allowable.

●

If the vegetated strip between the boardwalk and road can be eliminated to
minimize impacts, it should be. Otherwise, there will need to be a very clear
justification for including it.

It will be essential for this
project to demonstrate that it
is avoiding and minimizing
impacts to the coastal wetland
and significant wildlife habitat
to the greatest extent possible.
A clear justification of the
Marsh walk’s reasons for being
within the 25 foot buffer will
be
key
to
the
permit
application.
It should be
stressed that the project is
providing public access to
Evidence of people walking on the marsh can be seen in the
view the resource.
As the
vicinity of proposed overlook platform #3
design progresses, it will be
important to establish how far back the overlooks can be placed while still providing
effective visual access to the marsh.

5.4 FEDERAL REGULATIONS
A U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) permit would be required for any structure seaward of
the mean high water line or any fill placed seaward of the high tide line, or in any adjacent marsh.
The proposed culvert would require a Category II General Permit from USACE. It is anticipated
that the culvert, or series of culverts, will need to be constructed at a width to satisfy USACE.
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The Marsh Walk, but not the culvert, has been discussed with Jay Clement, USACE. Projectspecific input from USACE has included the following:


A permit would be needed for any structure seaward of the mean high water line or any fill
placed seaward of the high tide line, or in any adjacent marsh. It appears the current Marsh
Walk concept would not require a permit from USACE, but it would be a good idea to send
them a review copy before proceeding to design development.



USACE would prefer that no boardwalk be located over the marsh. If it is, locate the
boardwalk such that it hugs the wetland/upland transition – and minimize any portion
directly over the marsh



Elevate the boardwalk and overlooks above the marsh at elevations suitable to allow sunlight
to reach grasses and minimize flood damage



Avoid using CCA and creosote in building materials



During construction, minimize impacts to the marsh by using low pressure tires or treaded
vehicles, or steel/plywood mats under vehicles if traversing the marsh itself



ACE does not consider pilings to be fill, but DEP does



Be cognizant of ADA and FEMA flood zone issues
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SECTION 6

Connectivity
In concept, the Marsh Walk would become part
of a bicycle and pedestrian connection between
the Wells Transportation Center and Wells
Beach.
As illustrated on the Bicycle and
Pedestrian Connectivity Vision figure at the end
of this section, the connection would take
various forms along the proposed route.

Bicycle and pedestrian upgrades would follow
Route 109 from the Wells Transportation Center
to the Elementary School. From the Elementary
The Marsh Walk would eventually form part of a larger
pedestrian route linking to Route One and Wells Junior
School, a trail would be connected on land
High and continuing on to the Wells Transportation
owned by the Wells-Ogunquit CSD, becoming a
Center
sidewalk and bike route that would connect to
Route 1 between the Junior High School and the Public Library. Bicycle and pedestrian upgrades
would follow Route 1 and would continue on-road along South Street and Morrison Avenue to
Harbor Road. These would link up with the planned sidewalk and 4’-0” bike shoulders on Harbor
Road. Across from the Fisherman’s Catch Restaurant, at the Shoreline Explorer stop, the Marsh
Walk would begin as a boardwalk, changing to an on-grade trail that would continue to the
eastern extreme of the Town-owned land on Harbor Road.
A study was being performed at
the time of writing to determine the
feasibility for a low pedestrian
bridge that would connect the east
and west sides of the harbor. This
would open up further parking
options, with an estimated 150
parking spaces at the east side of
the harbor, and would create the
opportunity for a continuous
bicycle and pedestrian connection
to Wells Beach from the Wells
Transportation Center.

A pedestrian bridge (in yellow) could connect Harbor Park to the
parking area at the end of Atlantic Avenue. From there, it would be an
easy walk to Wells Beach, pictured at the extreme right of the image.
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Also at the time of writing, the Harbor Master
was conducting an alternatives analysis for a
water taxi that could ferry boaters to their crafts
and also shuttle people from one side of the
harbor to the other.
Users of the Marsh Walk could arrive without
cars via a future connection to the Eastern Trail.
From the Wells Transportation Center, they
could arrive via the new bicycle and pedestrian
connection or on the Shoreline Explorer bus,
The Marsh Walk would improve conditions for cyclists
and pedestrians along Harbor Road
disembarking across from the Fisherman’s
Catch Restaurant on Harbor Road or at the
public restroom in Harbor Park. Users with cars could take advantage of the 205 parking spaces
and 60 spaces for boat trailers, on Town land near Harbor Park.
Although one of the initial project goals was stated as connecting existing paths and trails to create
a coastal walking network in Wells, the WNERR has indicated that it is unlikely to connect its trail
network to the trails at the Rachel Carson headquarters, and the initial concept of a Marsh Walk
connecting from Drakes Island Road to Mile Road is no longer being pursued because of
regulatory difficulty.
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Marsh Walk Concept Plan
7.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
The concept plan used field observations and
available GIS data as base information and is not
based on actual survey data. Contours are not tied
to a benchmark.
It appears that travel lanes are generally 10’-6” to
11’-0” on Harbor Road. Gravel shoulders are
generally 6’-0” wide on the south side of the road,
where the Marsh Walk is proposed, but can be as
wide as 10’-0” in some places.
Two Shoreline Explorer bus stops are located on
the south side of Harbor Road.

Harbor Road in the vicinity of the proposed
boardwalk. Note narrow travel lanes, existing gravel
shoulder, benches, utility poles across the road, and
the Fisherman’s Catch restaurant in the background

Utility poles are present along the roadway, and
it appears the project can be designed such that they are not disturbed.
In the process of finishing this plan, it came to light that the Town possesses existing conditions
plans for a portion of Harbor Park that indicate the property line between the Town-owned land
and the adjacent land managed by WNERR, as well as locations of existing trails and other basic
site features. The existing survey for this area could be built upon to establish a base map for this
area, and should be examined for contours, existing vegetation, etc. It is recommended that shrub
masses and individual tree locations, species, and diameter at breast height (DBH) for trees that
might be affected by trail improvements and overlook construction be added to the survey, as well
as any other needed information.

7.2 PROPOSED CONCEPT PLAN
The Marsh Walk concept plan, with typical sections, is included at the end of this section. The
following considerations apply:
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● The design proposes shifting the road centerline 2’-0” to the north in some places. The red
centerline on the concept plan indicates a shifted centerline.

● The design assumes an 11’-0” travel lane and 4’-0” shoulder in each direction from Harbor
Park to Route 1.

● Because a curb is not being used along the Marsh Walk, overland drainage is assumed.

A. Future Curbed Sidewalk to Route One
The curbed sidewalk and 4’-0” shoulder
between the Fisherman’s Catch and
Route 1 are considered a future phase of
roadway improvements and are not
considered part of the Marsh Walk
project. Nonetheless, they are important
to keep in mind, in the interest of
providing connectivity for bicyclists and
pedestrians. In the event that the slopes
and curves on the west end of Harbor
Road make it difficult to construct a 4’The future curbed sidewalk would extend from the
existing Harbor Road sidewalk near the Route 1
0” shoulder for the length of the project,
intersection, pictured above
the Town could consider narrowing the
shoulders and providing Shared Lane Markings (SLM’s) and signage that indicate that
cyclists may use the vehicular travel lanes.

B. Future Trail and Pedestrian Bridge
A discussed trail connection to Morrison Avenue and the pedestrian bridge to Wells
Beach are also considered future improvements outside the scope of this project.

C. Marsh Walk - Boardwalk Trail
A 5’-0” wide boardwalk is proposed between the Fisherman’s Catch restaurant and the
land managed by Wells NERR. At the Shoreline Explorer stop across from the
Fisherman’s Catch Restaurant, the sidewalk and a standard ADA compliant 8’-0”
landing area adjacent to the bus turn out would also be constructed as a boardwalk. It is
in this area, close to the proposed crosswalk, that the upland edge of the salt marsh
appears to be closest to the roadway and to the proposed improvements. A boardwalk
is proposed in this area for several reasons:
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● The existing shoulder is narrower
here, where the roadway has been
constructed through the marsh, and
the existing grade drops off toward
the marsh at about a 10% grade
beyond the shoulder. To construct a
sidewalk on grade, fill would need to
be imported. Due to the sensitivity
of the marsh and the fact that some
of the proposed work may be
A low boardwalk at the Rachel Carson headquarters
occurring within 25’ of the marsh
boundary, fill will need to be strictly limited in this area.

● The potential for storm surges and for impacts due to projected sea level rise are
greatest along this section of the Marsh Walk. Building the Marsh Walk as a
boardwalk through this area will make it more resilient to impacts resulting from
future environmental changes.

●

Proximity to the marsh along this stretch provides good wildlife viewing
opportunities and also creates a temptation, as evidence of current use suggests, for
people to enter the marsh. The grade separation provided by the boardwalk,
reinforced by the proposed 42” railing, will deter people from entering the marsh
itself, while providing an aesthetic experience that heightens the sensation of being
in a special ecological setting.

D. Marsh Walk - Trail on Grade
The at-grade portions of the Marsh
Walk will take the form of a 5’-0” wide
compacted stone dust or asphalt trail. A
3’-0” esplanade with a timber guardrail
will create a separation between
pedestrians and traffic on Harbor Road.
The esplanade will require periodic
maintenance and trimming. Where the
pedestrian way is too close to the
roadway to permit the use of an
A stone dust trail at the Rachel Carson headquarters
esplanade, such as at the Shoreline
Explorer stops, granite bollards could be used to further delineate pedestrian space.
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Where the trail is adjacent to the parking lot in Harbor Park, a minimum 10’-0” planted
buffer with a split rail fence is proposed, to provide separation from cars and focus
attention on the natural areas of the park. A 2’-0” to 3’-0” strip is recommended to be
mown on both sides of the trail, to reduce exposure to ticks and provide an area for site
amenities such as benches and trash receptacles. Plants would be comprised of shrub
and grass species native to the park, such as Switchgrass, Virginia Rose, and Bayberry.
A path around the marsh-facing edge of the NERR-managed land has not been
proposed, due to the fact that it would be set at least 25’ back from the edge of the
woods and would not seem to avoid and/or minimize impacts for permitting purposes.
However, a path connecting to the beach path at Harbor Park from the new Marsh
Walk is proposed as part of this project, to improve pedestrian connectivity within the
park.

E. Marsh Walk - Plazas
Two small plazas are proposed, one at
the bathroom and one at the trail kiosk.
The Town should consider using pavers
or other higher quality materials in
these areas. At a minimum, kiosks with
signage about the bus system, the trails,
and Harbor Park are proposed. Site
amenities, such as benches, trash
receptacles, plantings, and bicycle racks
are also recommended in the plaza
areas.
Small plazas could use higher quality materials and
incorporate kiosks and site furnishings

F. Marsh Walk – Overlook Platforms
Three cantilevered overlook platforms
are proposed. Each platform is intended
to provide a unique experience of the
marsh.

●

The longer, narrower platform
(#1) overlooks the prime birding area
near the Fisherman’s Catch Restaurant.

●
Proposed overlooks would be similar in size to the
platforms at the Rachel Carson headquarters

A smaller platform (#2) is located
near the NERR managed land in a
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location that provides a peek around the woodlands to a beautiful view of the channels,
and could be partially blinded to provide better wildlife viewing opportunities.

● The third platform (#3) emerges from the forest to a more isolated location on the
marsh, away from the roadway. It has been noted that the remote location of this
platform will necessitate some form of community policing.

G. Proposed Culvert
A culvert is being considered just west of overlook platform #2 to reconnect waterways
that were disconnected as a result of the construction of Harbor Road, for the purpose
of improving wildlife habitat within the marsh. This culvert is not needed because of
flooding, and is solely being considered for the purpose of providing compensation and
improving marsh ecology. It should be noted that no need for compensation has been
identified at this time, and the culvert is strictly being proposed as a good faith effort by
the Town. That does not preclude the possibility that a need for compensation will be
identified as part of the permitting process.
In the location of the proposed culvert, as generally indicated on the Marsh Walk
concept plan, Harbor Road is acting as a dike. This location has been suggested by the
Rachel Carson Refuge, with the caveat that more study and discussion with the Refuge
and the marsh ecologists at USFWS would be needed to ensure that the culvert will
have a positive effect on the marsh before embarking on such a costly project. A full
feasibility study of this culvert is beyond the scope of this report, however, we have
been able to make some cost assumptions based on similar projects elsewhere in the
state. As noted in Section 5, there are considerable permitting requirements associated
with a culvert of this nature.

H. Impacts to Abutters
At the Fisherman’s Catch restaurant, the
depth of the area available for pull in
parking will be reduced by at least 4’-0”
feet. There would still, however, be at
least 20’-0” to the face of the building,
which
should
still
accommodate
perpendicular pull-in parking.
The
Town should consider encouraging the
restaurant to shift to angled parking in
front of the building, which is more

The parking lot at the Fisherman’s Catch restaurant
could potentially be reconfigured as angled parking to
create more room for bicycle and pedestrian facilities
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compatible with backing into the public roadway and would require less depth. Backin angled parking has been used with mixed success in other Maine communities,
where a bike lane is proposed adjacent to pull-in parking, which has some advantages
for cyclists and pedestrians, and could also be discussed with the owners of the
restaurant. As it is now, visitors to the restaurant appear to walk in the street to reach
their cars.

The Rachel Carson National Wildlife Refuge abuts
the Harbor Road right-of-way

As has been discussed elsewhere in this
report, sections of the Marsh Walk and
some of the proposed overlook platforms
may be partially or wholly located on
Rachel Carson land in some locations,
depending on the exact location of the
right-of-way (to be determined). At the
time of writing, the Refuge was
seemingly still open to the proposal
described in this plan, as long as the
concerns expressed in Section 3 were able
be addressed to their satisfaction.
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Materials Selection and Preliminary
Construction Details
Materials are illustrated in the figure at the end of this section.

8.1 PLANTED BUFFER ZONE – HARBOR ROAD
●

Cedar or pressure treated southern yellow pine guardrail 2’-0”above finish grade; posts
spaced 8’-0” on center

●

3’-0” buffer zone to be seeded with native forbs (wildflowers) and grasses and mown or
“weed whacked” at least 2x/year

8.2 PLANTED BUFFER ZONE – HARBOR PARK PARKING LOT
●

Cedar split rail fence 3’-0” above finish
grade; 6” dia. posts spaced 8’-0”to 10’-0” on
center

●

10’-0” buffer zone to be planted with a mix
of shrub and grass species native to the
park, such as Switchgrass, Virginia Rose,
and Bayberry

●

Municipal grade
receptacles

benches

and

trash
An existing split rail fence in Harbor Park

8.3 BOARDWALK
●

Precast 8” dia. concrete piers to be formed in sonotubes and treated with a chloride ion
screen to resist salt damage

●

Framing to be ACQ – no CCA or creosote are to be used on this project

●

Decking to be composite (i.e. Trex) or pressure treated southern yellow pine wooden
planking

●

42”tall cedar or composite railing to be used at overlook locations to provide a support for
interpretive signage, discourage people from walking into the marsh, and provide a
bumper for wheelchairs
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●

Interpretive and regulatory signs to be mounted on railings or railing posts

●

Boardwalk to be wider at the westernmost Shoreline Explorer stop to provide an adequate
(8’-0” min. for ADA compliance) loading and unloading zone

8.4 MARSH WALK – OVERLOOK PLATFORMS
Overlook materials will be similar to those used to construct
the boardwalk. A schematic of the 5’ x 24’ overlook platform
is included on the materials illustrations. Photographs of an
overlook on the Carson Trail at the Wells Headquarters of
the Refuge have also been provided for reference. The
Carson Trail overlooks utilize timber framing with
composite decking and railings.

8.5 TRAIL ON GRADE

Composite decking and railings at the
Rachel Carson headquarters

Stone dust and asphalt are proposed as surfacing materials for the at-grade portions of the Marsh
Walk.
While stone dust has a lower installation cost, it is prone to erosion from surface runoff; requires
annual maintenance in terms of re-grading, compaction, and weed control; and may be more
suitable for the trails within Harbor Park than it is along the Harbor Road right-of-way.
Where the trail is adjacent to and subject to surface runoff from Harbor Road, asphalt should be
considered. Asphalt is more expensive than stone dust, but is also more durable, is easier to plow,
and requires less routine maintenance. The cost estimates in the next section reflect these
recommendations.

8.6 PLAZAS
The Town should consider using granite or brick pavers
in the plaza areas. Kiosks with signage describing the bus
system and the trails within Harbor Park are proposed,
and could range from very simple and utilitarian to quite
elaborate in style. Two kiosk examples are provided on
the accompanying materials illustrations. Benches and
trash receptacles with wood or composite slats on cast
aluminum supporting members are recommended.
An existing kiosk in Harbor Park will be
replaced and situated within a small plaza
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Loop-type bicycle racks are preferred over other options due to ease of use by cyclists.

8.7 PROPOSED CULVERT
Materials and dimensions for the culvert have not been closely considered as part of this study.
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Cost Estimates and Phasing
9.1 MARSH WALK COST ESTIMATES BY PHASED SECTION
The costs below have been broken into segments by construction type and location, with an eye
toward phasing the construction of the various pieces involved, should it be necessary to construct
the project in pieces over time.

Wells Marsh Walk
Cost Estimates by Segment

Section 1 - 5' wide asphalt trail and crosswalk to Fisherman's Catch Restaurant
DESCRIPTION
5' Asphalt Trail and 3' Esplanade/Planted Buffer
Timber Guardrail
Curb Ramp Detectable Warning
Painted Crosswalk - 24" Lines

QTY

UNIT COST
40
$40.00
75
$4.00
Subtotal:
30% Permitting, Engineering, and Materials Contingency:
Total
80
80
32
64

UNIT
LF
LF
SF
LF

COST
3200
$3,200.00
2400
$256.00
$9,056.00
$2,716.80
$11,772.80

Section 2 - 5' wide boardwalk, boardwalk bus turn out, and overlook platforms #1 and #2
DESCRIPTION
5' Boardwalk and 3' Esplanade/Planted Buffer
Timber Guardrail
Additional Boardwalk Width at Turn Out
Overlook Platform #1
Overlook Platform #2
Interpretive Signage
Regulatory signage

QTY
1,200
1,200
50
24
1
3
1

UNIT
LF
LF
LF
LF
LS
EA
EA

UNIT COST
$340.00
$40.00
$205.00
$340.00
$10,000.00
$4,000.00
$500.00
Subtotal:
30% Permitting, Engineering, and Materials Contingency:
Total

COST
$408,000.00
$48,000.00
$10,250.00
$8,160.00
$10,000.00
$12,000.00
$500.00
$496,910.00
$149,073.00
$645,983.00

Section 3 - 5' wide asphalt trail along Harbor Road and plaza at public restroom
DESCRIPTION
5' Asphalt Sidewalk and 3' Esplanade/Planted Buffer
Timber Guardrail
Plaza Surfacing
Kiosk and Interpretive Signage
Regulatory signage
Granite Bollards
Site Amenities (2 trash receptacles, 2 benches, 5 bike loops)
Plantings at Plaza

QTY
1,220
1,220
190
1
1
6
1
1

UNIT
LF
LF
SY
EA
EA
EA
LS
LS

UNIT COST
$40.00
$40.00
$100.00
$7,000.00
$500.00
$600.00
$5,000.00
$5,000.00
Subtotal:
30% Permitting, Engineering, and Materials Contingency:
Total

COST
$48,800.00
$48,800.00
$19,000.00
$7,000.00
$500.00
$3,600.00
$5,000.00
$5,000.00
$137,700.00
$41,310.00
$179,010.00
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Section 4 - 5' wide stone dust trail along Harbor Park parking lot and plaza at trail junction
DESCRIPTION
5' Stone Dust Trail
Split Rail Fence
Planted Buffer
Plaza Surfacing
Kiosk and Interpretive Signage
Regulatory signage
Granite Bollards
Site Amenities (1 trash receptacle, 8 benches, 3 bike loops)
Plantings at Plaza

QTY
910
950
190
270
1
1
4
1
1

UNIT
LF
LF
LF
SY
EA
EA
EA
LS
LS

UNIT COST
$25.00
$35.00
$20.00
$100.00
$7,000.00
$500.00
$600.00
$11,000.00
$5,000.00
Subtotal:
30% Permitting, Engineering, and Materials Contingency:
Total

COST
$22,750.00
$33,250.00
$3,800.00
$27,000.00
$7,000.00
$500.00
$2,400.00
$11,000.00
$5,000.00
$112,700.00
$33,810.00
$146,510.00

Section 5 - 5' wide stone dust trail in Harbor Park and overlook platform #3
DESCRIPTION
Clearing
5' Stone Dust Trail
Overlook Platform #3
Interpretive Signage

QTY

UNIT COST
$5,000.00
$25.00
$10,000.00
$4,000.00
Subtotal:
30% Permitting, Engineering, and Materials Contingency:
Total
1
530
1
1

UNIT
LS
LF
LS
EA

COST
$5,000.00
$13,250.00
$10,000.00
$4,000.00
$32,250.00
$9,675.00
$41,925.00

Section 6 - Roadway improvements including repaving roadway, paving asphalt shoulders and striping
DESCRIPTION
Grind Existing Pavement
Asphalt Binder Course (2")
Asphalt Surface Course (1.5")
4" Striping

QTY
7,000
960
720
5,200

UNIT
SY
TONS
TONS
LF

UNIT COST
$15.00
$110.00
$125.00
$0.50
Subtotal:
30% Permitting, Engineering, and Materials Contingency:
Total

COST
$105,000.00
$105,600.00
$90,000.00
$2,600.00
$303,200.00
$90,960.00
$394,160.00

Section 7 - Culvert
DESCRIPTION
Culvert

QTY

UNIT
UNIT COST
COST
1 LS
$100,000.00
$100,000.00
Total (Includes 30% Permitting, Engineering, and Materials Contingency): $100,000.00

GRAND TOTAL
DESCRIPTION
Section 1 - 5' wide asphalt trail and crosswalk to Fisherman's Catch Restaurant
Section 2 - 5' wide boardwalk, boardwalk bus turn out, and overlook platforms #1 and #2
Section 3 - 5' wide asphalt trail along Harbor Road and plaza at public restroom
Section 4 - 5' wide stone dust trail along Harbor Park parking lot and plaza at trail junction
Section 5 - 5' wide stone dust trail in Harbor Park and overlook platform #3
Section 6 - Roadway improvements including repaving roadway, paving asphalt shoulders and striping
Section 7 - Culvert
Survey
Grand Total :

COST
$11,772.80
$645,983.00
$179,010.00
$146,510.00
$41,925.00
$394,160.00
$100,000.00
$20,000.00
$1,539,360.80
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Section 1 and section 2 would probably be constructed
together as one project, completing the approach to
the boardwalk, the crossing from the Fisherman’s
Catch Restaurant, the boardwalk, and overlook
platforms #1 and #2 at the same time.
Sections 3 (trail on grade along Harbor Road), 4 (trail
through Harbor Park along parking lot), and 5 (trail
from parking lot to marsh and overlook) could be
completed as discrete projects, or as part of more
comprehensive improvements to Harbor Park.
Section 4 would include improvements in the vicinity
of the existing kiosk and new trails connecting Harbor
Road, the parking area within the park, and
formalized trails to the beach and overlook platform
#3.

Section 6 (roadway improvements) and 7 (culvert)
would probably be completed at the same time, but
it is not yet certain that the culvert is necessary to
benefit the marsh ecosystem, and it may not be pursued in the long term. Section 6 could be
completed simultaneously with any of the improvements in sections 1 through 5.

9.2 DESIGN, ENGINEERING AND PERMITTING COSTS
Given the nature of the project’s environmental context, design and engineering for the structure
will need to both optimize construction to limit disturbance of the wetland and tidal areas to the
maximum extent possible and manage costs for construction. In addition, as noted above, the
project will require significant local, state and federal coordination and permitting.
Approximately $20,000 should be allocated for
topographic survey, boundary survey, utility survey,
and coastal wetland delineation (HAT), which will
provide greater clarity regarding costs for permitting
and right-of-way acquisition.

The Marsh Walk’s proximity to the coastal wetland is
both a design opportunity and a permitting challenge

The 30% addition to the construction cost estimates
by segment, above, includes the following
assumptions. Typical design and permitting costs
for a project of this nature can be expected to run on
the order of 8%-12% of the projected construction
cost. Construction phase engineering assistance can
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be expected to run between 8%-12% of the projected construction cost.
contingency has been included.

A 10% materials

Permitting costs will depend somewhat on the nature of project funding, as the use of federally
originating funds will require the project to obtain clearance under the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) which can be expected to increase the level of effort required above local, state,
and federal permits as described in Section 5.
The costs associated with acquiring rights or use agreements from the USFWS/Rachel Carson
refuge are expected to vary depending upon whether a 5-year special use permit (lower cost) or
permanent right-of-way acquisition (cost unknown – but could include legal fees, and purchase
fee) is sought.
Other unknown costs which should be accounted for in the overall project budget would include:
potential additional legal fees, local administrative costs, and miscellaneous fees.

9.3 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE BUDGET
Municipal managers are often keenly attuned to the fiscal impact of operations and maintenance
costs associated with new infrastructure on existing departments and budgets. It is important,
therefore, that the Town include consideration of these costs when considering whether to proceed
with the initiative.
Regular annual operations and maintenance components are likely to include the following:
●

winter maintenance (snow removal),

●

maintenance and periodic replacement of
boardwalk and overlook framing and
decking,

●

maintenance and periodic replacement of
timber guardrail,

●

trash removal,

●

removal of graffiti from signs and
refreshing of informational materials at
Informational materials at the Harbor Park Shoreline
kiosks,

●

maintenance of the culvert to keep it clear
of debris and monitor its performance,

Explorer stop
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●

policing of project components, particularly in remote areas, such as at overlook platform
#3, and

●

landscape maintenance, such as periodic weeding of 10’ landscaped buffer areas through
establishment and beyond, and periodic trimming (at least 2x/year) of seeded 3’esplanade
buffer areas.

Over the long-term, the facility will require periodic inspection and replacement of materials. The
life expectancy of the various components of the bridge will invariably depend on final material
selection, with added investment “up front” in more durable materials tending to reduce the need
for future investment in maintenance or replacement.
We would suggest an annual budget for operations and maintenance on the order of $3,000 to
$4,000 per year for the initial 20 years. After that time, the Town can expect to see an increase due
to a higher level of repairs to aging materials.

9.4 OVERALL PROJECT BUDGET SUMMARY
Based on the figures discussed above, but without costs associated with right-of-way acquisition or
maintenance, the full project could cost on the order of $1,500,000 to $2,000,000.
It is important to note that the costs expressed herein are budgetary figures based on a planning
level assessment into the feasibility of constructing the Marsh Walk. In the event the community
has a strong interest in implementing such a project, we recommend that further effort be
expended to better define the likely magnitude of permitting and right-of-way acquisition costs.
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SECTION 10

Funding and Implementation
10.1 NEXT STEPS
The following next steps to continue the project effort are suggested for the Town’s consideration:
1) Secure funding for survey, design engineering, and permitting
2) Perform a ground survey of the HAT line/coastal wetland boundary, topographic survey,
utility survey, and boundary survey
3) Overlay the concept plans with the existing conditions survey to see whether the
implications for permitting and design have changed. Make revisions as necessary.
4) Review the revised concept plans with Town, State and federal regulators and stakeholders
including the Town’s Code Officer, Maine DEP, Maine IF&W, Maine Department of Marine
Resources, the USACE, the USFWS/Rachel Carson, the Wells NERR, the Wells
Conservation Commission, the Wells Harbor Commission, Maine Audubon, and the
Fisherman’s Catch Restaurant.
The review would have two purposes – to verify
permitting and partnership requirements in light of better existing conditions information
(including ownership) and to confirm buy-in and receive comments prior to design
development. It will be critical to confirm with the Town’s Code Officer that the project is
in conformance with local codes. It will also be important to define the terms and costs of
the use agreement between the Town and USFWS.
5) Hold a public meeting to receive additional comments on and continue to verify support
for the project
6) Prepare 90% plans for permitting purposes, including sections and details. The NRPA
permit alone has a 120 day review period, so it will be a major factor in the timing of
construction.
7) Finalize plans, specifications, and cost estimates
8) Secure construction funding
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9) Solicit bids for the portions of the project that are selected for construction and select a
contractor.

10.2 POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES
All of Maine's municipalities struggle with the realities of the costs associated with investing in
public improvements. For trail and recreation efforts, there are a number of traditional approaches
to funding that many Maine communities have employed to see their plans through to
implementation.
Most of the funding programs traditionally used to fund trails originate from federal sources and
are administered by the State. These funding sources in recent years are also subject to fluctuation
in the level of funding provided from year to year. The information provided here on various
programs is the most current available, but program details such as availability, deadlines, and
requirements may change, and communities should contact the appropriate agencies to ensure
they have the best information about a funding program.
The following is a partial list of potential funding sources for this Marsh Walk project:
●

Town
Funds
(TIF,
CIP
budget,
discretionary, in-kind, etc.): The primary
need for local funding will come from the
need to provide match funds for most grant
sources. Many grants allow for a certain
amount of in-kind match such as the use of
city labor or resources or other donated
services from within the community.
However, the Town should consider the
strategic use of local funds such as from TIF
or CIP budgets to construct smaller
projects or take advantage of public- The Town raises revenue from parking fees collected
at Wells Beach
private partnerships that can result in trail
implementation. For example, in implementing the crosswalk to the Fisherman’s Catch
Restaurant, there could be opportunities to match private funds with local funds to develop
the crossing.
As many of the grants used by Maine communities to develop trails become less available
and more competitive, many communities look to dedicating funds such as from impact
fees or other development fees to secure funding. The Town has previously indicated that
it could allocate resources for the Marsh Walk’s construction incrementally through the fees
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it collects from the USFWS every year in lieu of taxes, as a result of the Revenue Sharing
Act.
Also, while local bonds can be less favorable politically, they could be a practical and
financially feasible opportunity to fund recreation and conservation efforts.
●

Private Foundations: Although USFWS no longer has an internal grant program, Rachel
Carson is willing to jointly apply for private grants with the Town and can help to identify
appropriate sources of funding. Applying for grants with a public health focus has initially
been identified as a potential direction to pursue.

●

Maine Department of Transportation (MaineDOT): Funded through the federal
Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP),
formerly
known
as
Transportation
Enhancement (TE), MaineDOT’s Quality
Community Program is reduced from
previous years and may no longer be a
reliable source of funding for sidewalk and
trail projects.
Projects with complex
ownership and permitting needs are less
likely to receive funding priority than simple
projects within the public right-of-way. In
Rental fees for of the shelters within Harbor Park are
another local source of revenue
addition, Maine’s program has been unable
to guarantee funding for project’s submitted within the last funding cycle.
The Quality Community Program typically requires separate applications for the design
and the construction phases. Projects must have their design phase complete and approved
by MaineDOT before applying for construction funds. There is no stated limit to the funds
for each project, however, MaineDOT typically has approximately $8 million each funding
round, and project awards typically vary from $200,000 to $1 million. The Town should
monitor the program and coordinate with the MaineDOT Bicycle, Pedestrian, and Quality
Community Program Manager for questions or to coordinate potential applications.
For more information: http://www.maine.gov/mdot/pga/qcp
The Transportation, Community, and System Preservation (TCSP) program has largely
been overlooked as a source for pedestrian/bicycle facilities funding, but may be a possible
funding source. This is an annually funded federal program. For more information, the
Town should contact MaineDOT.Web sources for the TCCP Program:
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/tcsp/ and http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/discretionary/tcsp2012info.htm
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In addition to this program, the Town may wish to explore other MaineDOT funding, such
as discretionary grants and federal programs, or funding through the Biennial Capital
Work Plan, however, however, the need for MaineDOT funding for other city road and
transportation projects may push many trail projects down on the list of funding priorities
(http://www.maine.gov/mdot/planningdocs/bcwp2012-2013).
●

Maine Department of Conservation (DOC): Funding through the Maine Department of
Conservation offers another potential pool of funds for trail and park facility-related
implementation, including Shore and Harbor grants, the Recreational Trails Program, and
the Land & Water Conservation Fund.
The Recreational Trails Program (RTP) was contacted in
August of 2013 regarding this project. The program
funding is on an 80%/20% basis. The federal share of a
project may be up to 80% of a project's total cost or the
maximum grant amount of $35,000 for non-motorized trails
and $5,000 for education. All of the trails in this project
would potentially be eligible for funding. Education could
include signage related to environmental protection with
regard to trail use. The sponsor's match may consist of
cash or the value of donated services and/or materials.
The program is administered through the Bureau of Parks
and Lands.
A site walk for this project was conducted with the grant
program manager in September, 2013.
Under
consideration was the portion of the project described in
the previous section as Section 5, including approximately
.1 miles of stone dust trail in Harbor Park and overlook platform #3. During the site visit,
birders were encountered at the site of proposed overlook platform #3, and the project
elicited favorable comment from the administrator. Describing the project as part of a
larger bike and pedestrian connectivity plan will help with scoring. It was suggested that
competition in the non-motorized category is high, and that allowing several user groups to
use the trail would place it in a less competitive category, but the Town was not interested
in pursuing this route.
An existing dirt trail would be
upgraded to an ADA compliant
stone dust surface as part of
improvements associated with
Section 5

Because survey had not yet been conducted to help identify the level of permitting and
right-of-way acquisition that would be required for this project, it was decided to delay
applying for this grant until that information can be assembled. At issue is the fact that
there are several parts of the project that will require a NRPA permit, and rather than
permit it in several smaller pieces, the Town would like to apply for one overarching
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permit, as has been suggested by Maine DEP.
Once the design is advanced for the entire
project and permitting is more in hand, the
Town will be in a better position to apply for
DOC funds for a portion of the Marsh Walk.
In general, with regard to the RTP grant,
eligible projects include:
-

-

Development and rehabilitation of
trailside and trailhead facilities and
linkages for recreational trails;
A photograph from the location of proposed
overlook platform #3, taken on the day of the site
Construction of new recreation trails;
walk with the RTP administrator
Acquisition of easements and fee
simple title to property for trail purposes from a willing landowner/seller;
Funding of educational programs to promote safety and environmental education and
protection as they relate to the use of recreational trails.

Projects not eligible include:
-

Feasibility Studies;
Law Enforcement – Routine law enforcement is not permitted in the RTP legislation;
Planning – Trail planning is not a permissible use of RTP funds;
Road construction, sidewalks, gardening/landscaping, parks or park equipment,
sprinklers or campgrounds;
Routine trail maintenance;
Construction/improvements within a federal, state, county, or town road right-of-way;
Funding of staff/intern positions not related to a specific RTP-funded project/program.

For more information:
http://www.state.me.us/doc/parks/programs/community/trailsfund.html
The Land and Water Conservation Fund funds the development of public outdoor recreation
facilities. Projects must be in accordance with the current (2009-2014) State Comprehensive
Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP)
(http://www.maine.gov/doc/parks/programs/SCORP/index.html).
Projects should have significant impact to a community, region or the State of Maine in
general, including but not limited to:
-

Acquisition of property to prevent loss of an existing public outdoor recreation facility;
Acquisition of land to protect critical natural areas and/or wetlands;
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-

Development of public outdoor recreation facilities to meet established, documented
needs in a community or region;
Development of public outdoor recreation facilities that serve a broad range of users
including special needs populations;
Renovation of existing public outdoor recreation facilities that serve an established,
documented need.

The program is administered through the Bureau of Parks and Lands. A 50% cash or inkind match is required, with up to $200,000 for eligible acquisition and/or development
projects. A pre-application inspection/meeting must be scheduled with BPL staff, and the
deadline for 2013 applications has passed.
For more information:
http://www.maine.gov/doc/parks/programs/community/lwgrants.html
●

The York-based southern Maine Healthy Maine Partnership, Choose to be Healthy, (dir.
Deborah Erisckson-Irons (207) 439-6504) may be able to help identify funding sources for
sections of the Marsh Walk, under the aegis of public health.
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